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CHAPTER 1

SUBSISTENCE-BASED LAND AND RESOURCE USE
MAPPING: INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
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use data

to resource

areas

means for

identification

resource

development

cable
the

resource

harvest

portraying

other

--

categories;

significant

systems;

from

is

methodological

and water

maps which

resource

of

research

corridors

based

in

(emphasis

methodologies

transportation

to

derived

participants

systems

development

depict

through

icant

Findings

from

relevant

or

to

or household

(4)

exclusively

gathering

are considered);

lines

areas

(3)

but

identification

vesting

and

socioeconomic

studies

of the world

collecting,

are discussed

7

in detail

below.

such

METHODOLOGY

The

identification

depicting

an extensive

and occupancy
tiqued

for

from

strengths
to

occupancy

studies

relating

to

insights

land-use

mapping

into

the

world

approaches

to

recording

of

the

level

and

and

reviewed

use

and cri-

stated

objectives,
and

to

land

use

baseline

investigations

were

development

analyzing

land

research,

--

consulted

of

relevant

to

contemporary

literature

for

reviewed

major

focused

Hunter-gatherer

were

information

precursors

interactions
origins

for

replicability,

and problem

methodologies.

of

areas

light

harvest

human/environmental

provide

were

including

including

ethnographies,

use
all

ecologically-focused
--

assessments,

in

procedure

methodologies

Initially

and Alaska

and weaknesses

Secondly,

extant
resource

search.
Canada

scientific

applicability.

of

subsistence

literature

studies

conformity

impact

evaluation

geographic-based

required

and

and

from

and

other

applicable

geographic-based

subsistence

data.
Subsequent
relevant
These

sources
included

and

natural

culture

books

as

of

at

review

of

specific

anthropological
theories
theory

theory

Specific

study

in

area

such

1981).

the

early

change

analyses

the

to

theory
of

1955),

foraging

optimal
contributions

hand will

anthropological

1939),

of

be described
research

described

and method

environmental

(Kroeber

(Steward

studies

were

determinism,

multilineal

above,

ccnsulted.
cultural

evolution

and

and more contemporary

ecological

theory

and

Smith

perspectives

to

these
below.
methods
8

(Winterhalder
theoretical
Additionally,
were

reviewed

some handto

ascertain

how nmwing has been used in data gathering,
depiction

in the discipline

As the primary

was therefore

focus of this

study was to develop

Particular

subfields

of econanic and behavioral

geography were adapted
nr?thodological

to

both

frm

was camitted

the

to the

geography and the methodology of
techniques

analytical

statistical

Relevant

l

eccnmies,

literature

attention

of geography.

an under-

of hunting-gathering

to examine appropriate

logical

discipline

cartosraphy

or data

as a whole.

standing of the geographic caqonents
it

data analysis,

general

fran

and southeastern

Alaskan

land-use mapping studies

were not

mdels.

Since scm of the n-me recent
and in order

yet published,

to develop a mre

complete historical

framewcrk in which to view the developrrent of northern mapping methodologies,

interviews

were conducted with

These

researchers.

informal

both Canadian and Alaskan

interviews

were

mst

instructive

in the case of the Dene mapping project.

of Alberta

is currently

faculty,

staff,

the repository

and students

when questions primarily

ment of

land-use

participate

related

In Alaska the most proddve

for

Tbe University

these mapped data,

in analysis

to land-use planning

interview

particularly

of these data
decisions

sessions involved

mapping methods and associated

and

arise.

the develop-

analyses

of North

Slope Borough land and resource use data.
General subsistence-based

mapping methodological

developed on the basis of the critiques
review of other

appropriate

that the rrrethodological

of extant
It

literature.

review process muld
9

guidelines
methodologies

was originally
result

were
and

thought

in the developrent

of

a single,

encompassing

methodological

to

gathering

and analyzing

subsistence

general

and

apparent
would

to

southeastern

from

the

be applicable

research
mapping

model

economic,
needed
being

of

from

more

for

all

based

the

of

for

socioeconomic
for

these

specific

mapping

that

no single

model

areas

area

or

no

all
the

cultural,

of

interest

and

questions

and resource

systems

to

that

research

land

and

became

ecological,

the

use,

inquiries.

Use

data

between

of

the

systems

application

use data

was substantially

single

A model

for

more

general

of

model

could

application
guidelines,

to

guidelines

were

cultural,

and

guidelines

guidelines

would

and

function

for

of

included
a tool

in

of

gathering

studies

in

an assessment
developing

and organizing

southeastern

Alaska

taking

account

10

ensure

an

subsistence-based

decision-making

into

answers

subsistence-

and replicability

as

planning

of

ecological,

mapping

and as a tool

provide

methodological

these

these
of

could

dimensions

specific

structure

to land-use

of

studies

Additionally,
importance

spatial

a set
to

of

no one model

the

applicability

relative

understanding

of

believed,

regarding

and space.
the

of

is,

originally

and resource

comparability

givens

in

it

apparent

the

socioeconomic

was ascertained

policy-related

time

That

that

cultural

fit

use data

However,

readily

the

be applied

answers.

questions
land

and
become

nature

data.

than

it

developed

the

could

and resource

process

had to

subsistence-based

all

While

it

minimally

to

the

complex

provide

fact,

which

specific.

ecological

and historic

respond

asked

derived

In

political,
to

all

employed

in

and evaluative

to

questions.

land

Alaska

review

model

data

processes.
was derived
the

from

ecological,

econanic,

cultural,

its intemal

of Wales Island,
biographies

Fieldwork

Alaska.

mention on lists

preliminary

selection

the informant

of infomants

sample minimlly

short-term

residents,

participated
vesting

in either

activities

informant

with

harvesters

representation

was the entirety

individuals

Hanest

tidal

resources,

initial
important

design,

information

of the years

waterfowl,
although

by informants

was gathered

administered
selected

in which the
of

land and resource use
for satin,

deer,

resource

categories

mm&

harvest

data

so became a supplmentary

geographic-based

of

interin the

were demed

resource category.
sample provided

survey questions

which were

to a randan sample of 36 households and 4 non-randanly

key informant

southeastern

extent

and trapping
marine

har-

the camnmity

with

Geographic-based data gathered fran the key informant
the basis for designing

who had
timber

The temporal

associated

that

both long and

or camsrcial

lifetims.

a

three age groups (20s

Klawcck, as the outccm ms a camunity-fccused
pattern.

After

was detemined

of

fishing

hasvested resources while

f-ran Native

key respondents.

had to include

their

of map

on the basis of

elicited

was made, it

ccmnercial

within

each mapped biography

the gathering

SOS, and 60s and older),

3os, 40s through

thrwgh

included

and other

in the

of Klawock on Prince

who were selected

of active

organizations

refined

in the cannunity

fieldmrk

fran 19 key informants,

and mmicipal

nature of the region and

Thismdelevolvedandwas

heterogeneity.

context of preliminary

recurrent

and political

historic,

households.

More specific

model is presented in Chapter 5.
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detail

about the

BASIC CONCEPTS

For
methods

the

sake

clarity

and associated

some basic

of

particularly

used
these

useful

research

to

in general

in

the

evaluations,

concepts

understanding

in

of

discussion
a concise

through

this

concepts

as

the

to

reader

review

used

in

research

of

mapping

and definition

of

is'

order.

An

will

be

presentation
this

unfamiliar

and subsistence

follow

in

context

with

hunter-gatherer

in northern

North

America

specific.
While

logical
primarily
for

food

the

"hunter-gatherer"

literature

to

reliant

on locally

of

the

detailed

include,

in

gathering

of

institutions

which

and perpetuation
wild

complex

will

In
be used

of features

the

for

described

implied

by

activities

the

of

the

sake

of

of

above.
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by
but

fresh-

and

terrestrial
and

cultural

consumption,
based

the
but

A

in

culturally

distribution,

brevity

users.

hunting,

system

a

a literal

its

socioeconomic

therefore,

resources

engaged
and

an economic

context,

anthropopopulations

trapping,

production,

time
this

short

and aquatic

and

and

falls

collecting,

resources,

through

resources.

gatherer"

terrestrial

support

itself

in

and vegetable

ecologically

intertidal

plant

animal

economic

vary

used

systems

activities

of

context,

fishing,

term

of

would

this

salt-water

the

description

commonly

economic

available

spectrum

"hunters-gatherers"

is

describe

and raw materials,

description
more

term

on the

term
will

use

"hunter-

include

the

The concept
economic
following
(1)

"subsistence-based

and attendant

(Wolfe

and Ellanna

a mixed

economy,

including

harvest

of

wild,

derived

including

a secondary,

wage

transfer

from

sector

resources

hunting,

for

fishing,

albeit

focused
food

on

and raw

and gathering

important,

cash

commodity

simple

of wild

a kin-based

system

sector

but

derived

production,

and

than

extensive

involving

to specific

a patterned
seasons

system

and associated

resources;
of production,
in which

production,"

use rather

round

keyed

and owned by family
for

groups

and patterned

referred
the

to as a "domestic

technology

and production.

commercial

is
is

distribution

non-commercial

small-scale

primarily

for

(sale);
networks

of distribu-

and exchange;

(5)

relatively

high

production

(6)

relatively

high

levels

(7)

customary

law which
access

consequently,

(8)

by the

1983):

seasonal

harvest

availability

tion

to an

payments;

of resource

(4)

refers

characterized

a subsistence

employment,

a community-wide

mode of

system"

system

renewable

materials

from

0)

and cultural

features

the

(2)

social

socioeconomic

western

concepts

a wage

sector

mittent,
derived

of participation;
regulates
to

which

is
and

employment

land

resources

of private

insecure,
from

outputs;

use

and

occupancy

and,

and

which

differs

from

property;
characterized

by

sporadic

generation,

usually

projects,

capital

in

cash

government
13

seasonal,

inter-

construction

(9)

endeavors,
(suchas

trappingandcahnexyemployment):

efficient

rr&hods

and smns

ratio

The term "subsistence

sions

study to refer
(land and water)

"subsistence“

resource

brevity
use

by

systems and will

participants

example, a hunt or fishing

(cmnumity

of gather)

animals

sane portion
generally

discussion.

into

three

mapping" will

socioeconanic

caqonents

A hamesting

as carmonly practiced

lesser or greater

for

and impli-

of the phenamna of land and

several different

countryside

or plants

chase (pursuit)

which

tiip

(for

in rural
their

distances

with the intent

Alaska

residence
usually

to harvest

to

(kill

some type of human use, returning

phases:

residence.

A harvesting

trip

location

of resource

(search,

in the case of game or fish,

EHch of these aspects of harvesting
to

definitions

the term

or legal connotations.

of the harvest to their

divided

harvest.

relate

surrounding

of partici-

Although

by a person or persons who depart

or camp) and travel

the unsettled

systems.

subsistence-based

involves

trip)

activities

use in "subsistence

in

in the following

undertaken

of the geographic dimn-

and legal

and be descriptive

behavior"

are identified

scan),

sociceconanic

not have any political

"Harvesting

be employed in the remainder

of the harvest-related

its

and

spectrum of species.

mapping" will

in the Alaskan context,

accanmdate

is

for the full

has numerous political

of

and a long term admntageous

to the investigation

pants in subsistence-based

cations

-action

resources

cost/benefit

of this

and the camarc ial

the mapped representation

of

harvest activities.
14

the

and capture

are discussed
spatial

is

or

as they

patterning

of

How does the
to

a harvest

problems

ing

trip
of

additional
nistic

which

the

a highly

valued

search.

Whether

relevant

to

located

within

mapping

to distinguish

traveling

through

of

activities

search

searching

considerations

on-going

over

land

relationships

by
by

Alberta

are

hunters,

actually

heavy
to

lack

or water

side

Michael
of

of

this

the

to get

his

visibility.

the

actual
At

In

area

from

the

other

purposes
or whether
the

is
the

the

route

normally
Dene and

University

of

particularly
some distance

of terrain,

may be virtually

end of
15

the

harvesters,
behavior

merely

has differential

collected

some types

hunted

is

area,

area

is

subsistence

Lastly,

at

the

resources

for

traveled

hunting

traveled.

to

A route

However,

of

harvester

search

associates

in

discovery

all

priority

to a harvest

Data

opportu-

opportunistic

relevant

in

more

unsuccessful

for

corridor.

behavior.

and

or

the

or

and direction

the

low

a travel

nature.

route

is

a productive

on a map.
Asch

or

may be.conducting

underbrush,
of

to

search

a line

analyzed

get

it

or not

unsuitable

or

the

competion

whether

along

to actual

represented

either

to

focus

secondary,

Secondly,

between
an area

the

increasing

area.

is

'In

one

Additionally,

primary,

of

a given

is

traveled

is

in mind.

harvester

objective.

opportu-

a harvest-

as a secondary

the

may alter

a harvest

or

she may encounter

if

relate

analytical

undertake

objective

may be harvested

resource

the

multispecies

harvesters

he or

species

or "search"

One of

treat

and a real

particularly

primary

resource"
user?

cases,

however,

consideration,

obtaining

of

how to

species

trip,

species

is

In most

a primary

that

"location

behavior

trips.

with

of

by a subsistence

search

harvest

course

of

activity

of

nistic

concept

continuum,

such
linear

on
as
due

however,

specific

locations

significant

visibility

harvester

breathing

to

or

them.

as a spot,
fashion

phase

objective,

harvesting,

is

pursuit.

pursuit

limited

search

of

and

habitat

not

desirable

between

the

beach

for

the

location

of

mapping

resource

use if

such

boundaries

or

in

cases

of

to
of

In

scan

leads,

addition,

and await

game

spatially

degree

and in what

by harvesters.
not

applicable
the

pursuit

to

search
Pursuit

within

such

aj

activities

activities

are

valuative

collection

has

a

heavily

assessment

is more
by

terrain

forested
Alaska

may be
located

general

encompassed

through

meadows on southeastern
pursuit

the

behavior

areas

may occur

searching,

Spatially,

the

Inuit

crests

sit

on to what

occurs

and alpine

which

evidence

will

is more specific.

However,

activities.

for

tundra-dwelling

mammal prey.

While

usually

in

can be represented

depending
searched

area

for

hunters

behavior

many allow

coastal

ice

marine

where

are

resources,

elevated
sea

of

search

a wide

example,

or

signs

or an area

The second

spatially

ridges
flat

Thus,

corridors

primary

For

locations

travel

as promontories,

produce

animals.

other

a line,

plant

thus

sea ice

may be specific
by

such

of'relatively

holes,

pass

of

for

use piled

distances

there

and

searches

commonly
vast

on a route,

or
areas

islands.

important

to

search

area

beyond

(MacArthur

and Pianka

1966).
The final
Generally,
animal
which
kill.

this
is

killed

an animal
In

both

phase

of harvest

activity

can

or plant
is

is

be reduced

foods

wounded

circumstances,

behavior

the

then

must

location
16

or actual

a specific

There

picked.

and

to

capture

are

cases,

be pursued
of

site

harvest

for

harvest.
where

however,
the

an
in

final

can be reduced

to

a single

spot
While

analysis.
important

kill

map hunter
land

area

For purposes

this

of

human use of

the

or

plant

(2)

that

is,

several

the
of

the

mapped set

of

hunting

for

patterns

(5)

a legal

occurrence
noted
of

--

is

c

1985).

pattern."

animal

a transportation

and

framework,
(6)

harvest

a socio-

activity

--

and embedded

given

area,

pattern

of wild

important

a geographic
attention

et.

an ecological

of the

map

important

"harvest

(1)

be

that
to

means the

Therefore,

above.

requires

is

framework,

dimension

issues,

or

harvesting

(3)

must

necessarily

(Usher

involve:

extremely
"it

use

pattern"
the

spatial

are

critical

behavior

technology,

uses

pattern

the

in

an exhaustive
explanation

to each of the

six

for

variables

above.
The concept

widely

from

of

ally

are
the

Australian
politics

concepts

societies

not

conceived

sense

of

and

is

territories

a

hunter-gatherer
in

marketable
"land

societies

agro-industrial

diverges

societies.

and associated

to be privately

being

Aborigines,

in

"territory"

territorial

hunter-gatherer

in

and water

its

variables

any particular
noted

of

not

identify

"harvest

The temporal

season

is

of

data,

land

have an interest"

Harvest

framework.

to

of harvest

framework,

areas

to

kills)

not

a harvesting

an economic

cultural

land

purposes

harvest

respect

of

discussion,

resources.

technology,
(4)

(location

feature

of

small

with

harvesters

another

a map for

of mapped harvest

and certainly

Native

Lastly,

or

especially

use,

on

analysis

success

in which

area

sites

understood,

Native

small

to quantitative

clearly
to

or

resources

owned by individuals
In

commodities.

ownership"

is

potentially-explosive

a

topic
17

In

core

generor groups

the
area

(Sutton

case
of

and

of

local
Rigsby

1982).
land

However,

that

rights

the

enables

over

holes

"land
the

most particularly

on a given

piece

of

land.

be asked

for

permission

to

resources.

traditionally
control

and

Alaska,

and

use

were being

pursued

to

travel

to

be property

In

of

square

of

or

by members

expansive

(no

view
foreign

land

In

his

but

In

a group
of

such

lands

prerequisites

all
from

which

he can

a hunter,

or foreign
for

there
groups),

sufficient
18

by

to

the

to

fish

species

others
trace

exists
primarily
resource

free

considered
caught

of the

between
lands

of

Northwest

were

may use

accounts
to

were

in common and were

Virtually

lifetime.
oral

Pacific

access

hunter

northwestern

some cases

case of the Inuit

the

to

was highly

when migratory

platforms

controlled

groups

gathering

for

case of the

fishing

a sole

through
of

the

America,

linkages

except
seasons

and

encroachment

kin-based

most resources

1982).

in

have

specific

and

against

question,

which

Canada,

miles

world

not

1981).

a family

(Hunn

by a hunter

the

did

during

hunting,

vigorously

distances,

northern

boundaries
the

sites

harvested

vast

locations

used

specific

in

(Burch

Indians

over

of

areas,

village

to

animal

North

at

fishing,

territory

overlapping

area,

who

of

areas

confer

and water

or wild

coast

1982).

to

equivalent

local

defended

groups
the

for

use water

is

and

(Hunn

used

land

families

heritable

of

Grounds

of

to

to resources

of

northwest

and often

or

Plateau

the

resources

territories

occupants

"Ownership"
to

attachment

an individual)

access

specific

individuals

Within

rights

means

(rarely

harvest

society-specific

and

Along

the

developed

hand

group

land,

vegetable

4,000

"owning"

functionally

that

right

these

ownership"

at

Barren

3,000

and

known firstare

inhabited

kinship

ties.

no territorial
because
extraction

of
in

areas of relatively
and samwhat
1979).

lowprcductivity

unpredictable

resource

(caribou)

(Hoffman 1976; Mauss

The relevance of concepts of territory

the geographic

dimensions

territoriality

plays

natural
tial

and the focus on a highlymbile

of harvest

in maintaining

resources and hamesting

to maintaining

adaptation

to an understanding

activities
an ecological

the role
balance

which
bel3ieen

This balance is essen-

populations.

sane degree of stability

in relationship

is

of

in patterns

to hamest areas (carxying

of ecological

capacity).

RELEVANCEOFSUBSLSTEXEMAPPING

SmE suggestions

about the relevance of subsistence

presented in the introduction
more thoroughly
and depicting
econmic

here.

the structure

the

of

In fact,

more recent

can provide

knowledge of

som study methodologies

mitigating

measures,

legislation

protecting

resource

land and associated

subsistence-based

the

socioeconmic
19

of

studies,

have exaggerated
nature

of

and sociocultural

land-use plam,

allocation

studies

such

have assumed that land-use

socioeconomic

the basis for developing

earlier

socio-

to the understanding

such systems,

of mapping to

mapping unaccanpanied by other

affecting

contribution

while

those associated with land use planning,

contribution

systems.

mentioned,

relevant

and function

analyzing,

dimensions of subsistence-based

As previously

ignored mapping and its

This topic is explored

Mapping is a method for collecting,

the geographic

systems.

particularly

to this chapter.

mapping were

data

ccqansatory

or

and management plicies,
uses, and other decisions
systems.

Both extremes of

this

as the
--

-- that

continuum
sole

source

can be viewed

of

between

necessary

integral

tool

hand,

ship

land

across

of

(5)

of

is

availability
size

and

the

study

of

systems,

the

land
are

use

of

or
of

the
water

central

mapping

methodology.

requires

the

water)

as an

On the

a more holistic

areas

and,

in
by

ecological

other

social,

ownership

of

is

to

through

all

cases,

within

individual

a

group
rights;

members with

accommodate
rules

socia 1 mechanisms;

of

(8)

(3)

to

are
(6)

of

dependency;
kin

ownership

of

irrelevant

fluctuations;

(7)

land

well-adapted
has
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symbo lit

group
land;

because

to and use of

between

is

access

the

access

group

accommodate

some overlap

resource
access

(2)

defended;

hands

their

following:

society;

and mutual
the

relation-

conduct
the

mechanisms

in

the

based on usufruct
to

base of the

social

and resources

they

include

most

the

subsistence-based)

on which

interdependence,

no conception

of

kin-based,

economic

permitted

land

characteristics

characteristics

are the

is

guaranteed

flexibility

(and

defined

of use are

these

resources

by

decisions

understanding

and

of

egalitarian,

These

species,

with

and

land

well

or community,

patterns

resources,

forth

(i.e.

boundaries

.concepts

Within

be understood

sets

tribal

are

ownership

systems.

it

perspective.

and resources

migratory

inadequate

maintenance

to viewing

and resource-use

a general

of mapped data

activities.

boundaries

land

only

(1975:83)

and the

economic

of

as a method

land

in a more comprehensive

between

societies

(4)

can

and cultural

Bodley

(1)

the

an understanding

economic,

for

harvesters,

for

and

mapping

information

socioeconomic

relationships

importance

ignoring

as examples

subsistence-based

bases

is,

to
and

use area
resource
population
emot ional

meanings
exist

to

group

(e.g.

patterns,

rotation

of

selective
the

is

foundation

land

and resource-use

indigenous

the

In

land

Therefore,

the

the

water),

resources

and associated
More specifically,

(1)

which
The

into

(2)

in

(changing
(3)

extent

of

(extensivity

changes

patterns

geographic

land

and water

land

a

because
to

aspects

of

cultural
is

been
change

fundamental

people,

the

the

of

as a

land

(and

rely.

can be applied
following

to research

categories:

population's

resource

harvest

mapping);

the

of

mapping

one o,r more of the

geographic.

activities

they

that

deliberately

overall

between

on which

subsistence

fall

have

use

disruptions

all

use of mapping

relationships

cyclical

argues

affect

about

management

used,

system,

policies

to bring

resource

Bodley

socioeconomic

fact,

governments

of

resources

inevitably

means of understanding

questions

and

patterns

peoples.

systems

or gathering).

of

system.

used by colonial

(9)

areas

hunting

land

sociocultural

and

members;

tenure

extent

of

use areas

through

time

use patterns);
and territoriality

through

time

and

space;
(4)

the
areas

(5)

differential
(intensity

comparison
nities

use of resources

the

analysis

(7)

the

impact

pre-impact

land

and water

mapping);

of

land

or areas

(6)

and related

(cross-cultural

of the
of

and resource

land

socioeconomic

between

commu-

comparisons);

human ecology
or

use patterns

resource
systems

21

of a given
use

policies

(impacts

area;
on

analysis);

altering

(8)

the

assessment

expanding
(9)

the

of

populations

effects

the

effects

community
land

of

changes

in

diversity
(12)

or level

changes

in

increased

the

been

highlighted,

which

mapped

relevance
it
data

can

ensures

comparability,

develop

a sound

review

of

the

and anthropology

with

role

and resource

the

space

also

to

economic
due

to

an increased
activities;

population

cycles,

(natural

and other

attitudes

or

factors;

towards,

artiand

and

values

and environment.
subsistence

important

to

be collected

and

replicability,

develop
analyzed

mapping.

studies

has

the-mechanisms

by

in

model,

it

of relevant

mapping

in

This

review

22

is

essential

the

disciplines

is

the

a manner

which

In order

and applicability.

methodological

be conducted.

related

to an area,

of conducting
is

use

(mobility)

use patterns;

introduction

of,

on

(sedentarism)

transportation

availability

perceptions

associ-ated
While

resource

with

use patterns;

of non-subsistence

of new species

cultural

settlement

resource

competition,

ficial)
(13)

and

communities

analysis);

modes of

land

land

for

and resource

changing

on subsistence-based
(11)

requirements

(projective

of

subsistence-based
(10)

land

topic

that

to

a brief

of geography
of Chapter

2.

-2

MAPPINGASAMETHO~LCGY~THESCCIAL
scm
: SOMEE%RmNEm Ex?MPLEs
ANDTHEmErIcALpERsp#ITIvES

FELATIONSHIPSBEYWEEN-mmAND
GEEPAPHYIN'IWESTUDYOFHUMANEzwIRam

Anthropology

and geography

have been described

(Clarkson 1970) in that

sciences"

they are both interested

phenanena in relationship

to the natural

phers and anthropologists

look at mny similar

cmwu 'cation

disciplinary

ences in theory,
part

explained

sciences,

is lacking

terminology,

gwlogy,

social

as spanning a similar
sciences

and social

in large part because of differThis circumstance

sciences,

to history

in their

Thus while

frm
it

cmprehension

anthropology

Differences

is purported

is often viewed

culture,

and

and natural

of the disciplines
that axthropclqists

of scciocultural
23

and

between anthropologists

of society,

the inception

in

the gap

space between the biological

treatmant

have persisted

is in

of anthropology

sciences in addition

(Clarkson 1970).

the present day.
proficient

easy inter-

of geography out of the physical

hypothetical

and geographers in their
environment

in human

Thus, while geography is seen as bridging

philosophy.

between the physical

social

questions,

and the developmnt

large part out of the biological

"sister

While geogra-

envirohment.

and origins.

by the develapnent

particularly

as

to
are

systems, they are

mre

naive

in

erlvirormwt.

their

Conversely,

of the structure
have a mre
becare

and function

proficient

features

Although
humn-envirormant

understanding
in

the

geography
relationships,

analysis

resulted

divergent

in different

of

of

Darwinian

evolution

of William

mrris

geographic

natural

and

interested
of

in
these

perspectives.

Frun

deteminism

geographic

by

influenced

period

study.

by

the concepts

Heeqmusedthe

the concern of geographic research should be to investigate
between inorganic

the effects

on humans.

of the physical

This view presented

the environment

cause and organic

environment

a one-way cause-effect

and human beings

and was,

determinism

relationships)

(environmntally

to a concern for

spatial

became the study of the placeavant of physical
within

a landscope (an area represented

phers

developed

relationships,

standardized

including

24

that

deserts)

relationship
in

effect,

an

studies changed
determined

cause-

analysis.

Geogr@Y

and cultural

features

by the forms on it).

methodologies

the collection,

-

(Clarkson 1970).

During the next 30 years, the focus ofgeographic
envizonmental

effect

(e.g. muntains,

attempt to determine the place of humans in nature

effect

and have

interpretations

1970). During this

Davis daninated

the relationships

fran

they

in geography was daninatd

or envirorxrental

(Clarkson

were

theoretical

concepts

betwen

environment

and anthropology

1800s to the 192Os, theory

is,

knawledge

systems, while

of

spatial

the natural

in their

of scciocultural

the late

view that

the dynamics of

Grossman 1977).

both

relationships

of

geographers are wanting

well-developed

highly

cultural

understarding

for

analysis,

studying

Gecgraspatial

and depiction

of

data through the use of maps.
a discipline
location

was concerned

with

of phenanena resulting

fran the previous
explain
-

Seemingly,

naive,

interest

mre static
and their

its

inception

dispositions,

location

determini sm in

thought,

the ancient

they only incidentally

by

culture
Christian

to

and humans

and environmental
earlier,

albeit

of human activities

to

geographical

he capable

mental settings

century

particularly

influencing
climatic

geographic explanation

behavioral
influences

of socialpherme-

Greeks developed geography as a science,

to the natural

stressing

of

thought

In fifth

factors,

afterwards

noted geographical

theologians

anthro~logical

of study.

envirormznt

explain&

factors

other than cl&&e

(Honigmnn 1976:29).

the diversity

to the vaxying uses that societies

nature,

tried

systems and replaced it with a

and for many centuries

Although

relating

This differed

had abandoned its

as a discipline

were seen to be the primaq

early

the

products.

were perceived

relating

affecting

which ultimately

in the differential

Greek anthro~logical
climate,

geography as

between the envirormnt

in humn-environmental

Evidence of geographic
predates

factors

between hman activities

geqraphy

interest

period,

fran human activities.

the systemic relationships

setting.

analyzing

focus of the discipline

that is, the interaction

na.

Thus, during this

the limitations

of cultures

as

make of resources provided

imposed by different

(Honigmmn 1976:43).

Soma

environ-

In subseguent centuries,

geo-

graphic determinism

reappeared frcm time to tin?e in western anthropo-

logical

such as in the 16th centuq

jurist

philosophy,
Jean Bcdin,

writings

who canbined concepts of geographic
.
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of French
determinism

with

cultural

patterning

between societies

to explain

located

in

different

18th century

due to the influence

including

envbmment,

(Honigmnn

and human behavior"
defender

of early

were easily

and other

about the influence
on cultural

climate,

zones

deterministic

argued that

attracted

who were effminate

of

lives.

their

wealth

and leisurely

induced industriousness,

hardiness,

pological

theory

geqraphic
implied

had mved
but

detenninim,
through

and other

terminology,

(Honigmann 1976).

evolution
aspects

of religion,
of

"Near the start

cpnent.

environment

barren

culture

populations.
anthro-

mdels
to

Society,
ability

to have been a mainspring

wre

to cultural

account

and its

technical

of

interactions

family

of Ancient

. . .He emphasizes the importance

grounds

narrow-explanations

of evolutionary

Morgan holds improvement in mankind's
the physical

the

schenres were developed

sequences of the cultural

lands

as a discipline,

environmental-human

the application

Elaborate

phenaneM.

away fran

last

andweakbecause

Conversely,

inception

the

rich resources

and courage in their

At the tima of anthropology's

temperamant

fertile

to their

and the poor defense of residents

in the

of the natural

Wntesquieu,

1976:lOO).

subjugatedbyconquerors

(Honigmann

empiricists.

developllent,

thought,

illness

were displaced

of bcke

"Strong doubts cam to bevoiced

in mental

climatic

det eminism

Ideas of geographical

1976:56).

differences

for

the

forms, kinship
superstructure
Lewis Henry
to manipulate

of cultural

devel-

of advances in means for

develomt.

(Honigmann 1976:288) in influencing
cultural
c
Features of geographic determinism were also implied in

materialistic

conceptions

procuring

subsistence"

of history

associated
26

with Marx and Engels.

In

these

ethics,

all

conceptions,

religion,

philosophy

way a society

is

cultural

to

produce

necessities

by the

of

life"

was rooted in the relationships

geographic determinism,

theory

conceptualized

mde or ordering

early

people

the

concept of

"adaptation"

dynamic

society

natural

features,

to develop

-

physically

to imply
The

connection.

(Kroeber 1939) mapped entire
exploited

new modes of

has continued

hman-envizonmnt

on the habitats

of

cultures

bethat is,

a

or cognitivethereby

milieu,

adaptation.

The

an interactive

and

culture-area

mncept

or groups of diagnostic

by non-agricultural,

Advocates of the culture-area

examples of

the relationship

leads to changes in the environmental

challenging

traits

non-industrial

concept reccgnized

popula-

the problems

boundaries on maps, however, and hoped to develop a mans of

of static
prtraying

both sequential
1982:10),

adaptation.
polcgical

politics,

influenced

and environment to be one of mutual interaction

frequently

(Ellen

the

law,

in turn by technolcgy.

fran earlier

ecological

society's

tions.

-

were ". . .basically

Culture

were influenced

Differing

ly,

Of culture

with each other to produce goods, and these relationships

production

culture

-

organized

(Honigmann 1976:121).
establish

features

as they

and spatial

variation

within

culture

were aware of the dynamic nature

No major advances were made in the refinement
the0xy pertaining

the approach of cultural

to human-environmental

areas

of hman
of anthr0-

relationships

until

ecology was presented in the work of Julian

Steward (1955).
In Steward's
wedded.

work the concepts

Steward was interested

of evolution

in regularities
27

and ecology were

of form and function

in the develapnent of cultures,
tionally

as the result

and he defined

obtained

regularities

by an investigator

looking

for

culture

change" (Honigmanri 1976:278).

tained that ecological

and that

such regularities,
similar

traits

tives

connectedwith

care into

therefore

physical
bridge

in the conjunction

factors

tive

patterns

(Feit

phenanena provide

Cultural

variations

geographical
niche"

group,

given

control

at

Critics

its
that

particular

of cultural

ecological

applied

horticulturalists,

In addition,

early

environmntal

tools

is

to their

C.
to

exploita-

and related

ecological
cccupying

theory.
a single

the concept of "ecolcg-

capabilities,

resources which the

can exploit,

use, and

(Honignwnn 1976:289).

history

theory suggest that whereas it has beeh
adaptations

ecological
to

of hunter-gatherers

tools

change and adaptation

cultural

and conceptual

by applying

lacks the conceptual

the processes of cultural

adaptations

societies

in

when

evolution

analyzing

Each niche contains

to studying

it

Cultural

and exwiromentby

time

arise

steward was the first

ecology).

technological

main-

for producing

foradaptinghumns

betwaen several

in

and otherbiologicalimpera-

the core for cultural

to human beings.

Stemrd

parallels

societies.

region are explained

successfully

ology

or

Subsistence

1969).

cultural

ical

regularities

rooted intechnicalinnovations

the gap between culture

theory,

responsible

(cultural

out

of cause and effect

In his

subsistence

opara-

who starts

are primarily

use in different

environments

". . .evolution

or

necessary to analyze
in complex societies.

theory lacked both the methcd-

apply

data.
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spatial

analysis

to

hman-

In the 1960s there was an increased
envinmnental
convergence of

understanding

deal

several

with

research

inclusion

of

repertoire

of the discipline.

this rtWhodologica1
this

spatial

Subsistence

Geographers were required

is,

of conventhis

which

they

mapping is an example of
as discussed in this study,

activities

within

an ecological

geographers have been involved
hazards

now than it

for interchange

For

in impact studies
and correlate

of

1970).

in

human

with which the

in this

oped the conceptual

between these tm disciplines

has been in the past.

graphers and antlxopolog~, '+s
been traced

context

of the area are associated.

The opportunity
greater

natural

the

relationships

with the nature of the hazardous conditions

human pcpulations

refine-

to develop methods for studying

to analyze the spatial

examine areas of

the

the mthodological

phenmena which change through tima and space (Clarkson
example, recently

mark

developrrent and significant

of variables

they had to learn

adeguately

tiifications

within

although,

environ-

on hman-envimnmzntal

For anthropclcgy

analysis

considerable

dynamic relationships
that

focused

perspective,

application,

model requires

ment.

of

and gee-

To mre

analysis.

wxe required.

tools

anthro~lcgy

for the

between hunans and their

questions

in an ecological

n&hcdologies

point

or

goal was the development of a systemic

a concern for spatial

the

relationships
tional

including

of the relationships

including

in ecological

became the focal

disciplines

A cormon research

graphy .

=-,

These studies

studies.

interest

in hman-enviromtal

discussion.
tools

for

The interests

canprehending
29

of gec-

relationships

Whereas anthropolcgists

the systemic

is

have

have develnature of

human adaptations
disregard
spatial

for the specifics
requiremnts

land-use plannihg

rily

in cultural

sccioeconanic
nately,

enviroxmental
adaptation

of

appropriate
analysis

analytical
of

theories

mdels

subsistence-based
Fortu-

needs.

and models mre amena-

the

dynamic

nature

of

than

did

earlier

ones.

Thus,

of geographic models to anthropological
fruitful

review of the role

of relevant

applicability

anthropo-

analyzing

relationships

geography

prim-

coneemingthedynamicsofhunanusein

and a potentially

both

associated

and archaeology have required

to the spatial

and

on the other

orientations

systems is an example of such research

depicting

the actual

research questions

contemporary geography offers

to

a basic

and spatialrquire-

and ecological

The developneht

which may be applied

ble

and policy

anthropology

areas.

Gecgraphers,

Contmprary

to answer questions

specific

use of area --

focused on the location

ments of human activity.
with

have done so with

of the h&n

of human activities.

hand, have been primarily

logists

they

to envirorxrmt,

area of

questions

interdisciplinary

is

to subsistence-related

explored

the

is timly

exchange.

mapping as a methodological

and anthropology

human-

in

tool

anticipation

A
in
of

research questions.

THE FXLEOFM?QPlNG IN WHY:
SONEHUMAN-ENVLRONMENT
EXAMPLES

Pertinent
resource

use

sub-fields
by

of gecgraphy in relationship

participants

subsistence-based

in

systems include economic and behavioral
30

geography.

to land and
socioeconmic

Econmic geography

is

the

study

of

the

between econanic

location,

activities

concerned with production,
earth's

surface -

within

and Peters 1983:72).

"spatial

analysis."

geography is directed

context

Kethodologies

place.

and analytic

theory

(Larkin

procedures in econan-

frm

those used in other
is now texmad

and methods fran

towards the applicability

of spatial

econanic
analytic

m&hods to the general problem of mapping subsistence

patterns

the specific

to concepts

problem of

"intensity"

applying

spatial

is

on the

econmies

corpus of techniques

Review of

It

and exchange locations

different

The general

and linkages

of

canponents of mrld

ic geography are not critically
areas of geography.

the

consumption,

the spatial

axrangenEmt,

spatial

analysis

and to
of

of use.

Since the mid-196Os, dramatic changes have taken place in the way
in which maps are used in geography.
carquter
ticated

techniques

have resulted

use of methods of spatial

distinction

often made in spatial

exploratory

analyses.

recognized

that

is to obtain

Bartells

the ultimate

a quantitative,

when clear
actions

theories

are

exploratory
patterns

describing

lacking
statistical

in the expanded and mre

analysis

is betxeen explanatory

explanatory

analysis

only

and spatial

incomplete

techniques

(non-random regularities)

An important

data

and

is explicitly

statistical

analysis

of spatial

phenan-

through tests of hypothesized

as to the nature of spatial
or

sophis-

(Unwin 1981).

purpose of spatial

temporal

and

analysis

(1979 :6) states that "it

ena. " This is to be accanplished
relationships

Developnehts of statistical

processes.

causal
However,

phenomena and interare available,

then

are used in an attempt to discover
in the data.
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Much of the literature
to the develaprwt

on spatial

of a variety

patterns

are not randm,

poIlS@? Generally

of distribution

than it

to models of probability

against

which

to determine

is with

is or is not randan.
res-

the degree of correlation

with the degree to which spatial
ally

to determine

analysts'

The concern of this

hypothesis.

tests

what then is the spatial

they turn

data can be tested

appears to be devoted

of statistical

whether or not any given pattern
If

analysis

kind of analysis

with

seems to be mre

data can be represented

the human processes

the

which give

mthematicrise

to the

distributions.
lane
suggest

geographers
that

oriented

too

discipline

and mechanistic"

the effects
Nijkamp

the

appear

unhappy with

(Nijkamp 1979:3).

diffusion

this

was "a rather

dubious approach."

ally

oriented

models in spatial

point of view" Wijkaxnp 1979:3).
analysis

attmpt

to account for the

theories

of human behavior.
econmic

assump-

Three of the best knom and most widely utilized

are the van Thunen model of agricultural
1976a), Christaller's

"a historic-

based approach is nvre

are many and varied butrmsthave
base.

of churches

and concludes that

He suggests that

of phenamna through explicit

Explanatorymdels
tions at their

of epidemics

a mre behaviorally

fran a mathodolcgical

wlanatoq
distribution

mdels

ignore

As an example,

study of the dispersion

based upon mdical

satisfactory

deductively

approaches because they inherently

a recent

and at least

emphasis and

must move beyond "purely

of human decisian-making

(1979) cites

this

nmdel of central-place

Losch 19541, and Hagerstrand's

spatial
32

location
theory
diffusion

(Thuneri 1966; Smith
(Christaller
mdels,

1966;

sanetimes

called

gravity

mdels

was developed
spatial

(Hagerstrand 1953, 1965).

to attempt

phenamna created

enough to be potentially
Thunen's m&l
harvest

to explain

patterns

postulated

certain

by humn behavior,

modified

as they are related

ccmmnity,

the price

distribution

of the product

degree of labor intensity

but

patterns

each is

general

to the explanation

of

camunity.

of crop production
of

of

ends as well.

to a specific

to a camuni ty was a function

relative

explicit

to other explanatory

on theory may be relevant

that the spatial

Each .of these rrodels

He

activities

the distance

fran

the

in the ccmmnity market, and the

associated with production

of the crop.

Put

more formally,
in the absence of Mlriability
in land fertility
or transport ease
in all directions
fran the center and in the absence of carpeting
market centers, one should find a pattern of land use typified
by
high labor-capital
concentric
zones of production intensity:
inputs put into high priced (or heavy) agricultural
gcods in the
is highest,
and low
inner zones, where marginal productivity
labor-capital
inpts put into l-r-priced
(or lighter)
agriculis lower
ture in the other zones, while marginal productivity
(Smith 1976a:8).
The second mdel
originally

outlined

above is the central

proposed by Christaller

predict

the optimal

different

levels

location
of

of various

plain

and consumers with

similar

incmres

nested hierarchy

retail

types of retail

consumer demand for
(uniform)

of

sites

of different

As

(1966), this n-&e1 was designed to

assmnes an isotropic

distribution

place model.

in

different

stores given
products.

with equal transportation
and tastes.

different

cmunities

sized centers which fall
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It
access

The resulting
produces

a

into hexagonal

patterns

of spatial

distribution.

the areas because it minimizes
same time filling
Central
logists

The hexagon emrges as the form of
distances

up theanilable

space in the plain

place theoryhasbeenemplayedby

to assist

in accounting

Examples of these uses include
1976b,

between cehters while at the

1977,

for

19781, and Kelley

of spread of a given innovation
are primarily

driven

is also sensitive
information

For the mst

(1976a,

part

these

systems in horticultural

information

Tm kinds of mdels
volition

"innovations"

such as diseases

frequency

the

assume certain
progressively

distant

of new innovations

functions,
of qualitative

or

links,

the rate
Themdels

but Hagerstrand
factors

such as

and the size of population

have been prmsed.

Contagion mdels

on the part of hman actors in the "receipt"
and seek to predict

spread of disease

centers

are designed to predict

fran one point to another.

to a wide variety

receptivity,

in

mdels

by distance-friction

assume little

tive

behavior.

societies.

The Hagerstrand diffusion

centers.

of regional

(1964, 19651, smith

(1976).

analyses are based on trade andmarketing
agrarian

anumberofanthr~

patterns

Skinner

(Smith 1974).

and explain

patterns.

Hierarchical

as well

as characteristics

of innovations

and less penetrable

both as a function

mmunities

of
the

rmdels
of

to the receipt

of space and cultural/qualita-

characteristics.
In addition

quantitative

to the models mentioned

techniques

of groups and sub-groups.

above,

in geography relating

are several

to the spatial

Because these techniques
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there

_

analysis

do not require

as

mch qualification
tions

as the mdels

of a uniform plain

presented above (for example, assurfp-

with equal transportation

provide

a greater

ogies.

One example of a potentially

the "location
quotient

degree of utility

quotient"

this

a specific

temed

technique is

(Wheeler and Miller

1981:368).

The location

applied

in analyzing

the relative

in cmparison

to the total

group.

Another

area.

of dissimilarity"

Whereas the locational

quotient

quantitative

this

hunting

analytical

technique

1981:368).

tool

the indaofdissimi-

of &CI sub-groups to each other.

For

would allow

the

areas used by two su&groups

the ccmparison

of a larger

of

ccmtunity.

"coefficient

of area1 correspOhdence" is used to measure thedegree

correlation

bet+ieeh +xo use areas.

muld

measure the similarities

is

discussed above canpares the use of an

allows for the carqarison

example,

population

(Wheeler and Muller

area by a suts-group with that of atotalgroup,
larity

distribu-

An example of

of newcmar s to total

the ratio

harvest

the "index

methcdol-

quantitative

would be detemining

using

in subsistencempping

they my

useful

is appropriately

tion of a swoup

access),

For example,

of the hunting

this

The
of

coefficient

areas of &m individ-

uals.
The primary

relevance

of the employment of the mdels

discussed

above to subsistence-mapping

is to provide mxhanisms by which guarki-

tative

relations

ed.
ity

indicators

of spatial

These indicators
and canparability

would contribute

can be systematically
meaningfully

of subsistence-mapping
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studies.

generat-

to the replicabil-

One case study application
American data is

of spatial

found in The Evolution

Camunity

(Wolforth

techniques

fran spatial

analysis

practices

trappers'

harvests

an understandable

trapping

territories

Trapping

areas based on the

used is the creation
frm

mic surface,

the trapping

then fitted

and Haggett

Chorley
continuous

Figure 1 displays

this

fran the mappings did not explain
inherent

Figure

in the data.

method for
picture

and quadratic

portraying
of regional

for a number of

equations developed

a large proportion
2 depicts

of the isarith-

to them (Figure 2).

found the methcd to be unsuitable

years in the data base as the linear

sur-

recent Mackenzie Delta

area1 data ;in order to give a clearer
Wolforth

system of

of "isaritlznic

"trend surfaces"

(1965) developed

harvest

this period.

data.

for three periods of relatively

hblforth

of fur

the 1930s to the 1960s.

fran

In order to determine the general structure

history.

of changes in

in use on theMackenzieDeltaduring

faces" of muskrat hamasts

inherent

of records

30 trappers.

to geographic

One of the techniques

ity

picture

years

on approximately

North

uses several

the canplexity

in selected

are assigned

trends.

to simplify

The data consist

figures

these surfaces

the author

over time.

Data were available

to northern

and Econany of -the Delta

In one chapter

1971).

in the raw data and present
trapping

analysis

of the variabil-

the years for which the

data proved amamble to this kind of analysis.
Further
which
Inuvik,
muskrat

regression

indicated

analysis

a trough

of

the

between the

trends

produced

connun ities

of

which suggested that the construction
yields

than would be expected
36

frm

of Inuvik
the

trend

residuals

Aklavik

and

led to lcwer
surface

of

37

Figure

2.

'b-end surfaces of muskrat taken frctn registered
trapping areas in the
Mackenzie Delta, 1949-1950, 1950-1951, and 1957-1958 (taken fran
Walforth 1971).

8. SECOND ORDER SURFACE
ISSO-51

registered

areas in the Mate

&rated

in Figure 3). Wolforth,

decline

in harvests

ecological
of trapping

disruption

is

will

econanic

geography provide
perspective,

understahding

be used in the decisiomnaking

geography is the camm

relationships.

any decision

for that behavior

gecgraphy has four
maintains

that

tm

primary

tion

and mapping.

study population
fran

infomants

the perceived
behavioral

ones to use shouldbe

into

how the information

name for

sub-field

processes which provide

(Gold 1980).

of

features.

spatial

behavioral

First,

exist,

the actual

environment

backgrounds to observe and interpret

geography

is in the minds of a

by eliciting

perception,

information

surveys-, and other
on the basis of
a key concept

of people with different
their
39

a

and the perceived.

Humans make decisions

geography, is the ability

of

mans such as observa-

via methods such as interviews,

mviromntal

patterns

The approach of behavioral

and can only be explored

world.

that

approach to the study of human-

can be studied by direct

recall.

they provide.

in cognitive

The perceived

means of stimulating

about

of

environments

The actual envirohmht

for

E&planations

behavior are sought primarily
foundation

of

process.

gecgraphy that adopts a behavioralist
envizoment

a franmmrk

of what information

also should be based on insight

Behavioral

the result

in the area or the result

whether or not to use these techniques andwhich

Decisions

(demn-

into disuse.

data in a spatial

based on a clear

1971:97)

does not discuss whether this

due to hunan activity

areas falling

harvest

hmever,

Wolforth

betw2en the two cammities

While models fran
analyzing

vicinity

enviroment

cultural

in different

of

-I.I

7

ways Uarkin

and Peters

maintains

that individuals

physical

environments

the individual
behavioral

behavioral

are not only influencedby

but also modify

rather

waphy

Secondly,

1983:93).

their

social

these environmnts.'

in its

Lastly,

perspective,

and concepts fran psychology,

and

Thirdly,

than the group is the focus of study.
is multidisciplinary

ing perspectives

geography

sociology,

borrow
anthro~

logy, and others.
Since subsistence-mpping
nrtans of gathering

relies

information,

in an environmntal

of maps drawn by non-literate
areas with

turally

enviromental

perception.

to the general

application

mdels

to an understanding

actual

environments,

subsistence
size,

of

of behavioral

and social

barriers

of

these

concepts

is presented in Chapter 5.
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into

cul-

geographic
and

to the mthods

social

of

of

an analysis

between perceived

involvement

sme

insights

concepts of interest
perceptions

perceptions

representing'partic-

provide

relationships

data

the "real world"

Interestly,

emtional

distance,

and cultural

The application
guidelines

specific

mapping include

spatial

criteria),

of

In the

geography my provide

hunters-gatherers

which they are familiar

influenced
In addition

context.

as a

informant

into the processes of mapping and interpreting

human activities

ular

perceived

Behavioral

model.

recall

perceived.

on maps which are intended to represent

based on a w2ste.m scientific
insights

on informant

these data are largely

data,

process of mapping subsistence
are drafted

heavily

distance,

of

area1

in an area (valuative

to mvement or land use.
to

subsistence-mapping

THEUSEOFMWPINGMEX'HODSIN
ANTHROFJOmxxLFmEmx

In the development of anthropology
mapping as a formal
cultural
early

tool

for

collecting,

data has not been pronounced,
influential

highlights
whole

anthro~lcgists

Spradley

sub-field

despite

refers

of

cultural

anthro@ogy

analyzingdata.

for >depicting

the

phenanena, such as routes
human activities
(Spradley

maps in field

people travel

frequently,
and relevant

He also makes reference

this

of

method

suggestion,

as a

in cultural
observations,

He observes that maps are

notes as a mans for ordering

data, but, despite

observation

and arrangement

location

and where they occur,

1980:157).

of scm

specifically.

to maps as a methcd of recording

not anream ofgatheringor
important

the training

of mapping in the discipline

(19801, in his work on participant

anthropolagyf

and depicting

handbooks in anthropAcgica1

the nature of the role

and the

analyzing,

the use of

such as Boas in the discipline

A review of recent

geographY*

as a discipline,

of

cultural

the mst
physical

camm
features

to the use of sketch

and thereby understanding

provides no guidance on the use of

mps for this purpoe.
and Langness (19741, in a guide to method and st?le

Ed-n
studying

data gathering
space (for
where their
rray help

perceive

culture,

tool

mapping to be part

explain

lie,

location

internal

census

members of a study c mmunity

which locates

example, where people live,
fields

of an overall

which way their

of water sources,

social

relations,
42

etc.).

in

in

doors face,
Such maps

whereas mapping of

neighboring

groups and resources point

to the mty
tion

out important

(Edgerton and Langness 1974:28).

in how to use mapping effectively

plishing

these ends is put forth.

It

is assumed that
or intuitive,

m3re than a mere suggestion of kinds of questions
the spatial

Pelt0
location

location

into usingmappingas

using mapping

requiring

little

that can be answered

of knowledge of physical

human organization

at001

in accan-

of these phenm.

(1970) concedes the importance
in understanding

external

However, no direc-

and systematically

for these prrposed is self-explanatory

by plotting

factors

and guides the reader

for gettingatsocialdata:

.The fielhrker
should map out the spatial relationships
of
.&ificant
social groups man-made physical features and other
elements of the sociophysical
landscape.
(It is a source of
constant surprise that many ethnographic reports do not contain
maps of the physical setting within.which
social behavior takes
place.)
Such maps should locate major action settings,
. .
major social divisions
of the cogmaylity, agricultural
areas,
directions
and distances of neighboring ccnmunities,
and major
natural features such as rivers,
x~~untains, and swamps (Pelt0
1970:231).
Although Pelto makes these very meaningful observations
location
zation,
ically

can be used to derive
no technical
exploring

is of interest

guidance is offered

spatial

relationships

to note that mst

focus on the anthropologists
environment
human activity

of potential
occurs

mapping human behavior
case in subsistence

relevant

features

through mapping.

of the mapping questions

cultural
major

as perceived

mapping.

of social

in how to go abut

perceptions

(e.g.

on how spatial

of physical

relevance
action
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systernatIn fact,

and the areas
settings)

is clearly

it

raised above

features

by the informant

However, Pelt0

organi-

of the
in which

as opposed to
such as is the
ccgnizant

of

the relevance

of human-environmntal

significance,

although he fails

relationships

to provide

specific

and their

spatial

direction

in this

area of research.
In a historical
sac exceptions,
analysis,

has only recently

systemic data gathering

ity) , and refined
logists

were

(Foster,

technical

long

Scudder,

achieve

rapport

primarily

Co&on,

failed

human behavior

to gather guality
and cultural

techniques

rather

than a science,

1979:2),

and the ability

tion

with

Wf

it

"the primitive"
is useful

and gather

data andconsiderable
Nonetheless,

to critique,

a social

design

their
variously

philosophy

by scholars

insights

their

methcdolog-

studies

perceived

described

of maps in field
anthro~lcgical
of

informant

formal interview

in this

fascina-

sciences.

data

larger

perspective.
taken place

has been undertaken,

requires

considerable

sessions with

maps on which to place h--related

In

slow development of systematic

notes has undoubtedly
fieldwrk

to

as an art

or a non-objective

fran the "hard"

to see the rather

in anthro~losy

data

into

and formal mapping procedures as a method of both data gathering
analysis

to

Thisisnottosuggestthatanthro-

and the discipline

be not replicable,

research

was as much an art as it ms

systems.

were subject

Anthropo-

of

and Kmper

method.

replicabil-

research.

mmbers of a study camnmity

with

with

elements

through participant~bservation

pologists

(whichensure

in conducting
with

unconcerned

as a discipline,

emphasized the use of quantitative
techniques

skills

performance of scientific

ical

anthropology

perspective,

informants,

for

as long as

skills,

mapping
lengthy

adequate and detailed

data, an interest
44

Whereas the use

the systematic

technical

and

base

in the spatial

dymnics

of human-enviro~tal

design which defines
mpped

format.

techniques

relationships,

the kinds

of information

The use of maps also

not generally

anthro@3gists.

and a specific

a part

to be gathered

requires

of the formal

It is not surprising,

spatial

fication

developed and productive

holistic,

and culturally

highly

relative

methodologies,

ing interestinusingmappingtechhigues

interest

archaeologists

in and familiarity

extraplate

factors

humah behavior
data

lend

archaeologists

also

receive

statistics,
logists

-logy,
with

archaeologists
or observations

itself

the possible

well

exception

the behavior

in which their

study populations

flora,

fauna, and natural

mental change is a key variable
Hover,

does

to numarical

techniques,

but

disciplines

of

in

the

since

ahthro~
Since
queries of

study populations,

(e.g.

There is a considerable
and environment.

in explaining

archaeological

theories
45

they

of the environmental

have resided

to culture

can

Not only

to the details

processes).

related

relation-

systems.

of their

milieu

theory

since

of paleoahthropologists.

attention

ena.

spatial

do not have the advantage of making direct
abut

has had

analysis,

and geography than do other

have had to pay mre

archaeological

their

more training

g=logy,

studies.

as data fran which they hopefully

and cultural

archaeological

in-depth,

there is an increas-

spatial

have only products of culture,

ships, and environmantal

anthro-

by its very nature,
with

of

method and guanti-

in cultural

It should be noted that archaeology,
a longer

analytical

then, that as cultural

with scientific

its

in a

academic training

pology has becane mre canfortable
to ca@ment

research

axhaeoloqical

climate,
bcdy of
bvironphenam-

and models are

not

designed to study the behavior
have

not

been

widely

of living

adapted

to

papulations
the

directly,

subfield

of

they
cultural

anthropology.
Finally,

the limited

particularly

use of mapping in cultural

in the early decades of the discipline,

anthropology,
in part may have

been related

to Euroamerican concepts of land tenure

understarding

of hunting-gathering

econanies.

gathering

subsistence

patterns

gatherers

have rights

to land and rescurces

colonial

reccgnizes

The mapping of huntingthe

fact

that

hmters-

(Brody 1982), and many

governments did not accept the concept of aboriginal

Up to the present day, there remain sqments
societies

which

resource rights
the present

have retained

day is that

oped and therefore
public

the

purpose.

the vast

with

as an econanic indicator
tories.

Therefore,

practice

mre

cmn

that

aboriginal
that

"wildernesses"
meant,

land

and

persists

to

used for

to land
its

that

(territories),

was calculated

indigenous

the territory
ppulation

of a
density

on the basis of these terri-

it was assum& that if
in anthropological

or prcduc-

although

In fact,

use area.

rescurce

unused, and undevel-

tc be assigned to maningful

Other views purported

rights.

of many agro-industrial

perception

are basically

available

peoples did have rights
group was cotermims

view

A related

do not exist.

harvest by hunters-gatherers

tive

and a lack of

territories

were mapped, a

research than was subsistence

mapping, there wculd be no need to map resource use areas since they
were one and the same.

Finally,

gathering

were catch-as-catch

econmic

system, and throughout

it

was assumed that

can activities,

hunting

not representative

the 194Os, 195Os, and into
46

and
of an

the early

196Os, my

anthropologists

shard

in this

1982).

Since hunting-gathering

system,

there was no need to recognize

patterns

of use of land.

carmonly-held

was not perceived

view (Brcdy

to be ah econcmic

econmic

rights

to land or

While maps and mapping techniques have been employed unsysternatically

in the study of culture,

skills

of particular

dependent upon the interests
there have been characteristic

researchers,

of mapping techniques

and

by cultural

anthro~logists,

basically

uses
in the

methodological

direction.

some of

One use of maps which was canmn during

the early

decades of

absence of

formal

these uses will

anthro@ogical

and specific

be exploredbelow.

fieldwork

but also occurs today in areas where profes-

sional base maps have not been developed (Chagnon 1974) in which a researcher
cognition

uses informant

is to have informants

-

drawn maps to study processes of

generate maps of the envirohment to

provide geographic data for the study.
Boas'

(1964) geographic

Canada in 1883-1884.

Boas' cartographic

of mapping-is

his first
heavily

and only venture
on information

of Baffin

Island

and other

blue and black lines

Arctic

in

recognized
relationship

different

indicating

the

example of this

expedition

to Baffin

work on this

field

(Boas 1964:x).

features

the

seasonality

of
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was

"Boas drew

for those parts
had not

of these maps are the red,

the routes of travel

seasons of

use

Island,

expedition

areas which he himself

the dynamic and patterned
to

An early

by Eskimo informants

One of the mst valuable

visited.

Eskims

in this

supplied

or in cases

followed

by the

year"

(Boas 1964:xi).

Boas

nature

of

resource

human location

in

distribution.

He

descriIxd

the location

map tribal

of "tribes"

in detailed

%arritories,"

nor did

carqonents

of hunting,

geographical

He cemented on the quality
lmowledge of their
the basis of travel

he xmp or discuss
fishing,

and extensivity

environmntand
tim,

Society

maps of

inwrrst

and incanplete,

informants

and first-hand

plots

transportation

(which provided

ment patterns,
relied

on mltiple

rect,

mlidate,

mnts

(cross validation).

and present
information

corridors)

and verify

pology
society
bution

maps on

(as they ware

The study

about garden locations
with

garden plots

and political

locations

on a continent-by-continent

in past

provided

key

processes.

(territorial

distribution)

and was preceded only by linguistic

In fact,

and associated

team

data in order to cor-

the only reference

to mpping

and Cohen 1970) is a method of cmputerized

locations

garden
settle-

in one major recent handbook of method in cultural

(Naroll

on

of groups, gardens, and settle-

demgraphic

Mapping of group ("tribal")

technique

heavily

baseline

and fusion).

Information

has been camon in ethncgraphy

rely

and lehgths

for geographic

locations

to understanding

on

Geographic

about demographic history,

and the men associated

mapping in anthrop3logy.

and National

and abandon& and current

fission

respondents

geographic

and direction.

to develop

streammuths

and ccmunity

use.

and used by the YahanaAI were

exploration

information

resource

to drawdistaxes

chagnon (1974) had to

which the study team located
essential

ability

charts

the area occupied

in depth the

or other

position,

Because U.S. Air Force navigation

but did not

of the Eskims'

their

relative

narrative

cultural
basis
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trait
(Societal

as a

anthromapping of

and cluster

distri-

Research Archives

This

Systan) .

area concepts of Kroeber, Wissler,

natural
half

rminiscent

use of mapping is

of the 1900s (1917 to the 1950s).

maintained

that subsistence

patterns

of "tribal

key to the distribution

vegetation

ahd natural

types.

Krceber

between tribes.
stated

that

(environmntal

classified

(1939) and others

cultural

boundaries

were necessary

boundaries,

and vegetation

to

ologies

area theorists

(i.e.

of the theory
being

or transitions

provide

(which failed

with

vegetation

the basis

for natural

faunal distribution.

Culture

provided

prevented confirmation

as problematic

to treat

or mre

between

However, cultural

canparisons

19821, though subsequent critiques

model (Ellen

the static

maps had no boundaries

argued that inadequacies

cartography)

particularly

recognized

(1939:5).

areas because they was seen to underlie
and natural

Groups

of the boundary problem and

traits

boundaries

were

on the basis of

or gecgraphic boundaries,

there ware gradients

groups with overlapping

exploitation)

groups" in North America.

Kroeber was cognizant

in reality

and

Kroeber (19391, for example,

of these types of maps and Wissler's

~ture

the culture

and Schwartz in the first

of North American Indians were culturally
culturalcanplexes

of

cultures

so than

in rrapp&g mathodof this

stressed

theoretical
the weaJmess

as dynamic systems) as

the

technical

deficiencies

aksociated with mapptig.
In recent years,
testing

problem oriented

and n&e1 building

ic studies

in anthropology.

multidisciplinary

research

EeVore 1976; Chagnon 1974).

have largely

studies

focused on hypothesis

supplanted general ethnograph-

Several of these have been long-term with
team cwsition
The ecological
49

(for

example,

adaptation

Lee and

or socioterri-

torial

organization

tions

of hunting-gathering

has been the primry

and DeVore team's mrk

them

with

or hotiiculturalist

of sama long-term

ecologically-focused,

with

the Yanana&! of Venezuela is mre

cal

while

single

Other shorter-term,
and territorial

intended

to hunter-gatherer

were seen to be the core features
included

and the distribution
part,

the sttiy

grounded the

Gathering was detemined
and reliability)
significant
bution

variable

in influencing

and economic production

ecology,

using tine
life

to be the primaq
activity

technology,

Therefore,

spatial

in

major

organization,

and animal resource base.

San social

econanic

subsistence,

of San society.

of energy relations
of

of hunting-

team was engaged to

setting,

subsistence

of the plant

study

as possible

although

ecological

group structure,

focus have

by Lee and DeVore (1976) was

a picture

range of data,

research variables

as a m&hodological

A multidisciplinary

as a way of life.

landuse,

(Nietschmann

or sccioterritorial

San work coordinated

produce a greater

data

mapping methodologies.

to develop as carrplete

gathering

have addressed ecologi-

Examples of mpping

for subsistence

The Kalahari

socioterritorially-focused).

studies

in studies with an ecological

mre relevance

Desert has been

1969; Nelson 1973; Helm 1968; Spencer 1959;

Gould 1982; and many others).
technique

(the Lee

the work of Chagnon and associates

researcher

questions

1973; Tanner 1979; Feit

efforts

the San of the Kalahari

mre

popula-

In large

as a measure of work
the

natural

sciences.

(in terms of productivity

and access to water

the most

humah seasonal and annual distri-

(Lee 1979; Lee and DeVore 1976).
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Although the subsistence
rem.

ecology of the San, as perceived by the

team, focused on access to water and associated

resources and on the social
group -ship
changtig

by season and during different

water and resource availability,

techniques

to depict

type of map depicts

sane features
the location

seasonal waterholes,
within

mechanisms which allowed

a specific

flexibility

the team employed mapping

of San subsistence

ecology.

and associated

mongongo nut groves,

and in some instances

a single

land,

or territory

one

of groups, place names, permanent and

area and with no temporal reference.

within

in

years to accamodate

and camps

There are no

boundaries between groups, and "to sane extent areas overlap,
not defended,

vegetable

they are

more than one group will

rove

The !Kung San mrd for locality,

area" (Yellen 1976).
which surrounds

each mterhole

resources on which the people of the waterhole

and provides

depend is n!ore.

the
Each

n!ore is associated with a group of owners, but the size and shape of
a n!ore

wry

cannot be treasured (and it

is assmed mpped)

because they

fran year to year depending on who is using the resources and on

what neighboring

groups axe doing

beWeen generations
resources within
kinship
n!ore

ties
owners.

and everyone within

the area.

with

residents

Visitors

Soma maps depict
groves

reference.

is assumed that

present"

or

access to

can also access resources through

only

waterholes)

(e.g. the study period)

N!ores are inherited

a camp has free

of a camp if

fiDngong0 nut
It

(Lee 1979).

permission
resource

with

is g-ranted by

areas

no temporal

these are depicting

(primarily
or

human

the "ethnographic

and based on researcher observations,
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but this

can not be confimad

maps depict

routes of travel

gee (1979) attempts
of land-holding
convergence

if

field

data,

coterminus

during

a mapped reconstruction

the merging and dispersal
this

reconstruction

of the distribution
1920-1930, showing
during

patterns)..

It

settlemnt

with use areas, these maps are in part
the mst

reconstruction

in

involving

general

large

San settlment

cmmunities

sense.

part

is

Lee's

seasons

is not clear,
data,
patterns

(1979) interest

associated

early

"subsistence

with

and econanic participation

are
maps"

in this

econanic

changes

in Bar&u agricul-

in recent years and the associated

named land holding

*t

is based on informant

To the degree that

or both.

Other

betkeen camps.

seasons and dispersal

dq

but in only

tural

of xc&hodology.

groups in one area for the period

(arrows depict
-V-f

in discussions

decline

of sax

San groups.

Although Lee and DeVore (1976) recognized the concept of "subsistence
record

space,"

they

apparently

did

not develop

changes in areas used during

technigue whichmayhave

an individual's

provided substantialdccumn
According

al and annual patterning.

that

howaver,

boundaries

and space that

research.

First,

spatial

boundaries.

treated

discretely

there

analysis,

in hunter-gatherer

and land boundaries

since
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Lee

regarding

needs to be made between social

Group boundaries
in

a

of season-

areas difficult.

are two main issues

need to be clarified

a distinction

tation

--

are vague and not defended"

thereby making mapping of subsistence

(1976) argues,

lifetim

to

to Lee and DeVore "subsistence

space is bounded, but these boundaries
(1979:79),

map biographies

and

should be

open groups may have non-

overlapping

territories

but still

and it

across boundaries,
to have overlapping

accammdate mvanent

is theoretically

territorial

boundaries

researchers

concerned with

distinguish

between group behavior

folk

(perceived)

views

sheds little

insight

possible

of personnel

for closed groups
Secondly,

(1976:74-75).

human use of land and resources

of use.

(actual

use) and conceptions

Unfortunately

on methodologies

need to

this

long-t-

or

sttiy

for making these vexy critical

distinctions.
There has been sama use of descriptive
The use of maps in Yananad

studies.

been described

already
features,

travel

buttheirmain

above.

research

(Chagnon 1974) has

These maps provided

routes and areas of econanic activity
to dmmrent settlement

intentwas

and associated

maps in sociotemitorial

socioterritorial

environmntal
(garden plots),

patterns

Helm (1968) maps Dogrib

dynamics.

"regional

bands" for a 70-year period based on published

and field

data.

information
primarily

Although these maps depict

on specifically
interested

several different

levels

Helm (1968) is

or sccioterritorial

of integration

(i.e.

for membership identification

ing territorial
within
neither

range,

specific

the range, and kinship
ecological

made the assmption
coterminus,

and recruimt

resources
(1968:118).

and resource

territories

at

band, local

Helm describes
as includlocales

used

However, since the study is

nor economic in orientation,
that

units

the regional

band, and task group segregated by time and space).
the criteria

ethnographic

areas of use, there is no

hew they were derived.

in sociopolitical

through time

Helm seems to have

and use areas are basically

an assumption which needs to be tested in the case of the
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Dogrib by more detailed
The relationships
ham? also

land and resource use mapping (Tamer 1979).

be-

land and the dynamics of group membership

been the focus of sane Aboriginal

anerging primarily
ern Territory

out of the settlement

(William

ownership,

of mthcd

in the North-

One such study makes refer-

in documenting patterns

but no discussion

in Australia,

of land rights

and Hunn 1982).

ence to conductingmapping

studies

of Aboriginal

or mapped product

land

is included

in the study (Sutton and Rigsby 1982).
Finally,

a more sophisticated

use of maming in an ecolcgically-

focused study is found in Niets&nann

(1973).

Nietschmmn's

study of

the Miskito

Indians of eastern Nicaragua explores the relative

tivity

of

subsistence

include

the types of resources hamested by econiche

propxtion

of harvests

activities.

and harvest

econiche,

costs associated

variation

of harvests.

maps to depict

with

the spatial

extensivity

and to depict

primary

Nietschmann include
graphic
craft,
vations

habitat.

sites

activity,

and

to measure caqarative

with

and quantities

labor data, and infoxmntrecords.

Miskito

harvested),

costs,

to
of

area exploited),
employed by

(1:40,000),

shot fran

guides,

seasonal

intensity

Mapping methodologies
photographs

in each

by season,

and travel

percentage of total

the

Nietschmann uses

of harvest activities

35 nm. transparencies

q-round reconnaisance
(kill

each harvest

the use of aerial

maps (1:50,000),

("bioto~"),
place

in terms of distance

econiches used (areas usedasa

interest

taking

variation

of use area,

of

activities

To answer these questions,

to analyze such activities
depict

Research questions

prcduc-

daily

agricultural

top

light
field

airobser-

yields

and

Al.1 data are gathered during a one
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Nietdmmn's

year period.
Miskito

society

main interest

is an econanic analysis

that is, to see how subsistence

-

of

and cash sectors of

theeccnanymsh-

so mapping endeavors are fmre focused on prcduc-

tivity

than

(intensity)

Nietschmann recognizes
ities

are central

system

on land

that

the spatial

to the understanding

pr

However,

se.

dimensions of harvest
of subsistence-based

of food resources

"thus the location

-

use patterns

activeconanic

in relation

to the

site and to each other helps determine the degree to which

settlment

they are utilized"

(1973:118).

Only one ncrthern
ed in this

example of the use of mapping has been present-

discussion,

as the developnentof

northern

be presented as an introduction

mpping

olcgies

will

of this

section was to present sane examples of mapping methodolcqies

employed by anthropologists

in a historic

to Chapter 3.

mathod-

and mrld-wide

since the remainder of the text

is primarily

of northern-focused

mapping methodologies.

there may be mre

subsistence

ccmplete methodological

or government sources
mapping in other
develwt
further
settlement

of
along

("gray

areas of the world,
subsistence

in

mpping

nor!zhern North

of land claim

undoubtedly,
in unpublished

of land and resource
but it

techniques
America

in

of indigenous peoples.
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perspective,

a review and develovt

discussions

literature")

The intent

is expected that
and analysis
as,scciation

use
the

may be
with

the

Sama key theoretical

perspectives

mpping

provide

extant

subsistence

tigu&

and in which generalm&hodologicalguidelines

ern Alaska mdelcan

methodologies

the framemrk

can be presented

and cri-

and a southeast-

These perspectives

be developed.

in which

are concisely

described below:
(1)

dimensions of land ahd re source use by partici-

The spatial
pants

in subsistence-based
"Ethnographically

terned.
society

is

there

apparent
organized
It

(Lee 1976).

evidence

groups maintaining
then,

of spatial

(subsistence
the natural
tion,

dimensions

patterns)

cyclically

barriers,~and

others)

several correlaries

to this

and enviromnt.

element

of

evolution
rapidly

ecological

to maintain

merge.

of land and resource
with

patterns

1955;

First,
adaptation

of

geographic

Mauss 1979).

relationship

use

faunal migra-

resource availability,

(Steward

patterns

territories"

(such as seasonality,

disparate

for

in the course of

correspond closely

enviroment

however,

societies

exclusive

subsistence mapping, thesepatternswill
Patterning

extrema,

that

a

in a totally

~JX a number of

is expected,

are pat-

no case known of

Toward the opposite

space.

is

tightly

(2)

system

in which the members n-eve randanly

overlapping
there

socioeconanic

There

are

between subsistence

mobility

in

a constant

balance with the, enviromt,

changing

or slowly as circumstances
56

and is

is an essential

dictate

(Kelly

1983)..

In

recent

years,

tarism

on the

affected

the trend

mobility

patterns

of

pattern,

patterns

which,

environmental

adaptive

the hunter-gatherer

of its

patterns)

features

total

spatial/ecological

(e.g.

settlmant

of production,

strongly

reflect

(Steward

etc.)
the

1955).

-Fourth,

of

hmanThirdly,

of a given species.

It

a species is sought in only a small
range or a small segment of its

niche.

an area or species

cyclical

habitat

(even centuries

in sax

total

Thus, mere mapping of land and

resource use areas should not be the sole indicator
sensitivity

of

correspondence between the range of

and the range

may be the case that

in

has

use (subsistence

system

is not a direct

populations

influences

organization

system mst

and s&en-

tu.Kn,

core

technology,

section

hunter-gatherer

-ay,

cultural

there

of

land and resource

(Asch 1977).

the

part

towards centralization

of the

to change or impact.

changes may span numerous years
cases)

(Feit

1969).

Therefore,

a

single year or even several years of data may not reveal the
entire

range of land and resource use by any given group.

There is no such phenmuanon as a "normal year"

for hunter-

gatherers

(Lee and DeVore 1968 ad

alternate

land and resource use must be based on multi-year

data.

Finally,

victims

of environmental

relationships
and they

hunter-gatherers

with
possess

are

processes

the natural

1976), so decisions

in rmst cases.

environment

numerous sociccultural
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not merely

for

passive
Their

are interactive
mechanisms for

responding

to envizonmental

is enviromtal.
(3)

edification

Territoriality
relationship

change, not the least
(Williams

and Hunn 1982).

is a mechanism for maintaining
between hunter-gatherers

of which

a functional

and use areas:

A fundamntal feature of native custmary lawwas that
every group had a distinct
and recognized geographic
territory
within which its xmnbers hunted and fished.
The boundaries might change over time, and they tight
overlap with other groups, but both the boundaries, and
the custans and rules that governed land use within
them, wxe understcod by all.
No hunting group was
withoutsucha~itory,in~chthose~inhabited
it hunted autmatically
by virtue of their rrmbership
in the group, and to which outsiders might by permission gain access for certain wses,
so long as they
follow&
the rules.
What this mans is that under
custanary law, fish and wildlife
were not cammn
property resources in the mcdern sense (Usher 1982).
Mechanisms for
internal

maintaining

and external

basically

function

particular

areas

territory

and rules

access

vary

to maintain

the

governing

cross-culturally
carrying

(Cashdan 1983).

However,

capacity

of

hunter-gatherer

exchange netmrks,

and the fact

owning" group rnay utilize
mre

other

carrying

(4)

groups,

capacity

residential

controlled

by one or

extremly

difficult

to define

or actual use areas by solely
(Williams

Decisions

land and resource

perceptions

significance

of the world.

for studying

groupings,

that members of one "land-

a group's territory

mic

The

resources

makes it

regarding

of

territories

should not be viewed as one and the same as use areas.
flexibility

but

to

and Hunn 1982; Tanner 1979).
use are based upon

This factor

the spatial
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referring

has considerable

dimensions of land and

.

resoure

patterns

subsistence

patterns

and ret mded
collecting

are gathered from informants,

data gathering

informant

technique,

perceptions

By

data based on observations

"real"

(often,

nations
-

by the

are most cmnly

that

is,

Secondly,

the

be&en

of subsistence
perceptions
tive

exactly
"ideal"

observations

perceptions

of

a very

different

boundaries
patterns

of

evidence"

trained,

researchers.

to be their

because of

subsistence

and "real"
then,

basis may

the divergence
behavior.

behavior
hanrest

betwen

perspective.

more objecparty,

or

as interpreted
observer,"

who

humans and environment
As previously

between land and resource

of use based on these various
59

all

informant

by a third
behavior

in

The substance

may be idealized

screen of a "scientific

may see the relationships

managmnt

agro-industrial

resource harvest patterns,

resource

to as the

occurs on a day-t-y

of this

through the cultural

governments of

report

mapping,

of their

referred

Land and resource

perceptions

actually

not correspond

biasedly

of the study

grounded in “scientific

what informants

behavior and tit

cultures

world) .

prorated

are based on the

of behavior of mrs

and sanetit

or "actual"

policies

of participation

econanic activities

perception

is

of the environment.

way of contrast,

population

the researcher

use

to his perceptions

in subsistenc*based

a c-n

of land and resource

behavior related

researcher's

If data regarding

through time and space.

in

mntioned,

use areas and entire
perceptions

may vary

meaningfully,
patterns

and canparisons beb+een "perceived"

may be very instructive

and "real"

to understanding

lad

and

resource use patterns.
The context

for

mapping methodologies
I&zhodolcgical
cklapter3proceeds
mapping exaqles

presenting

and evaluating

and developing

guidelines
with

generaland

has been establish&
a description

and each, in turn,

extant

sokheastem-focused
in Chapter

of major northern

is critically

4.
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subsistence

evaluated

1 and 2.

subsistence
in Chapter

cHAPrER3

SUBSISTENCEMAPP~GMEI'HO~~IEs IN
NOKFHER'INORTHAMERICA:ADESCRIPTION
INTF?ODDCITON

This chapter provides a description

of the development of subsis-

tence mapping in northern North America, early Alaskan models of
.
applied mapping, Canadian land use and occupancy studies, and more
recent Alaskan land and resource use mapping projects.
methodologies
include

is not intended

primry

types described

to be exhaustive

mapping study models.
in this

chapter will

there is no attempt at analysis
The cmponents

Each of

(2)

group and area studied:

(3)

purpose of study (research questions);

(4)

methodology,

including

mdel

techniques,

and depiction:

mpping

(assuming data are available):

period of research:

(5)

in Chapter 4, so

which are discussed for each subsistence

sampling,

only to

the methodological

be evaluated

(1)

analysis,

rather,

in this chapter.

methcdology include the following

tion,

but,

This review of

(if any), means of data collecsupporting

and

application.
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information,

means of

ANOVERVIEMOFSUBSISTEbKEMAPPING
lNNo-mRTH~cA
Unquestionably
identification

of features

and spatial

=t=,

as a tool

mapping,

Examples of Inuit
of explorers

distributions

already

preparations

(including

been mentioned

ethnographic

relief

explorers

northern

Canada is an excellent

maps to gather,

analyze,

in a standardized
early northern

Boas'

fran

Additionally,

and systematic

informants
the

or observed.

As

central

of

Inuit

Hcwever,theuseof

land and resource use infovtion
manner is not readily

evident

in

literature.
published

study to use maps to examine land

was a work by F. G. Speck entitled

Territories

in

the

Labrador

in 1923.

Tanner (1979) discusses

"Mistassini

published

Peninsula"

in

Although this

publication

it

a substantive

to provide

his work in the 1970s on the relationships
and use among the Mistassini.

change in land control

the American

canparison

between idealogy

with

and land

Based on ccmparisons

by extended families
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Hunting

ms not available,

Speck's work, Tanner (1979) was able to conclude that
little

early

notes as a means primarily

use patterns

tenure

North America.

own use and the use

example of this.

and depict

Perhaps the earliest

Anthropologist

and their

maps produced in sand or snow) have

(1964) work amng

mentioned,

geographic

of bodies of

in northern

of maps for their

obtained

already

the

populations

(Spink and I%odie 1976).

information

in

location

of indigenous

observers used maps in field

of recording

aid

of the landscape,

was used by early

-ities,

to

with

there had been

via the mchanim

of trapping

territories

over the 50-year

interval

between the I3ro

studies.
In the 1950s there were three
with

separate publications

land use, concepts of space, and human-ecological

in northern
penter,
Inuit

North America.

Varley,

Based on the earliest

and Flaherty

he obtained
Flaherty

relationships
fieldwxk,

in Canada focused on their

of George Sutton in the 1920s.

ampton Island

dealt

Car-

(1959) explored the "mental maps" of the

of Southampton Island

the mrk

that

own mrk

When Sutton visited

and

South-

in 1929, there were no accurate maps of the island,
them fram ~L+DAivilik

1959:8)

.

Inuit

men 0rpenter,

Varley,

Sutton noted that in canparison with "r&em

so
and

maps,"

the Inuit

enlarged areas which were favorite

hunting grounds, but the

accuracy

of

of

notable.

Carpenter,

observation

the map, particularly
Varley,

about Aivilik

details

and Flaherty

the shoreline,

were

(1959) make the following

mapping:

I asked several Aivilik
to make sketches of this world.
After
rra;lch giggling
on the part of the xunen and joking by the n-en,
they produced a nu&er of interesting
maps, m of which are
shown. The first
. . . is limited to a series of dots, each
repre senting a trading post and including all settlements known
frcan experiences and hearsay.
Southampton Island is in the
center; other trading posts lie in the broadening circles
of
familiarity,
like sn~ll islands in a vast sea. . . . Both . . .
directions and estimates of distance are good, although distances
are increasingly
underestimated
as one travels
away fran
Southampton Island.
(9)
The maps described
researchers

above were made by

were made cognizant

themselves in terms of settlents
males orient
(familiar

themselves primarily
hunting

territories).

a man,

of how, in mapping,
or other

fixed

and the

females orient

locations,

whereas

towards the details

of coastlines

Carpenter,

and Flaherty
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Varley,

(1959) also noted that
accessed in hunting
proportionately

the Aivilik

had no names for inland

endeavors, that areas familiar

larger

Inupiat

of

ecological

econanic

Tareoqmiut

relationship

divergence

and resource

Nunamiut,

by other

map biographies)
the static

in great

use seas,

challenge.

narrative

conflicting
attempt

effort

subsistence

to establish

has mre

recently

and questions

met

in this

regarding

land

led to lines

of

mapping methods: and

mapping methods (particularly
differently

dichotomy in north Alaska.

(1956) study was the first

land and resource

the

to his concept of a

he may have conceptualized

to issues

of

detail

is mentioned

who are applying

nature of a coastal/inland

rmpping methodologies

the

he made the assumption

which have subsequently

to his study,

Sonnenfeld's

interest-

disregarded

narrative

leading

Spencer's

researchers

he had applied

work was

be-n

he basically

in north Alaska that

use systems,

his

and he was particularly

and described

dichotany

and inland

Whereas Spencer mapped territories

context because of his detailed

because if

Although

and interdependencies

and inland

paralleled

substantive

inquiry

1953.

between people and enviromt,

coastal/inland

early

measurable by

amng the coastal

1952 to

in nature,

Eskimo,

territories

with

in

as a tool of analysis.
Alaskan

that

Alaska

and historical

coastal

north

north

the

mpping

and therefore

standard.

Spencer (1959) conducted fieldmrk

ed in

to them were &awn

than those with which they had lesser contact,

and that they did not view space as static
a single

areas not

of

use.

public

notable
policy

The intent

application
--

specifically,

of the study was a

the basis of a land claims
64

of

settlement

for

purposes of protecting

the subsistence

Barrow area under the provisions
1934.

Sonnenfeld

reservation

recounts

econany of the Inupiat

of the Indian

the history

Reorganization

of attmpts

in the Barrow area (including

of the
Act of

to establish

an area fran Barter

a

Island

to west of Point Barrow [Peard Bay] and south to the Brooks Range),
noting

that

the initial

survey of use area conducted

in

1943 was

equivalent

to 750 square miles and failed

to include

of Inupiat

hunting,

g-rounds except for a segmnt

of coastline
Institute

(1956:578).
of

hunting,

fishing,

North

fishing,

contexts.

It

by creating

Through this

Pmerica,

for

leaders

were asked to map

was proposed that these maps muld
a game reseme

in which hunting,

council
protect

fishing,

meeting

subsistence
and trapping

for the use of only the Inupiat.

Local

over land and resources was advocated as the only protection

the

subsistence-based

proposals

and governmntal

evaluate

this

significant
ensuring

econanic

depict

The maps, ranging

effort

It

is not pssible

of

land

econmic

necessary

for

study contended that by the act of harvesting

frcm a given area, the harvesters

but it

to
is

to apply a land-use study to

of a subsistence-based

the wide-expanse

in

a sequence of reservation

methodology because of a lack of detail,

the viability

this

systems.

counter prolpsals.

in being a very early

recognizing

Lastly,

funded by the Arctic

areas in cammity

scale fran 1:40,000 to 1:5,000,000,

in

project,

ccmunity

and trapping

might sanehow be restricted
control

and trapptig

the vast majority

system and
doing

so.

resources

had a claim to the land base which

they used.
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m thaCanadiancmtext,
increasing
smies

recognition

thelate1940swas
of

both

studies

mental

regarding

econanic

little

attention

status

data

levels

society.

Consequently

-- essentially

by the Industrial

to

econanic

typical

and the

to the 195Os,
so little

infor-

that

existing

answer questions

indicators

of studies

followed

including

open-ended

of

interviews,

Native

which devel-

chiefly

methoddogies

1950s to 1960s area econtic
Division

partici-

and formal

of ethnology

and

em Yukon Territory,
these

studies

and arctic

were done primarily
in
1976) .

Quebec (Usher 1984:9).

and
north-

The objeives

what uses were being made of

areas and to suggest ways to make more productive

resources -

use of wild

of the Northwest Territory,

were to determine

resources in various

surveys were conducted

of the Department of Northern Affairs

Resources in the entirety

harvesting

Prior

The

(Usher 1984).

In the late

(L&z

or

certain

govem-

levels

was determined

these data,

flexible

observation,

training

hanrest

inadeguate

and other

aped new methods of collecting

National

it

a generation

of

,on existing

of Canadian Natives.

bases were too

harvest

sociology

resource

Subsequently

regarding

questionnaires

relied

was paid to Native hanrest volur~s,

mation was available.
govennnsntal

wild

scarcity

an

Canada's Native peoples.

to address these probkns

statistics

overall

of

&pending

and econanic problems affecting

first

pant

the

aperiodmrkedby

effectively,

econcknic planning.

but not solely

the social
Reports

sciences
included

areas for seals,

by biologists

with

and in cross-cultural
and tables

maps

trapping

The surveys
little

sensitivity

of game harvested,

areas, incane and emplomt,
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or no

and

extent

of

contact

between Inuit

gathered through various means by different
very dynamic period in Native history
in

settlemnt

pattern

fran

period of tima (generally
claim

to represent

extensive

when there were drastic

camp life

to more sedentary
data

for

(L&z 1976:24).
of schools,

Newly formed camnmities
health

facilities,

and new

not on the basis of land use areas, and the reprts

made an intensity
being intensively

limited

for any mre

sented only these very recent land use andoccupancydata.

still

camunity

a very

maximal land use for the cmmnity

were focused on the location

studies

changes

one of tm years) and ". . . could make no

a period of time"

housing,

and depicted a

researchers

maps presented

Additionally,

residence.

Mapped data were

and non-Inuit.

distinction

be-

hunted and trapped)

repre-

One of the

resource

zones (areas

and major resource areas

(territories

hunted or trapped in the past or present on an occasional

or extensive

basis)

sam harvest

(Lotz 1976).

areas but

provided

AS L&Z (1976) states,

derived.

fran most of these studies
brief

no explanation

of

however, the h;lrvest

were of limited

utility

square miles of
hm

of the studies.

Neither

Lotz

the exact methods used in gathering

data were

and mapped data
because of the

period for which they were gathered and the econmic

orientation
detail

This study estimated

development

(1976) nor Usher (1984)
or depicting

gecqraphic-

based data ti the area econcmic surveys.
me econcznic study frm
ated mapping effort,

the mid-1960s, which included

was that of Tanner (1966) based on data gathered

during a three month period on hunting,
Yukon Territory.

an attenu-

Although

the central
67

trapping,

and fishing

focus of this

in the

study was cash

incam

derived

fran

series

of econanic asses-t

and in that

trapping,

studies

sense it

on-going

1960s and 197Os, Tanner (1966) d-n&rated
graphic

association

informal
gwerrnnent
fied

trapline

registered

fishing

m

areas.

and others
still

trapping

to

traplines

cusses differential

distinctions.

In

had inactive

a larger
registered

percentage
lines

vehicle-based

roadside,
averaged

traditional

and harvest quantity

rights

Metis

(part-

analysis

than Indians

that

that

In regards to

conditions
registered

trapline

partnerships,

a "culture
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in

that the

had encouraged
trapping

registration

and that

in the study area.

of

or Natis

five miles of a settlement,

trapping,

to

(1966) dis-

Tanner (1966) notes that

under settlement

data indicated

trapper

the three groups except to

of "whites"

use patterns,

273 square miles,

discouraged

of' Indians,

in 1964 (Tanner 1966:20).

1964, older people trapped within
to trapping

Tanner

he does not conduct a spatial

land and resource

costs related

individual

Although

in land and resource use mng

that

to individuals

to have exclusive

and incanes

and

and Fort McPherson) were

Qroup -@as,

(Tanner 1966:12).
harvests

hunting

were registered

were recoqnized

and non-Indians,

Indians),

overall

groups.

and

Tanner identi-

overall

functio~l

of these traplines

or partnerships

individual

indicate

records,

(such as Old Crow, Ross River,

registered

families

as

Based on

sample of key informants

and harvest

areas

the

in the geo-

with a land base.

fran a variable

registration

in Canada during

an interest

of harvest activities

data gathered

was one of the

overall
of poverty"

areas

procedures
cash econanic
represented

ccmnencing on the area econcznic surveys and other

While mrkw
independent

research

North America to

in Canada, the first

specifically

major

itself

address

study

in northern

to the questions

of

developmental impact on the land and resource use of indigenous people
was undertaken

in northwestern

This

Alaska.

Chariot,

was to becczne the rrodel for n-ous

studies

in

Project

both

Alaska

(Usher 1984) o

Chariot was a proposed plan to use nuclear devices to excavate
of Cape Thqson,

miles from Point Hope (Foote 1961).
and 1961, was multidisciplinary
carrponent employed field
observation

Hope, Point

Lay, Kivalina,

years 1957 through
1958 to 1959.

in an attempt

principal

maps to question

informal

an emphasis on winter
included

Inupiat

place names (1:250,000

hunters

about 1958 to 1959 activities

in prior

years until

a point

and
(Point

during

activities

the construction

. actual events could no longer accurately
month or year"

Inupiat

activity

scale),

and the use of maps to get data on hunting

harvest activities

intanriews

to reconstruct

and Noatak) harvest

Data generally

32

The human geographical

in nature.

1959, with

approximately

Research, conducted between 1958

methods including

participant

scale),

termad Project

land use and occupancy

subseguently,

Canada and,

a deep water harbor in the vicinity

located

study,

the
fran

of maps which
the use of
(1:500,000

and other resource

in time at which ". .

be attributed

to a specific

(Foote 1961:iv).

Foote (1961) reconstructed

land and resource use for four Inupiat

societies

which use the area for

(sums

fall,

winter,

the decade 1850 to 1860 by season

and spring)

(see Figure

4).

labeled and each of the four groups designated by specific
69

Species
line

are

SPRINQ
( FEB.-MAR.
TO JUN.
GENERAL
LAND-USE
AREAS
1650-1660

,.- *-

Fig. 4.

’ ; I
. , “‘.-\’ * * - ‘,

’

Spring (February-March to June) general land-use areas, 1850-1860
(taken from Foote 1961:31).
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patterns

keyed to a legend.

be travel
data.

corridors,

Narrative

Scm areas are enclosed others appear to

and other lines
description

of

simply end suggesting

subsistence

each map. Foote (1961) does not indicate
the 19th century
accounts.

reconstruction,

use baseline.

is

recall

descriptive

Suprting

a traditional

for

and observation

data include

Foote assigns variable

period

no insights

historical

levels

and derive

(1957 to 1959).

narrative,

the subsistence-based

of species harvested

land and resource

Foote maps the S~IIE seasonal

the latter

and includes

which influenced

to be historical

during the time period 1950 to 1960 (Figure 5).

Data are more canplete
informant

is assun&

For comparative p-ses,

data for four villages

accanpanies

the r&zhodology he uses for

but it

His purpose is to portray

activities

resource

Foote

harvest

regarding

sample size.

particularly

related

directly

trips,

than

that

those without:

because of its

integration

This

data.

based on these data,

that

there

through tirrre; and that

are larger
is

historic

access to the
sufficiency

study was to &ccme an early

of historic
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the

and work clothing

resources permits a large degree of self

of the area.

number

and cash incune and expenditure

in area use patterns

area and its
residents

birds),

of the area; that those with sane cash inca
producers

continuity

to size

(ranging frcnn 90 percent for large species to 20

products of the hunt provide mst of the food, fuel,

subsistence

of events

econany, harvest data to which

of reliability

(1961) concludes by stressing

for residents

fran both

Mapped information

percent for salt water fish and small mam~ls including
of

incartplete

for
model

and contemporary land use with

!
Ij
I LAND.,,,”
‘,,“:::
II MID-MARCH TO
/
I
/
I
I
i

;

JUNE

’ 1950-60

-.-.-.
.. ...
____
*

h-t L.,
hllrl Ms..
L,..,l”.
*..,..
o~rrrl cr**a

..
-*r-? ---+

Fig. 5.

Spring land-tie areas utilized
(taken from Foote 1961:67).
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.

mid-March to June, 1950-1960

harvest

quantities

and cash econanic

holistic

subsistence

study in northern North America to that time.

In Alaska,

the Federal Field

data

-

Cunxittee

certainly

the most

for Development Planning

in Alaska published Alaska Natives --and the Land in 1968 at the request
of the U.S. Congress in their
to clear

attempts to settle

the path for the development of the Tram-Alaska

This report was intended to ". . . record all
and information
Alaska,
their
-

on the Native

peoples,

relevant,

Pipeline.

available

data

the land and resources

of

the uses which these people have made of than in the past,
present uses and ownership,

Alaska

(Federal

1968:iii)

"improving

for

the intent

surveys by providing

the circumstances"

the mdern world"
settle

Cmmittee

In part,

.

area econanic

Field

and the future

-

often conflicting

the State of Alaska,

needs of the Native people,

government"

and the federal

Ewelo-t

paralleled

information

Planning
that

in

of Canada's

which would aid

of Alaska Natives by "bringing

(FTCDPA1968:3).

in

then into

aim, however, was to

The larger

Alaska Native claims in order to free land for econanic devel-

opnent by the state
private

and federal

governments through the auspices of

of Alaska Natives

and --the Land (1968) suggested that

industry.

Authors
indigenous

peoples make use of all

land and interior

and contiguous

balance

with

factors

of technology

the environment
(536).

the biological
waters

which they

senses

implied

by

of

agrarian

land
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resources

the state,

inhabit,

It was recognized

the land in the sense of using it in pursuit
the

Alaska Native claims

of 'the

in general

limited

that Natives

only

by

"occupy"

of subsistence but not in
values

or

Anglo-American

The Federal

jurisprudence.

concepts of family

rights

to be the basis

Hover,

Ccmnittee

or group territoriality

based on usufruct
tories

Field

of the indigenous

on the work of others -

solely

Foote's

(1967).

with

definable

econanic

maps (1961) have already

been described

Alaska's

coast.

patterns"

geographically,

including

and fishing,

caribou

Bering

Sea hunters

and fishermen,
1967:s).

Oswalt

macro-subsistence
data

contact

harvest
and

foci

primarily

Ccmnittee's
Therefore,

and

was applied,

whaling,

Pacific

and fishem,

fishermen

(FFCDPA

defined

was

on pre-

infomation

little

along

"major subsis-

hunters

typology

of subsistence

historical

intent

arctic

based primarily

had taken place over the past century
been

arctic

and salmon

This

provided

the canplexity

variability,

hunters,

and

above and

use patterns

The Oswalt (1967) map depicted

whaling

1968:95;

was limited

namely Foote (1961) and oswalt

as exemplary of land and resource

tence

boundaries

system in 1968.

these points

were presented
arctic

Native

to land and resources and found these terri-

the use of maps to demnstrate

relied

acknowledged

or

by
early

intra-area

on

systems, or changes which

or so.

academic

Oswalt's
-

policy-focused,

the

purposes had
Federal

Field

and contemporary.

subsistence maps in Alaska Natives --P
and the Land (1968) were

not uniform

in state

coverage nor were they particularly

relevant

to

the task at hand.
The Alaska Native
little

relationship

Field Wmittee
socioeconanic

Claims Settlerrrent

Act

to the land requisites

report

described

(1968) for the continuance

systems inAlaska.

This factor
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(ANCSA) of

1971 bore

in the Federal

of subsistence-based

significantly

influenced

the developrwtof

subsistencemappingmthodologies

and their

use in

the Canadian context:
By 1972, we had becm aware of problems resulting
frm the lack
of a substantive land use record as a basis for the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. We felt that in Canada we had the opportunity to acquire in advance of a settlemant real place data on
lands and waters used and occupied and to bring this information
into the design of a national land claims settlement and postsettlement local goverment corifiguration
appropriate for northern Canada. More over, we felt that the actual land use and
cccupance record would favor the Inuit people showing . . . that
are everywhere."
In the meantim
indeed, their '. . . footprints
similar
work was being conducted by the Dene people in the
The Dene chose, homver, not to make their
Mackenzie Valley.
records public nor R&I work under the auspices of the Canadian
federal government. Francis 1980:2)
..
CANADIANLAND-USEANDOCCUPANCYSIUDIES

After

the passage of ANCSA (1971) in Alaska,

were employed in Canada to address tm
policies

separate

mapping projects
but

interrelated

or philosophies

concerning

the claims of indigenous

to lands and resources.

One intent

of rapping

by the Francis quotation
and provide
rights
Inuit
----

the basis

above, was to documentthe
for claims

to the land by its

subsistence

traditional

sation

inhabitants

extentofland

(for

use
property

example, the

the Dane Mapping Project).

or

mapping, in conjunction

were viewed as a means of providing

as discussed

to ownership or usufruct

Land Use and Occupancy Project

Secondly,

studies,

peoples

with

an appropriate

harvest

studies,

treasure of cmpen-

to Canadian Native peoples for loss of or disruptions

use of traditional
Brody 1982).

lands and resources

(for example, Weinstein

Examples of both applications

are presented below.
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to the
1976;

of mapping methodologies

Weinstein
tial

(1976) essentially

cvsatory

outccm.

is exemplary of a study with poten-

The study was initiated

the Jams Bay Cree at the end of 1973 after
winning

a temporary

Bay hydroelectric

injunction

project.

against

at the request of

they

wzresuccessful

the developrrent

The intemzofthe

of the James

studywas

the extent of dependency on wild resources by Native

todocumnt

(Cree and Inuit)

people of Fort George, Quebec and to documant the location
sources being used and the potential
project

porally,

study proceeded or was concurrent

of the ---Inuit

on these resources

Specific

harvest

of different

levels

species provided

allocations

The methcdology

of

been developed

an estimate

for

the development

Cree and Inuit

(1976)

subsistence

several

provided

harvest

data for this

viewee was asked to designate

for

economic study among the

and non-status

Of

the locations
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brief

Weinstein

males 19 years or

in -mid-November 1972 to

338 potential

relatively

major

methods had previously

In the Jams Bay project,

status

(1976:87).

of specific

particularly

the cmnencement of the spring goose hunt in mid-April
activities

of

of the food these

involved

older during an 18-mnth period fran freeze-up

harvest

upon its

establisfmrwt

and a determination

Weinstein

an earlier

T&n-

of fish and game resources.

Cree of Fort George (Usher 1984).
interviexed

the

SQIE of Weinstein's

innovations.

uses.

so did not call

included

species,

with

Harvest level data were desirable

baseline

procedural

objectives

to the cmmnity,

land-use patterns.
negotiating

and associated

Land Use and Occupancv Project

methodolcqy.

of re-

impact of the proposedJames Bay

hydrceleotric
this

in

1974 regarding
infomants,

period.

of his knm

307

Each interharvests and

those of his dependents on 1:250,000 scale topographic
locations
for

were coded into

an example):

square kilaneter
location

three

geographic

(1) the actual

*re

grid system using a multi-digit

fran which the harvest was derived
the hydroelectric
(Weinstein

categories

locations

and radius of the harvest area:

project

1976:88).

Harvest

(see Figure

code which indicated

(an alpha-numric

trapline

code): and (3)

which the harvest

aggregates of these data m

areal harvest intensity

by species based on harvest levels

grid.

Harvest

depicted

points

of c-able

resource

harvest

categories

(for

Figure

7).

Coded.

Additionally,

with

areas projected

In all,

tion

intervals,

example, all

472,336.7

waterfowl

goose, intensive

frm
fall

goose; the distribution

the distribution

waterfowl

tion of harvests

fran fish

wre

med
project.

fur mamals
the distribu-

separate maps for Canada
areas, and snow

fran small game (including

(including

and the distribution

frm

and lynx);

and spring Canada goose hunting
of harvests

in

resources

areas ere

of harvests

(including

connecting

for c-site

to be impacted by the hydroelectric

crete maps for snowshoe hare, ptarmigan,

and cisco);

trapline

per

as demnstrated

pounds of' harvested

separate maps for beaver, otter,

of harvests

lines

were generated

maps of registered

Resource IMPS included
(including

by contour

cm

used to

depict

distributions,

6

coded onto a 100

(2) the registered

impact area fran

Cmputer

maps.

and prcupine);

discrete

of the total

dis-

the distribu-

maps for lake whitefish
Fort George bush focd

hamrests for the period 1973 to 1974 -- 18 resource maps in all.
Supporting
graphy, ethnicity,

data for geographic-based
cannunity

social

information

and non-subsistence
77

included
econmic

dam-

Fig.

6.

The distribution
of beaver harvests
(taken frun Weinstein 1976:129b).

in 1973-1974

by Fort George Natives

institutions,

discussions

distributions

relevant

trapping

traplines

for

and harvest

extended families

of

levels

primary

Weinstein

they are are tied

to their

settlement

Their

lands"

(Weinstein

and sedentarism

to pounds

described

the

areas of

groups.

To the

traplines,

these

family

roots

system,

and trapping

hunted on -particular

world.

of the

the trapline

and conversions

or of a nunber of related

areas are their

and fauna1

a history

being ". . . the hunting

people who have traditionally

of cammnity

activities,

Importantly,

35 species.

as actually

zones and species

an analysis

system,

narratives,

usable weight

floral

to subsistence

registration

subsistence

of

and their

ideas of who

1976:178).

The recency

(i.e.

10 to 15 years)

was

stressed as was its impacts on land and resource use patterns.
Lastly,
levels

data applications

specific

associated

fauna1 population

sedentarism.

with shorter
levels,

ted the spatial

thedatadocumn

kilmeter

harvest
dependent
with

this

and related

Weinstein

Finally,

regarding

the potential

including
quantities

was able

(approximately

Importantly,

econanic consequences of
to evaluate

an ultimate

the relative

application

to ques-

impact of the proposed hydroelectric

inland-coastal
tied

and longer term ecologi-

and accessibility.

importance of species by area, with

harvest

and socially

1972 to 1974 and the land base associated

flexibility

cal shifts,

project,

established

The study demonstrated seasonal and annual area and species-

harvest.

tions

project

the camuni ty was econdmically

on tiich

in the period

fran this

interdependencies

to specific

geographic

38 square mile)

80

grids.

units

and converted
or 100 square

w

first

major Canadian mapping study to deal with the issue of

land claims

was requested

preliminary

planning

by the Inuit

discussions

held in.1972

land use and occupancy project

Studies

essentially
location

The renewable

1975:ii).

an effort

to provide

of important

the Inuit

lands in a claims

primarily

fran literary

to better
selection

of hman use patterns,

methodologies,

implicitly

resources

with an assesment
The intent

evaluate

was
of the
of the

the potential

of

Data were derived
of explorers,

observations
data,

for

project

while

explicitly

not

collection

by the nature of its

is biased towards hman use and perceptions.

study is not representative

however, it

project

(Boreal Institute

process.

Therefore,

representative

Since this

This proposed

resource

resources.

accounts or field

and others.

naturalists,

the Inuit

fauna1 and floral

study was to allow
particular

to 1973.

(2) the renewable resources project;

(not reviewed in the context);

Northern

of Canada, with

(1) the non-renewable

study had three caqonents:

and (3) the Inuit

Tapirisat

of subsistence

is not considered in any mre detail

mapping per =,

for purposes of this

effort.
The Inuit
--w-mst

relevant

Tapirisat
Affairs

for puqoses of this

study.

(Freeman 1976) is the

In February 1973 the Inuit

of Canada proposed to the Minister

of Indian

and Northern

that research should be undertaken to produce a canprehensive

and verifiable
Territories,
tion

Land Use and Occupancy Project

record of Inuit
which would delimit

land use and cccupancy in the Northwest
the past and present uses and occupy-

of land and marine environments

1976,v.2:15).

In

view

of

the

by Inuit

continuing
81

populations
role

which

(Freeman
land

and

associated

resmrces

circumstances

of Inuit

an explicit
of

plays
life,

statemnt,

hman-land

in defining

relationships.

for

"regions"

had no major cultural
of brief

fran Inuit

informants

Details

of methodology

mre detail

are central

and spatially,

data for individuals

through tim.

provided the mst

to as great a dqree

determine

resource use.

people.

piece of land yielded

as feasible,
rather

study,
account,

1976).

in

use of

and land use

(1976) study muld

the Inuit

perceptions

of

than those of the outside
in the case of

The focus of the study was to

or territorial

extent

of land and related
piece of land was

We do not attempt to determine whether that

a certain

of yea-m, nor do we attempt
'usefulness'

resource

"We seek to say in what way a certain

used by the local

techniques.

exmplary

as was assessed to have been the end result

the geographic

were

be discussed

in its

that the Freman

relationships

the area econanic surveys (Iotz

materials

detailed

As will

for collecting

At the outset it was intend&

observer,

textual

to the purposes of this

study was noteworthy

as a tool

human-enviromtl

Except for the

data gathering

North America to date.

below, this

such

of land use and occupancy by indigenous

the "map biography"

represent,

all

through field

perceptions

although

reality.

histories,

since the Freeman (1976) dccment

peoples of northern

mses,

or political

settlement

of their

area was grouped into

and administrative

derived

both temporally

themselves,

The research

"regions"

presentation

and ecological

the research was also intended to provide

by the Inuit

logistical

the cultural

number of animals in a certain
a qualitative

of that piece of land"

assessment of perceived

(Freeman 1976,v.2:47).
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number

Valuation

was avoided in this

study,

able,

msasure by which

standardized

could be evaluated.

in part because of the lack of an accept-

Mditionally,

harvested

in one area my

evaluation

of an area productive

missing an appropriate

it

be nurtured

evaluation

land

and associated

was recognized

that

in another,

so that

disruption

the Inuit

of land and associated

at this pint

the entire

sample.

specific

could be canpensated
resources -

hunting

present

-- specifically

of each hunter

the tanporalextent

fran the earliest

areas of

for

an untenable

loss or
position

1985).
of

was to record land and resource use patterns

lifetime

Therefore,

ethnographic

evaluating

it has been

was conducted in the mid-197Os, the intent

themapbicgraphymethod
during

Finally,

of time (Michael Asch, personal camnmication

Although the stiy

a high

for the area on which that resource

suggested that the act of differentially
that

resources

in terms of harvest maybe biased in

depends during stages of growth anddevelopnent.

land would imply

resources

included

of the data spanned a period

nrenrories of the oldest

(the time attich

in the intemiew

informants

to the

the intemiewswereconducted)

fran pfe-1912 to 1974 depending upon the study camu-

nity.
Because a meat deal of variation in land use behaviour is either
local or idiosyncratic,
the most valid way to organize variations
through tim is by selecting blocks of tixre of sufficient
teqoral extent so as to illustrate
(a) changes having longer-term
significance
rather than short-term fluctuation
- and/or (b) of
widespread synchronic cccurrence, thus enabling the Arctic region
as a whole to be so categorized in a valid and uniform fashion.
CFzeman 1976,v.2:49)
For the most part,
the local

arrival

time periods were divided
of traders,

into

the fur trade perid,
83

the years prior

to

and the period of

growthofpermanentsettlmants

and related

sane cases, a fourth

period

was included.

Lima, as owsed

Social

increased sedentarisxn.

on the contemporary

In

end of the spectrum

to chronological

tirrre, was the

measure of significance.
The map biography was the primry
this

study,

local

although

history,

field

oral

personal histories

notes for additional

histories,

place

were canpiled

study

and for

sites,

place names, core hunting
the map biographies,

hunted,

trapped,

origin,

was interni&
Informant

&searchers

names, animal

or fished,

each Inuit
whatever

then,

provided

Where applicable,

1976).

The vast majority

residents.

Informants

generally
colored
with

ethnographic

information

and historic

recall

by

for

data bases (Hofm
were local

drew use areas by species or species categories

between species.

the 1:500,000 map scale and with

produced a map depicting

of data.

data were also canpared

(120 of 140) of data gatherers

pens to differentiate

knowledge

recorded on

maps back to each c amunity

on 1:500,000 scale mps or mylar overlays

geographic

of

of the same area and similar

verification

archaeological,

To

or place

the accuracy of informant

-site

with

camp

data.

the vast majority

age groups and by bringing
and approval.

of the

maps depicting

age, experience,

data between informants

and

male who had independently

and geographic-based

recall,

mrtions

areas, and other cultural

in

such as

behavior,

and used in narrative

attempted to validate

cross-checking

information

the development of supplemental

canpile

rraps.

mechanism for data gathering

in

general.

In

Hunters ere

familiar

maps as a means of depicting
mst

only his individual
84

using different

cases,

each informant

data, but in a few cases

.

a single

map was used to represent

person.

Species
polar

=-,

bear, wolf,

categories

bear,

caribou,

targeted

included the interview

actual

study

arctic

camps, and

were notmapped,

independent
as

resource

solandand
As previously

harvest

While

informants.

Individu-

experience

study

objectives

of every hunter in each of the 33 mmnmities,

(an overall

area)

study intent

was to include

and virtually

v.3:~~).

only

Inuit

of

hunters

Although

the

male hunters,

the

males considered to be mmbers of the

every male household head, sm

sons, and a few widows who had supported

hunting and trapping.

haters

average of 85 percent of all

(Freeman 1976,v.2:48;

sample included non-Inuit

study cmmmity
older

traplines,

sample ranged fran 71 to 96 percent of the total

each study cmmunity

original

oxen, grizzly

depicted were cumnmity-specific.

only males with

were originally

the

msk

whales,

in which data here gathered.

in permanent cammities

resource use patterns

in

mose,

fish,

areas were alsomapped.

als not resident

the actual

seals,

Additionally,

and sheep.

There were 33 camunities

mentioned,

included

than one

red fox, lynx, marten, beaver, muskrat,

hare, ground squirrel,
fox trapping

maw

waterfowl,

wolverine,

the use areas of mre

The totalnmberof

their

informants

of their

families

by

was approximte-

ly 1600 individuals.
Analysis

involved

the use of an electronic

that

could accomcdate

frm

any of the 33 camnmities,

the land use data of each individual

land of

25 square kilaneters

system
hunter

for each species or species category,

during any of the three or four tims periods,
of

data storage

(9.6
85

on any identifiable

square miles)

unit

in dimension

(Freeman 1976,v.2:21).
analysis

of variation

Although
,was

extensivity

the intent

were analyzed and presented

of

of this wxk,

in other

studies

for each species and for each period

The level

of analysis

purpose,

use,

not

an

the data gathered

for total

canmmity

for this

land

area used by

(Philbrick

1976:65).

then, was solely

naninal

-

that is, the presence or absence of use.
Data depiction
each cammityand
ing narrative.

took W

Figure

8 demonstrates

All

sented on 1:2,000,000

maps for

(e.g.

(e.g.

beginning

(see Figures

areas for

area).

was depicted

map per -ity,

per

or a mximm

9 and 10 for

All

A single

in this

of 8

an example of

the carmni ty of 'ruktoyaktuk

camps or settlements),

hunting

during

mapped data were depicted
lines

(e.g.

traplines),

legend was presented

the maps.

or

at the

Each species or species

legend by a series

of

22 color

and

canbinations.

Supporting
patterns

studies

by region,

description,

included

prehistoric

background data,

narratives

describing

subsistence

and historic

accounts,

ethnographic

linguistic

perceptions

of the land and resources,

Noticeably

absent

levels,

for

bywhichmapped

or hunting activities,

of the volume containing

category
pattern

a single

1955-1974, respectively).

by points
areas

the pmcedure

scale maps -

and per trapping

and hunting

Period III,

map biographies

species or species category data were repre-

each camunity

trapping

c-site

for each of three or four tin-e periods and support-

data were canpiled.

tima period,

forms -

are cash sector

maps, oral

histories,

and methodological

socioeconmic

data

emit

critiques.
and harvest

which were the keystone for the econanic development, impact,
86

Figure 2
Portion of a sample “map biography”: One hunter, all species,
multiple time periods

Figure 3
Compiled “map biographies”: AU hunters in area, caribou only,
Period II only

2

3

Figure 4
Portion of hunting area: Caribou only, Period II only

Figure 5
Poriion of final hunting area map: All species, Period II only

4

5

Fig. 8.

Mapped data cmpilation
procedure in The Inuit
Project (taken frm Freemn 1976, v.3zi.r
87

Land Use and Occupancy
---

-,-I-:

,

--

Fig.

- ..___

10.

I ,,I’

mwY*td

1:

hunting,

--._

1955 to 1974 (taken

---__-_-~__

frm

Freeman 1976, v.3:12).

,j.#.’

I.?+’

or cunpensatory
research.

oriented

studies

The descriptive

prevalent

nature

in Canadian subsistence

of this

study and application

to

land claims issues has already been discussed.
In 1975 the Labrador Inuit

Association

the wntof

Affairs

with

undertake'
mdeled,

research

project

.into

in

preparation

in large part,

(F'reman

Inuit

Indian

1976) of

after

the Northwzst

(Brice-Bennett

and Northern

for

the ---Inuit

entered into

a -statsm?nt

objectives

history

parts,

Territories.

of primary

part provided a narrative

residents

concern to this

resources

of five

of the prehistory

the historic

the delimitation
of informants

effort,

the cmrnunity-

in the study area.

explored

the depth

and richness

traditions

and dependency on land and sea -

between the past and present and attitudes
and physical

Bennett 1977:vii).
in this

environments
The third

study.

including

in the experience

The final
of

of the

Labrador,

of areas of land and sea harvested
now residing

past.

The second

activities

coastal

the study

eration

study.

identified

of northern

and

depth of contenpxary

and seasonal subsistence

camunities

this

%xEJz-&S

of occupancy and land use with a focus on the distant

based wildlife

social,

of

This study was organized

This segment was not reviewed for purposes of this
part,

land claims

nature and extent of

each of which had samawhat different

of Labrador to substantiate

patterns

of

The intent

1977) was to documentthe

The first

.

Develapnentto

Land Use and Occupancy Project

land use and occupancy in Labrador.
three

an agreemnt

section

residents'

that is,

of

cultural

narrative

links

towards the intellectual,

of contemporary

residents

(Brice-

part also was not reviewed for consid-

The selection
90

on land use in the Nain and

Hopdale

regicns

mt32odolcgies

is

review32

gnploy&

in this

in this project

Nain and Hopedale are the tm
ties

mmunities

of five

1970s) in

northern

cmrmmities

(M

representing

all

four

three periods of tim

represented

in

in this

frm

was included

the

mrrmni-

of

the

abandoned

part,

in

Nain and

study include

The area1 limits

of individual

pst-settlement,

into

non-Inuit

animals
for two or

and post-1971

and,' subsequently,

ccmunity-based

settlers,

data

of the entire

map biographies

over 100 individuals

biographies

data were gathered
information

Because residents

(pre-settlement,

to 1976 in sama cases) fm
individual

Inuktut-speaking

have harvested terrestrialandmrine

were define by the gathering

canpiling

largest

settkmnts.

rangeoverwhichhunters

of

overall.

and Hebron relocated,

Hopedale, land use patterns

as exmplaxy

of which were abandoned by the mid-

Labrador.

of Nut&

context

Whereas

maps.

no land or resource use

fran the Naskapi-Montagnais

Indians

residing

in the area in the mid-1970s.
Prior
cmmunity
study.
all

to conducting
metings

to explain

Participants

hunting

map biography

the objectives

and fishing

activities

ducted largely

in Inuktut

ers were non-local).
related

fran each camun ity

cultural

and ecological

base maps to be

and interviews

(with the use of translators

Additionally,

on large-scale

As in the Freeman (1976) study,

were engaged as data gatherers

held

the maximum range of

in the development of appropriate

used in each study settlement.

researchers

and methodology of the

in the maetings established

maps, thereby aiding

individuals

interviews,

local

were con-

when research-

general background data, including
information
91

such as place

names,

wildlife

and historic

distribution,

territorial

affiliations,

we

gathered.
Differing
targeted

frm

-

at key informants

longedexperience
species
hunter

the Freeman (1976) study,

in an areaor
rather

. . ." population

In the actual
percentsample

additional

a particular

than with

of resident

hunters)

biographies

(Brice-Bennett

ore

1977:97).

gathered i.nNain

and 40 in Homle

dynamics,

fran these two camunities
of the researchers

rules governing patterns

in 1976 and lasted

tomrds

Interviews

information

about

land and animals,

of land and resource use and occupation

fran each informant.
into

caqosite

camun ity

of hunting

activities

within

Individual

that

fran 1 to 10 hours

to the mapped data,
attitudes

(an 88

(a 66 percent

would have proven to be repetitive.

In addition

animal population

in a certain

sample of the resident

It was the opinion

period

were

with a ". . . pro-

interest

a total

of 115 map biographies

1977:98).

per informant.

piled

individuals

sample, 75 map biographies

occurred over a 5-Mnth

elicited

is,

of the study camunities

sample), for a total
(Brice-Bennett

that

map biographies

map biographies

and
were

were corn-

maps to show the lmAnmmarea1extent
the tm

or three

selected

tim

periods

described above and for each species or species category.
Map scale and the level
methodological

areas of

of detail

irqortance

on the base map proved to be
to this

gathered on a 1:250,000 scale topographic
that

due to the complexities

areas (netrks

of lakes,

study.

map.

of the coastline

Map data ware

Researchers assessed
adjacent

to the study

streams, bays, coves, and islands),

scale would have made the location

of harvest
92

a larger

areas difficult

and

Secondly, base maps with

inaccurate.

the canplex of aquatic
tco costly

features

color

associated

to reproduce (apparently

contrasts,
with

mylar overlays were not employed),

without

bodies of water but including

place nams, coastal

was used in gathering

--

variation

for different

contours,

of seasonal camp sites

subsistence

of use areas.

Species or species

mink, caribou,
birds,

fish

cod, char, and salmon).

("jumper"),

plar

Another variation

fox,

rabbit,

hare,

partridge,

(belukha),
fish,

walrus,

and marine

vegetation).

of ecology mps which depict

birds.

Additionally,

past and the present

and the distribution

place name maps provide
and enable hunters

can visualize

the distribuof nesting

The ecology maps do not have a temporal

areas,

a link

to construct

approximate

distances,

between the
oral

maps by

and define

routes.
The Labrador study differs

study

included

Data ware gathered but not mapped

of marine marm~ls by camnmity

areas for migratory

travel

mpped

in the Labrador study fran the Freeman (1976)

model is the presentation

which they

in the delineation

bear, freshwater

for numerous other species (including

reference.

as area1 phenc~~~

five species of seals, white'whale

dolphin

tion

data using color

points

categories

black bear, porcupine,

bottlenose
(i.e.

and Gjor

and sare traplines,

data were presented

cabins serving as reference

migratory

and secondary

features,

map biography

with camp sites

otter,

colors,

species.

With the exception
geographic-based

and

the study area were

so a more simple base map -

drainages

contours,

in

the analysis

of

significantly

frm

the Freeman (1976)

the mapped and supporting
93

data.

Brice-

Bennett
area's

(1977) presents

an elaborate

econanic and settlement

determined

to

socioeconanic

have

social

focusing

the

traditional

system and associated

mappeddatawas

applied,

narrative

(post

but the narrative

1971 to

history

note that

(Brice-Bennett

specific

For the mst

period.

the time periods

in use patpart,

in a

continuity

with

In sag cases, hover,

the

chosen were not meaningful

1977:112).

in the range of use areas through tima, particularly
although

such as caribou,

shifts

the third

but treated

The Labrador study concludes that mapped data indicate

likely

of the

econanic and

to alterations

revealed considerable

the post-settlement

researchers

links

use patterns.

analysis

1976) was not mm

form because analysis

the data frm

subsistence-based

any type of statistical

changes in Labrador Inuit

period

on events which are

land and resource

terns as presented in the mpped data.
time

account of the study

history

impacted

There is no evidence that

narrative

core areas

(e.g.

continuity

for major species

areas of intensity

mst

measured by the number of hunters using an area) have undergone
in

location

(Brice-Bennett

betxeen

to stoves,

and the associated
portions

in

subsistence-based

pre-

and post-settlement

processes

schocls,

abandonmnt

of family-based

have resulted

mdification

The

1977:203).

sedentarism related

the

of

missions,

centralization

from a previously

settlements

of the traditional

andoccupancypattems.
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and

with these camunities,
mre

self-sufficient

system to a mixed econcq with the disintegration

of some features

and

and wage employment,

two established

use areas associated

a shift

of

periods

or

land and resource use

There are three publications
and occqanq

associated

Canada (Union of

Weinstein

1979, and Brcdy 1982).

Canadian subsistence
impact,

the Alaska

thepurposeofdocman

was specifically

its

previous

basically

had disregard&

Colmbia.

governmnt-sponsored

Indian

Although

Albertan

and Yukon borders.

located

Indian Chiefs called

the

work served

inguiry

Colmbia

the pipeline-related
in

Septmber

to the potential

and (3) a published
distribution
land

predecessor,

generated industrial
to Brady (19821,

work

British

in

Columbia

Rocky Muntains

into the social

frontier

development

project

was planned

of

the

same year.

(1) transcripts

pipeline:

and the
Colmbia

and econanic
in general.
in

1978 and

The study
of public

(2) an interim

was
hear-

report

Weinstein's

-

Appen-

work geared towards a broader audience and

-- namely Brody (1982).
use

of Indian

In 1977 the Union of British

for a public

British

-Cd

original

this

Project

namely the land use and occupancy study (including

public

land use and

According

between the

conceived to have three cmpcments:

dix);

with

paralleling

the land and resource use patterns

populations

related

areas of

(Brcdy 1982).

reserve

ings

1980,

associated

gas pipeline

a response to an externally

however,

nv!?ins

to be directly

James Bay Hydroelectric

impact of same magnitude

Specifically,

Chiefs

This was the second of the major

through

British

Indian

British

tinglandandresourceusepatternsinthePeace

like

consequences of

Columbia

namely a planned natural

Highway directly

River country,

British

mapping studies

occupancy in northeast

it

land use

study of the Peace River area of northeastern

Columbia,

industrial

with the Indian

and

occupancy
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The raw data and much of
documnt

remained

either

confidential
that

or received

very limited

distribution.

the

project

be founded upon a core

supporting

social,

econanic,

The area whichwas

and cultural

(Athabaskans),

to occupy portions

of northeast
In

(Brody 1982).

distinct

data.

Columbia during

1978 there

of the Doig, Blueberry

functio~lreserves.

River,Fort

River,

been

the fur trade

were representatives

East Mberly

of seven
land use and

The

dccumented in the study included

occupancy patterns

use maps with

although Cree had cane frun the east
British

bands occupying seven

Halfway

land

intended

the focus of the study had traditionally

OccupiedbyBeaver

period

of

Itms

those of residents

Lake, West Mberly

Nelson, and Prophet River reserves,

mst

Lake,

of which

contained both Beaver and Cree (and scme Slave) populations.
The study~s mapping methodology was mdeled
of Freeman (1976), with modifications
bases and different
biography

cultural

associated

and historical

remained the primary

research

members accanpanied by ethncgraphers

basically

after

with varied

circumstances.
instrument

were involved

that

resource
The map

and local

band

in data gathering.

In general mapped data were gathered between Septerrber 1978 and March
1979, and caqosite
and correction

mps were returned

by key informants.

for verification

The study team attempted to obtain
and the mjority

a 100 percent level of participation,
mn

to camunities

of men and many

i,.n 7 of 9 reserves drew maps of land use in addition

ing suppo~~g
depicting
everywhere

da-

(Bmdy 1982:148).

main rivers
they

and their

had hunted,

Base maps ware 1:250,00,0 scale

tributaries.

fished,
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to provid-

trapped,

Individuals
picked

berries,

marked
and

camped in their

lifetimes

-

outer boundaries were denoted with lines

and campsites marked with an "X."
Individual
for

all

informant

activities,

but,

boundaries of individual
ite.

maps frm

a single

differing

fran

resenre were aggregated
Freeman (19761, external

use areas wzre not obliterated

Hunted species were portrayed

collectively

whereas distinct

maps were aggregated for trapping,

picking

Since the Union of British

areas.

(1980) documstand

the Weinstein

interim

products,

Figure

11) despite

picking

and camping sites

their

captions,

in

1979 (Figure

aggregated to illustrate
In contrast
to

indicate

of

as well
In turn,

regional

patterns.

land use for

saw no maning
insisted

in

years ago."

fishing,

berry

registered

reserve-focused

to

maps were

study were not drawn

in this

temporal

periods.

study were unable
as hunters

. . . and Indians

". . .

repeatedly

However, a sub-sample of East Ncberly Lake

hunters drew maps of land use prior

develoFnt

areas (see

that land used five years ago are the same as the lands they

used thirty

depicted

as traplines

time pericds,

such distinctions

conceived to be

only trapping

different

researchers

to accaumdate mapping for different

Chiefs

in Brody (1982) (see Figures

16).

According to Brcdy (1982:174),

map,

and berry

Columbia Indian

to Freeman (19761, maps in this

patterns

fishing,

whereas hunting,

are depicted

12, 13, 14, and 15 respectively)
Indians

on a single

(1979) Appendixwere

the Weinstein maps depict

in the cmpos-

shifts

in subsistence

related

and post-1961 which significantly

patterns

pressures on land.
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resulting

fran settlemmt

and

Fig. 11.

Ooig River &serve traplines and hunting grounds (hunting grounds
have not been added frcxn the map biographies)
(taken frm
Weinstein 1979:126b).
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Fig. 12.

Wig River ~eqxehunting
Brcdy 1982:161).

99

(taken from

.

Fig. 13.

l:
I .*

Doig River Reserve fishing areas
(taken frcxn Brady 1982:157).
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Fig. 14.

Doig River Reserve berry picking
(taken from Brcdy 1982:155).
101

areas

.I
.
i.

Fig. 15.

I
I

e

:/

mig River Reserve camping sites
(taken fran Brcdy 1982:159).
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Fig. 16.

Traplines registered to Indians,
(taken from Brady 1982:lOl).
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1979

As Bxcdy (1982) describes
eastern

British

Colmbia

study,

whether or not the Indian
if

to documn tits

so,

the underlying

the main intent

economy had survived

existence

in part

to be used in asscciaticn

the econcmic and social
fur

example I
forest

withmapped

trade,

and oil

trapline

and transfer
settlement

patterns

response

for rescurces;

This

study applied

encountered
cmtext

in the other

Colmbia

assessmnt
"test

recall

narrative
to ecological

of truth").

in gathering

conflicting

reserve-focused
areas to establish

scenarios.

of geographic

of informant

(Arima 1976), the

and oparationalized

recall

(referred

between individual
continuity
hunting,

of informant
104

in this

on the accuracy

methods were not wall

core and peripheral

data not

rev&&

data

a more detailed

use patterns,

reliability

factors,

land uses and

developrwt

subsistence

Although actual

of overall

harvested,

of land and resource use reflecting

the study team compared similarities
consistency

analysis"

and other

Canadian mapping efforts

of the reliability

(for

(for example, changing

of analysis

study provides

data

questicn,
area

eccnunic

Whereas the E'reeman (1976) study camented

.

of informant
British

supporting

the study

"sectoral

and industrial
levels

Hmwer,

homestead settlments,

annual or seasonal variability);

cmqetition

the present and,

and value of rescurces

seasonal rounds, changing patterns
ecological

of

registration,

subsistence

in

into

data to address this

and gas developrwts);

payments);

was to determine

of providing

history

(such as wage employment, quantity

for the ncrth-

through mapping.

Bmdy (1982) underscores the significance

including

question

documented,

use areas, the

through
fishing,

data.

to as the

time,

and

and trapping

Additionally,

they

used eccnanic developntnt
'assess potential
that

and hunting

there existed

and histories

land use conflicts.

traplines

resource

scenarios

a continuity

users.

Furthermre,

it

maps to

was determined

areas were largely

one and the same and

of land use patterns

between old and young

it

Finally,

including

was concluded

sports hunters occurred as a part of frontier

that

canpetition

fran

developrrent with asscci-

ated impacts (rfostly negative fran the point-of-view

of the Itian)

on

access to subsistence resources.
The final
described

in

unpublished
actions.

major
this

data

Canadian subsistence

context

is

the Dene mapping project,

base intended

Although the project

for

use primarily

be

a largely

in

land

claims

was conceived by the Indian Brotherhood

of the Northwest Territories
in 1974 and was basically

mapping endeavor to

in 1972, actual

data gathering

ccanpleted in 1976 with

cmmenced

funding through the

auspices of the Departrent

of Indian

1977:22).

of the Dene that these mapped data muld

It was the intent

and Northern

Affairs

(Nahanni

be used in forms and for purposes which the Dene people saw as being
appropriate,

sc the body of data were not published

canparable Inuit
fiaps

analyzed,

the data base has been ccntputerized

as need dictates,

by faculty,

of the Department of Anthro~logy,
Canada, under the direction
accepted funding
assessibility

Except for a fewexemplary

data base (Freeman 1976).

(see Nahanni 1977),

as had been the

sourceswhich

graduate students,

University

of Alberta

of Dr. Michael Asch.

and staff

in Edxranton,

The Dene have not

mandate the publication

to this data base in the absence of consent.
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and

of or public

Specifically,

the intent

of the Dane project

was to develop a

databa~upon~chlandclaimscauldbesettledand~eDenecould
secure continued
reestablishing

benefit

fran use of the land: to act as a mdium for

a bond beMaen young Dene and their

past:

to provide

the data necessary for land use decisions

and settlements;

to provide

a record

the Dene in the Northwest

land use and occupancy of

of

Territories

through tim;

the importance

of

to provide non-Dene with an understanding

land to the integrity

assess and present

the costs

affecting

land and resource

point

view regarding

of

sccioeconanic
that

use patterns:

related

and to present

and resources

importance to them (Nahami

many problems

identity:

of

1977).

camnmity-based

data would

centralization

involvemen t in the cash econccIFJ, if such a settlement

control

over land,

resources,

and associated

and

The Dene perceived

based on mapped subsistence
to

the kne

scciocultural

related

political

to

to the Dene of non-Dene developrwt

lands

a land claims settlement

solve

of cultural

of

social,

and

provided

econanic,

and

processes (Asch ,1977).

The Dene project
Occupancy Project
ondccmenting

(Freeman 1976) in that

the Inuit

Land Use and

research objectives

of land and resource use.

descriptive

Methodological
sample size

parallels

focused

the mximum extent of land use as opposed to determin-

ing the intensity
the primry

most closely

and analytical

variations

(30 percent

hunters)

extensive

land use patterns

informants

could describe pre-settlemant

model,

tool was the map biography.

from the Inuit

of active

As in the Inuit

study included a smaller
selected

on the basis of

and tin-e depth in the area, since older
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mobility

primarily

associated

The sample was drawn fran 24 camunities

with trapping.
(Mackenzie delta,

north Mackenzie,

south Slave) covering
informants,
collected

by local

directly

recorded

approximately

personal

hunt and trap?

1:250,000

cmmunications

when did

scale
1985).

you first

Where did you fish?

generally

to reflect
with lines

the case in the Inuit
sion in this

seasonality.
rather

to trap

alone?

How much dces land

(Nahanni 1977:26).

The

Informants

use

depicted

Examples are not available

project.

in the Inuit

camps? What

than enclosed areas, such as was

study, but mps generally

of traplines

base maps (T.

Where did you setup

What are your views on land?

data Were collected
patterns

and

Questions asked

begin

kind of camps? Eo you go to this camp every year?
mean to you?

staff

If you roved to other areas, why? What did you

trap?

Wheredidyou

Dene and Inuit
These data wzre

1,075 hunters.

on approximately

included:

infornants

including

people under the guidance of project

Abrams and S. smith,
of

south IYackenzie, north Slave, and

450,000 square miles,

and n&red

in 5 regions

resanble the lineal

for includepictions

Land Use and Cccupancy Project

(Preenan

1976).
and trails

Mapped data were digitized,
coded for

information

seasons used.

concerning

c amunication

analyses of these lineal

harvested,

1985).

data resulted

data bank based on use within

use areas.

hamested

The coding process spanned a tm

(T. Abrams, personal

tive

sFies

and trail

Levels of analysis

were

and years

person-year

and

period

The cost of canputerized

in the creation

of an alterna-

quadrants of a grid overlying

included

and changes through tim

segmnts

extent

the

of land use, species

for both regions and comnunities.
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data

specifically,
hunting

during

part-time

were cmpiled

all

hunting

spring

for

seasons from a cmmnity
trapping:
fish

smmr

primary application

(T.Abrarns,

all
winter

and/or

between villages

of these data has been to settle

personal camnmication

relationships,

patterns

In sane cases, oral
whereas other

recorded in field
procuredor

basic

bmndaq

tion

of quantifiable

initially
harvest

Usher (1984) suggests that
they".
mnagment
docmsnt

their

they

continuing

given to interof marriage.

land and resource uses wxe

gathered

me

ancill;try

relevant

data wzre

designed to exclude the collecmeasures of

both the Dene and Inuit

assert,

data

to note that whereas both the

data or other

. . need hapnast statistics
rights

information,

danographic

and patterns

regarding

It is of interest

and Dene projects

disputes

In yet other cases, no auxiliary

notes.

Inuit

Tb date the

place name data (also mapped), and a

researchers

recorded.

and fishing

for land claims settlmt

of ability,

histories

spring

base:

1985).

included

studies

caribou:

of

season fishing:

of the Dene econQnic system with attention

village

subsistence

camps (Nahanni 1977).

seasonal rounds, harvest breadth,

taped,

all

and regions in preparation

Supporting

narrative

maps depicting

seasons frun camps; seasonal hunting

hunting and trapping;
frun

into

have noted that

both to exercise

and seek recognition

use of and interest

in fur,

intensity,

the resource
of,
fish,

and to
and gm

Hamestdata
are now seen to be necessary to support
I
future economic planning, and assessments of
land claims negotiations,

resources"

(38).

including

the impacts of industrial

development,

historical

The Dene believe

information.
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that

both contanporary
these harvest

and

studies

need to be design&
with

outside

research

and conducted by Dene people using consultation

expertise

process

when necessary

to be as important

resource mnagsmant as the end pr&uct
As a final

--

they view

the

to the Dane's involvement

in

itself

mre

is,

(Usher 1984:38).

note on Canadian land-use and cccupancy studies,

data provided by these research efforts,
in nature,

that

have stimulated

theoretically

largely

and became the subject

oriented

Whereas MKLler-Wille,

although

analyses

a geographer,

research method, he utilized

descriptive

in sane cases,

such as MUller-Wille
did

not

geographic-based

in 1974 and 1975 and fran the Inuit

of,

his cwn work

data fran

Land Use and Cccupancy Project
and involvement

in the cash econcmic system on land use. and the harvest
resources in F&pulse Bay, Northwest Territories,

per square kilmter
functional

use areas -

mre heavily

1978:lOl).

land base necessaq

required

sccioeconanic

to

differential

the ideal density

that

is,

systssn.
levels

areas closest

requires

of hunter

He concluded that
of

exploitation

to a cmmn ity

of
are

frun the settlement

In order for hunters to econmically

exploit

camnmity

they are

to

support

to have access to contmpxaq

(e.g. snowmachines, sleds,
technology

Canada. fiwler-Wille

used than those at a greater distance

(MCUler-Wille

of natural

of land in Repulse Hay necessary to support a

has led

subsistence

the

data to ascertain

subsistence-based

centralization

(1978).

employ mapping as a

(F'reemn 1976) to assess the impact of centralization

used mpped:subsistence

the

freight

a significant

residents,

transportation

technology

canoes, and outboard motors).
cash investment.

W%ile involvement

in the cash system provides the mechanism for acquiring
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This

this necessary

tr-rtation

technology

increasing

harvest

canderive

their

(those without

ty) are reliant
reliant

a condition

creating

of all

andother

of the above.

or resource

mbility)

harvest

proximal

the

to

in which a segment of the
essential

minim&cash

Conversely,

to mbili-

essential
in

shorter

kWeen

Mller-Wille

(1978) concludes,

scxioeconanic

systm

subsistence

essentially

resource use resembling

collapses

time

associated

with

difficult,

if

viable

subsistence-based

not impossible,

sedentary cammity

Basically,

saue
the cash

periods

to balance

(mre

rapid

their

tima

ana wage mployment.
that

the subsistence-based

into a pattern

that of sports hunting

on a cash-based econanic systan.

or

to the needs of expanded

activities

indirectly,

support-or

hunters with

are caught in the bind of having

efficiently

tral,

sector of the

on other hunters who remain able to produce viably

necessary to purchase technology
rmbility

areas

to the technology

access

on transferpaymnts

canbination

of individuals

fran the subsistence
in

area and

a larger

reduces the mm&r

Resources are depleted

thereby

camunity

it

yields,

primary livelihccd

mixed economy.
ccmnunity,

and thus for exploiting

of land and

and increased reliance
then,

land-use patterns

socioeconomic

systems are

to achieve in the long term frm

cen-

bases.

ALAsK?!NLtANDANDREsomcE
USE STUDIES

Although
inally

inspired

it

had been an Alaskan study

(Foote 1961) which orig-

the development of Canadian land use and occupancy
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studies.that

employed mpping

and depicting

subsistence

methodologies

data

until

claims had been settled,
based subsistence

was a concern with
uses would affect

categorized

into

industrial

impact

them

Alaskan

land

need to precede this

to

above.
their

describe
Secondly,

assignment

although

discussion.

examples fran

relevant

several studies

to one or another
stated

rapping efforts,

One of the earliest

subsistence
The original

post-land

category
primary
in fact,

studies.

First,

is

tence resources hanrested

purposes, so
arbitrary

In almst

all
appli-

below.
land and resource
tool

and to depict

format was Patterson

in every village

but

delineated

have had multiple

study was to obtain
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effort

smewhat

intents.

to use mapping as a research

of this

Tw

there is ho

multiple

claims regional

data in a geographic-based
intent

studies,
baseline

each category

have targeted

syscan be

and assessment

or theoretically-focused

cations which are included in the discussions

assessment studies

land and resources

to review each and every mpping

based upon their

cases, subsistence

these questions

allocation-related

resource

studies,

context

Land

although

mapping research

planning

qualifications

only

connecting

subsistence

and ethncgraphic

in this

1980s.

uses and connected scciocultural

documentation,

attempt

attention

samawhat different,

how proposed non-subsistence

regional

little

mapping

and the need for geographic-

fran

An underlying

received

1970s and early

more or less,

subsistence

Specifically,

tems.

the late

data originated

questions.

analyzing,

(Usher 19841, the use of

for these purposes generally

in the Alaskan context

related,

as a methcd for gathering,

inventories

(1974).

of subsis-

of each of the 12 ANCSA-

formed regions for the early

1970s and to rmp the extent of land areas

In fact,

data were gathered

for only

usedin

harvest.

regions

(Arctic

gions).

Since themaps developed in the context of this

included

in the currently

tion

Slope,

available

of the mathodolcgies

structed

and Ahtna restudy are not

of the report,

used and the portrayal

techniques varied

a descrip-

of data are recon-

councils

cal details

or local

although

However, mthodologi-

Native corporations.

(such as sample size,

sketchy in the Patterson

~MII region to region,

and ins trmmznts (surveys) developedby

employedlocalintemiewers

village

version

Straits,

12

fran the narrative.

Data gathering
all

NANA, Coyon, Bering

5 of the

selection

Datawere

(1974) narrative.

Resource Planning Team representing

of informants,

etc.)

are

assimilatedbya
"Maps m

the five regions.

used

to shm the extent and use of land areas, and frcxn these overlays were
drawn on a scale of 1:250,000 to prtray
year,

or delineated

and berry
Arctic

picking"

trapping,

According

Slope data wzre gathered for all

ccmmnities

gested that
informants

land/water

(1974:4)

the Arctic
(termd

the NANA region,
subsistence

(Patterson

such as hunting,
1974:l).

annual gathering"

areas,

for

the period

to Patterson,

1969 to 1973.

representatives"

which overlays
in the spring,

It

acre area,

according

is sugfran

in the narrative).

fall,

key
In

to delineate

were constructed
sumer,

the

based on "average

“maps were used by representatives
fran

fishing,

Slope data may have been gathered

"village

areas utilized

-0 a 30 million
1974:9).

by activity

the areas by seasons of the

to portray

winter

to the narrative

seasons"
(Patterson

The NANAdata were gathered in 1972 for a period termed "the
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past SeEdI.

The Bering Straits

years."

survey in 1973, again for a period
years" by season and included
The Doyen region

region.

data for

derived

of Fort Yukon, Galena, McGrath, and Tok
information

was made available

tees (Patterson
l

.

were sumeyed

In the Doyon case, data were

and mapped information).

fran Native residents,

in the

four subregions

fran the Fort Yukon or Tok areas (43 Doyon cmtnunities
for harvest

past several

12 of 18 camnmities

data for

areas, but no graphic

and surrounding

sponsored their

of time termed 'the

gathered harvest

the camnmities

representedby

Corporation

village

councils,

and relevant

cam-tit-

1974:25), and data 'were cross-checked with 1967 Bureau

of Indian Affairs

data.

Lastly,

fall

of 1972 with

additional

a=,

information

was derived

ties"

(Patterson

the Ahtna surveywas

conducted in the

data added in 1973.
fmn

"representative

As in the Doyon
regional

camuni-

1974:43).

Supporting

data included

harvest

levels

in numixr converted

to

pounds dressed weight using Alaska Department of Fish and Cam converIn fact,

sion factors.
main thrust

pounds harvested per capita

of the study,

but there is no indication

based on per capita harvest criteria
supp1eme.n~
that

resource

supporting
breadth

and possibly

based on the questions

quantities

and mappad seasonality

intensity

although

it

asked of informants

No

is assumed

seasonal round information

were

to derive harvest

of harvests.

is Pedersen (1979) who provides

between the Inuit

that

was presented geographically.

data are identified,

collected

It

appear to be +&

the initial

Land Use and Occupancy Project

of the Canadian Northwest Territories

Mel

published

(Freeman 1976)

and Alaskan subsistence
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link

research

through his application
villages

(Kaktwik,

of the map biography concept to eight

Nuiqsut,

Pent

Hope, and Anaktuvuk

intent

of the projectwas

associatedcultural

Atqasuk,
Pass) of

Barrow, Waimright,
the North

kmwn

as NPR-A) to aid the planning

m.

This

was jointly

Studies Unit of the University

Slope Borough.

process of the NPR-A Planning

suppcrted

by the Cccperative

of Alaska and National

ated with NPR-A land use policies.
interest

Inupiatland

Park Service and

to dccment

levels

land use canputerized

time,
in this

although

alowof

there

interviews

a ccmprehensive

of the multidisciplinary

was no interest

M&h~ologically,

context.

North Slope

data base.

the extent of land use and the specific

these ends involved
ties,

in and funding of North Slope

to develop and maintain

the objectives

Specifically,

through

mandate associ-

and resource use and occupancymappingbythe

Borough, Which has attmpted

team were

resources utilized

in gathering
the mans

of 80 residents

with the percentage of total

Park

This study is only one example of

and participation

temporal and spatial

The

ofAlaska

PetrolemReseme

the North Slape Borough and conducted under a federal

the continued

Point Lay,

to detexmine the land and sea (ice) uses and

values of the NatiOMl

project

Inupiat

hanrest

to accarrplish

of the study ccmmni-

households interviewed

ranging fran

5 percent in Barrow to 47 percent at Point Lay or 12 percent

for the region overall
was limited

(Pedersen 1979:2).

of permanent ccmnunitjes

to residents

resource harvest -

that

ism" were not documented.
sare use area insights

is,

of informahts

and camnm ity-based

except for trm cases, periods of "namd-

Most data were derived

fran males, although

lere derived from females who accanpany hunters
114

c

The selection

for proposes of samawhat separately
fishing

activities

sirmltaneously

asked to map the lifetim
or resource

conducting

with male hunting.

extent of their

categories

(each color

informant,

w-d.

Data fran

scale village
ries,

region as a single

reviewed by residents

Supporting
number of
interviewed,

and included a

rescur~s

by village

studies

All

camuuity

1:250,000

and for the

mps were informally

sumnaries were corrected

included,

by ccmmnity,

average household

total

population,

number of

percentage of households per village

interviewed,

(with cmwn,
for

the

to initially

having

land

scientific,

and Inupiaq

(published

in

"intensive

Point Hope, but provides no details
intensity

(1979:2).

potential

land use conflicts

for

and by resource category.

t,
use data"

families
list

hams),

a separate

ALthoughthereisnofiappingofintensityinthisd~
refers

into

size,

values

for

sumnaxiesbyresourcecategoryor

resource

by region,

species harvested
cultural

and all

households,

at a

Regional maps included the number of respon-

dents for each resource category.

overlap by village,

overlay

scale land use on NPR-A suma-

and for all

unit.

tore

use areas for 16 resources

maps were aggregated

scale regional

subgroups of categories

Informants

and intern&m

summaries, 1:1,500,000

and 1:1,000,000

or ice

Each overlay ME identified

date of interview,
individual

picking

coded) on a single

scale of 1:250,000 (Pedersen 1974:l).
village,

berry

and

volume).
Pedersen'

for Wainwright

about the criteria

of

and

used to measure

This study also has been used for determining
associated

by other North Slope researchers

with oil

and as a mdel
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and gas develomt

for the application

of

Inuit

Iand Use and Occupancy project

(Freeman 1976) mthcdologies

to

theAlaskancon=.
In 1978 the Alaska Legislature
the continuance of subsistence
of life

(now a division)

with

a mandate to ccqile

muld

gather information

in the lives
ity

of state

based throughout
resources
state

Fran its

rural

appli&

ously mntioned,
and provide

mapping efforts.

data and conduct

have been applied

allocation

decisions,

geographic-based
is an attempt

Nevertheless,

information.
to consolidate

for

planning

recognized
in its

existing

the categories

review is organized.
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efforts.
a need to
research,

as previ-

mthodologies

of Subsistence

mapping methodologies,

chapter and evaluated
with

and

of the division's

tc date the Division

in this

staff,

data were

This study,

the continuance

of which are described

associated

research role

to which the division's

of subsistence

which this

has no author-

assessmnts,

mapping techniques

issues

guidelines

which

to the managmsntof

impact

of Subsistence

has employed a variety

answer questions

studies

research

assessments and regional

the Division

formal

created a

of Fish and Garrre

Although the division

Alaska,

land and resource
required

it

aspects of the role of hunting fishing

develop and employ subsistence
since

action,

and data generated by its

habitat

inception

and associated ways

or manage resources per se, its

defined

and fderal

existing

residents.

including

legislative

aimed at insuring

of the Alaska De-t

on all

tc make regulations

has been broadly

hunting and fishing

As part of this

in Alaska.

new section

passed a statute

of

examples

in the next,
research

to

about

In the context

of describing

mthods

associated

land and resource assessment and planning efforts,
the division
mpping

to

effort

the Bristol

own.

planning

shore of Bristol

region

which

Bristol

out the region,
data

subsistence

in virtually
fran

all

staff

northwest

Research was

during 1980 and 1981.

camnm ication
(1973) Bristol

provided a starting

data would be gathered

was known that

of the

through-

point

land

patterns

to

encanpass

areas

for this

Mapped

effort.

cannencing

20 years in most cases
in the area had

use patterns.
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used

in

Bay research not

for a period

the use of snomachines

preexisting

1985).

It

was an

assumption of the method that snowmachines had extended existing
use

the

suggested the use of key informants

(S. Behnke, personal

imediate

on the

30 ccmmnities).

primrily

data gathered in previous

the

of

cmmunities

located

with the use of snovmachines to the present -

altered

camunities

Bay plannin g meetings held in villages

residents

was decided that

as it

to stand on its

Togiak on the northwestern

are

Bay (approximately

conducted by the division

--

as part of

in Wright, Wrris,

and was not intend&

geographically

conducted by four division

gathering

initially

of Port Heiden, and included

of Bristol

In early

a

Bay to a point on the Alaska Peninsula approximately

soutist

perimeter

It

effort

Bay Region, which extends

Calista

of

In this case, subsistence mpping was part of an

Research was conducted

50 miles

(published

Bay Managment Plan but also sepazately

regional

Bristol

the contribution

which did not employ the concept of the map biography

and Schroeder 1985).
overall

regional

Bay Management Plan was primarily

as the key element in data collection
the Bristol

with

prior

to

land

year-round

mtralization
period)

such as during

and beyond, in same cases, to access caribou.

specifically

at docmenting

was aim&

resourcehamestand

involved

the extent

the useofbothkey

The number of key informants

meetings.
larger

camunities

in sedentaq

camunities

Mapped data

contexts.
meetings

for

were

Both key infoxrmnt

data and represented

cammnication

1985).

in

Individual

detemined

being too detailed

-w

participation

in the study area.
in nature.
gathered

to be “major

in this

discussed was the mapping of hanrest patterns

the use of aircraft

in hunting

Bay Managment Plan perimaters

resourceuses
Data

or trapping.

and describing

This

within

other

the

land and

innarrative.

fran

(geoprocessed).

this

project

were digitized

Both cmmn ity

and regional

resource

categories

were generated.

deriving

data

key informants

camunity

and regional

time periods

species

study which

problem was addressed by mapping only use areas which fell
Bristol

in

(S. EHmke, personal

One phenanenon encountered

has not been previously
with

revi-

were based on previously

what researchers

data

in ccnnarnity group meeting

subsequently

categories

or species groups" without

associated

provided

and group mapping was opportunistic

Resources or resource

andgroup

fran 1 to 25 or 30 in

between ccnmunities

widely

of land used for
informants

varied

purposes of mdification.

group meetings varied

Data gathering

In sama cases, key informant

such as Togiak.

were supplemented by information

the fur trade

fran

-

for

ccmputer processing

maps for all

This mapping model -and groups

in

land and resource use patterns

has been applied

resources or

order

that

to depict

within

limited

by other agencies and by Division
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is

Of

Subsistence

staff

sutrregional

with

modifications

land and resource

to

use planning

Area Native Association/Division

Kcdiak

subsistence

study and the current

in association
Another

with the habitat

additionally
the stite's

land disposal

mre

approximately

example, the joint

restricted

in the NANA Pegion
Alaska).

subsistence

mapping to

problem associated

this

study,

conducted with

at Dot Lake in 1982, was

sale of the Sam Creek Subdivision

four miles northwest

of

vest, preparation,
icance of wild

(including

and distribution

resources:

then,

was one of several

mps

were amng

the

Lake.

D3t

Its

in 1983

purpose ms to
con-

maps); methods and means of harof resources;

the cultural

and contenparary

wage employment.

data gathering

techniques

end products

with

(1983), another Division

a one-month period of fieldmrk

and historically

Island

Kodiak

documant contemporary demography; resource harvest patterns
rarily

or

the Tanana Basin Area Plan) but

program wits Martin

in response to the projected
approximately

of

regional

of

guides for northwestern

More explicitly,

of Subsistence project.

(for

mapping efforts

(i.e.

to a specific,

cases

of Subsistence

example of the application

pl arming in general

regional

other

in

this

study

signifMapping,

and subsistence

context

(Martin

1983:l).
Methcdolcgically,

Martin

(1983) mdeled

this

study after

Freeman

(1976) through her use.of the rrap biography.

She canpiled map bicgra-

phies on 1:63,360

scale maps for

males, with

femles

fishing

percent)

regarding
households

and gathering,

in Dot Lake,

founding of the camunity

primarily

and for

for
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fran

the

15 (73.3

a time period

frcm the

in the 1940s to 1982.

11 of

input

In the case of moose,

Martin

produced two maps for different

(1983)

1965 and 1966 to 1982 restrictive

this

were car@led

regulations

and land use pat-

on resource

stated

AS in Freeman (1976), individual
a camunity

into

composite

1946 to

the impacts ofrmre

was not specifically

rationale

study'smethodolcgy.

meting

seemingly to demnstrate

moose hunting

although

t-,

tima periods -

in the

map biographies

and reviewed

in a public

at DotLake.

This study was analytically
subsistence

significant

use areas on 1:125,000 scale maps overlying
This canparative

of the Sam Creek S@ivision.
described

in Weinstein

other studies within

(1976) and will

and without

Pedersen, Coffing,

relatively

long-term

document Kaktovik

a mre

elaborate

Land Use and Occupancy Project

land use patterns

and gas development, the Arctic
the Arctic

-National

Park,

requirements
Kaktovik's

of hunting,

fishing,

years)
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to

and

to state and federal

oil

Wildlife

Refuge, the Gates of
schemes of

of the con-rary

trapping,

economy" (Pedersen, Coffing,

is

changing land status

(ASP-C). Specifically,

of the study was a II. . . delineation

purpose of

and

and ecmnanic developrent

Slope Regional Corporation

to the

land

Slope related
National

three

and contqrary

a backdrop of rapidly

on the Arctic

The primary

(in excess of

historic

of

of subsistence.

of Kaktovik.

study

residents'

resource use against

Arctic

was also

(Freeman 1976) than did Pedersen (1979) for application

North Slope Borough ccmunity
this

a delineation

be noted in descriptions

the Division

of the p-eInuit

mmnunity

technique

and Thanpson (1985) present

development and refinemnt
mdel

in depicting

-son

and gathering
1985),

the

the purpose
spatial
sector

of

including

a

documzntation of each major resource category on 1:250,000 scale maps,
distribution
profile,

and exchange information,
documntation

ovemiew of present
the creation

of Inupiaq

a basic village

place ms,

land status within

socioeconanic

a seasonal round, an

the cmmnity's

use area, and

of a mapped data base amanable to cartographic

by the North Slope Borough Geographic Information
ment of

Natural

Division

of

EJesource's Alaska

Habitat's

Alaska

autcmation

System, the Depart-

Land and Resource Systan,

Wildlife

Habitat

Infomtion

and

Netmrk

WmN) .
wy,

this

on the ccrmmnity fran its
canpleted

inception

21 map biographies

in the sam household)
including

study employed the mp biography
in 1923 to 1983.

The study team

(2 of which were fran a husband and wife

gathered

fran primarily

heads of households

data fran any other household member who wanted to partici-

pate in the mapping session.
%re short-term,

Of 46 total

households in Kaktovik,

3 were det ermined to have non-active

heads, and of the reminin g 36 households,
the best hunters who wxe available
pate in the study.

Additionally,

20 were assessed to have

four single

to partici-

year rraps (1981 to 1982)

The data gathered were for 16

resources or resource categories

(referred

in the study).

were conducted in mglish

using a local

bilingual

wage for

hours each).
spatially

Formal intemiews

research assistant,

formal

In addition

sessions

7

hunter household

and who wzre willing

were canpleted for four active hunters.

an hourly

focused

to as "land use categories"

and informants

(which ranged frm

to mapping hantest

documented camps and the approximate
121

or Inupiaq

areas,
location

were paid

tm

to five

the study also
of kill

sites

All

ofcaribm.

land use pattems

surface transportation
-site
prior

mapped were based on access by

mdes as was the case in the Bristol

maps were returned

to Kaktovik

Bay study.

for review by the camunity

to analysis.
In terms of analysis,

study

involved

described

mre

the Pedersen, Coffing,

canplex

for Division

procedures

form at the time of this

included

in this

discussion,

writing,

however.)

sine aspects of the accuracy of informant

the impressions

sites

corridors

by aerial

for each resource category
the maximum bomdary
xraps were drafted:

study's

maps:

for each resource

recall

study is

team verified

by conducting

by informnts

as indicated

cap sites

(1) all

There were four

land use information

category

overlays;

(2)

was delineated:

(3)

were aggregated on

Camunity-based

the map biography
of participation
resource category

subsis-

land use maps frcm

study (conducted in the mid-1970s) were cmbined

maximal extent.

by

and kill

the maximum area1 extent of Kaktovik's

data to extend the boundaries

aerial

on the tundra in the spring

resource categories

tence land use fran 1923 to 1983.
a previous

The research

ms aggregated on separate

and (4) all

depicting

left

been

no mapped examples can be

and ground surveys.

for camunity

steps of aggregation

(Since this

Additionally,

.observation.

were verified

one overlay,

reprted

of tracked vehicles

and by participant

than have previously

of Subsistence projects.

in draft

surveys of the travel

and TYmpson (1985)

where they didn't

with this
conform in

Data from the four 1981 to 1982 maps ware cwed
caqosites
(calculated
in tabular

to analyze changes through tima.
as a percentage)
form.

Additional
I.22

ware provided

to
Rates

for each

measures of intensity

.were inticed

by calculating

the number of square miles

each resource and determining

used for

the percentage of the total

for the harvest of each resource

(eliminating

overlap).

area used
Furthemme,

on a household basis,

the study examined the range of square miles and

resource

used for

categories

biography

areas

gathered.

subsistencemapping
levels

of

Towards this

tobe

analysis

have been digitized
based on future

smallest

Finally,

and largest

this

research

a on-goingprocess

(S.

end, all

the

Pedersen,

geographic-based

to facilitate

total

team perceives

with increasingly

personal

map

caTrp1e.x

mnmunication

data fran the K&tovik

subsequent mdification

1985).
pW=ct

and analysis

research and'updates.

The second major category

of subsistence

mapping application

in

' the Alaskan context is industrial
jmpact studies.
The mst majority
i
of these studies have been conducted under the auspices of the SccioI

econanic Studies Program (SESP) of the Alaska Cuter Continental
(ES) Office

(now referred

the earliest

of these reports

methodology was Wolfe
with the Division

to as Minerals Management Service).

(19811, actually

of Subsistence,

of residents

research

specifically

Yukon delta.
tion

Particular

and mapping of

cmpleted

under subcontract

Alaska Departmeht of Fish and Cam.
description

of the Yukon River delta

to 1981 based on fieldmrk

One of

to apply a land and resource use mpping

The Wolfe (1981) study is a baseline
culture

Shelf

of the economy and

as they existed

in 1980

conducted during the summr of 1981.

This

was in response to CCS lease sale 57 off
research objectives
general

settlement
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included

the

the identifica-

and resource

utilization

patterns

Nlfe

1981:18)

Mountain Village,

Kotlik,

Methodologically
that

it

of

Sheldon Point,

this

notonlymapped

ofsalxmnandmarine

the camunities

during

locations
areas.

of sites

and fishing

via

interviews

minority

of cases.

several

knowledgeable

topographic
of

cmpared,

single
nets,
for

the

sought or the entirety
were coastal

oc-

to

but rather

(b-y the
field
wre

indicate

wre

ccimnmity),
verified

cmpiled

in a

by asking

on a 1:63,360

of the smner

responses

fishing

fran

fish

scale

camps of a
were

consensus mapped (Wolfe 1981:23).

Fish

study camamities

were aggregated into a

Secondly, Wolfe mapped the locations

and hooking sites

areas -

activities

key informants

17).

each study cammi ty

salmon harvest

recamended

locations

data fran all

map (see Figure
traps,

fran map biographies

informants

heads,

on waterways

More maps are devoted to the

Salmon fish camp locations

and a locational

camp locational

fishing

and oppxtunistically

mps the current

household

located

gear types than to denoting

with

knowledgeable key,infomants

list

or at which,

Data were not derived

elicited

resource use (in the case

mamnals) but also the sites

1981.

mnak,

fmn those described above in

the arealextentof

the Sumner of

Alakanuk,

and Stebbins.

study differs

or bodies of water fran which,
curred

of

for non-salmnid

(see Figure

that
of all

18 for

is the entire
lmer

areas in the vicinity

General

area in which salrmn were

of Stebbins.

were mapped as

Additionally,

areas depicting

ice in winter

and fall

manma hunting areas -- in both cases data from all
124

species in 1981

an example).

Yukon channels -

mapped very general marine mama1 hunting
access to the edge of landfast

fish

of

Wolfe

snomachine

offshore

marine

study camunities

NORTON SOUNO

0

ALAKANUK

e

EMMONAK

0

KOTLIK

A MOUNTAIN

Fig. 17.

VILLAGE

l

SHELDON POINT

l

STEBBINS

Approximate locations
of sumner fish caps of households from Alakanuk,
Exrronak, Kotlik,
~%untain Village,
Sheldon Point, and Stebbins in 1981
(taken fran Wolfe 1981:43).
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-

BROAD WHITEFISH

-

SHEEFISW

-

SMALL

-

HERRING

NET

A

SAFFRON

COD SEINE

NET

UnITEFISH

0

BLACKFISH

TRAP

P

SMELT

NET

*

PIKE

+

OTHER

Fig. 18.

NET

DIP

NET

NET OR HOOKING
HOOKlNG

-k2

SITE

SITE

Fishing locations for non-satin
fish species, June 1980~May 1981
of a sample of households frm Sheldon Point (n=7) (taken from
Wolfe 1981:117).
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ere

aggregated on a single

20.7

percent

assistance

study

area

of a local

and wxe elicited

map.

Sample size was 88 households (or a

sample).

bilingual

Da-

were

gathered

research assistant

with

the

in each camunity

frcm both spouse and head of households intemiti.

Sample sizes fran which data are derived are included on mst maps.
Analytically,
single

Wolfe

map for

overlap

of

(1981) plotted

sane species

cammnity-based

c ammity

to derive

subsistence

use areas on a

conclusions
patterns.

regarding

the

He analyzed

the

proximity

of

salmon and non-satinid

fishing

sites

to the winter

village.

Based on mapped and other

intenriew

data,

Wolfe explored

concepts

of

"territory"

in

contextofexplainingcamuni
patterns.
pattern

Lastly,
data,

relation

to

"usufruct

rights"

ty, household, and individual

by integrating

Wolfe explored

kinship
the

role

in

the

subsistence

and land and resource use
of

kinship

in

subsistence

in this

study entailed

patterns.
In conclusion,
the dmmentation
tion,
tion

supporting

data included

of the kinship

cmposition

and exchange netmrks;
in salmon fishing

cash sector
conwntions
used for
ethnographic

of

the

relating

village

camunities

sites;

allocation,

purposes despite

subregional
its

harvest

economies:

to land and resource access.

resource

distribu-

seasonal rounds: percentage of participa-

fran winter
study

of production,

levels;

the

and consensual

This study has been

planning,

roots in industrial

and baseline
impact baseline

assessment research.
TM studies,
of

funded by the Minerals Management Service's

Land fnanagemnt)

Socioeconanic

Studies
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Program,

to

(Bureau

develop

a

baseline

or renewable resource

Unalakleet,
scenarios
F&bins

Gabell,
could

and Savwnga,

be canpared,

(1984) respectively.

sam consultant
treated

similar

in

this

description

of

the

research
and

and canparative

to Minerals

demonstrate

mapping methcdologies

the

play in this

studies.

designs,

intensity

subordinate
context

While no precise

role
despite

can be used to elucidate

and St.

fran April

but relied

Lawrence Island

which

(Usher

subsistence

the use of maps in
are

study plan and
geographic-based

research

field

efforts

Both made use of bilingual

study team employed systematic

was conducted

ware continuNative

assis-

sumeys,

formal struc-

nor randan sampling in any segmehtof

data gather-

instead

open-ended topically
archival

data gathering

1984).

"As a result

along with

of use areas

in particular,

of the overall

although neither

these periods.

tured intemiews,
ing,

evaluation.

1982 to Januaxy 1983 and fran February to

August 1982 respectively,

Neither

be

procedures.

The Unalakleet

tants .

will

mapping methocblogies

of the mapped end products

ous during

and

in general

Managment Service

descriptions

over a period

disruption

they

subsequent

presented in these studies,

data gathering

of

(1984) and Little

a part of impact assessment studies

studies

each

which hamest

are Jorgensen

with

1984) and of interest

the camunities

Since both studies were developed by the

Whereas the geographic extent

these

for

against

firm

jointly

are inherently

use patterns

on anthropological

focused protocol
techniques

observation,

interviews,

participation,

(Jorgensen 1984; Little

of such focused but unstructured

the expertise

of the Native
128

field

informal

assistants,

and
and

and F?obbins
questioning,
hunting

and

fishing

areas were mapped, . . ."
intemiewsfccused

general,

(Little

and Robbins 1984:s).

on knowledgeable

(key) informants.

and Robbins (1984) argued that by studying
and the structure

and function

mn-randan and relatively
sons amng families
of

the camunity

depicting

-11

and institutions

as a whole.

Jorgensen

(such as "all

use areas were distinguished
"area of

"area of mre
insights

usual

limited

extraction,"

of harvest

areas.

that

(1984) prcduced
including

with

and another
but there

upper case letters
areas
,codes.

Little

spatial

dimensions)

and Robbins

symbol depicting

are no nrethodological

it

is noted on the mps
years."

Little
for both

symbols for each species, with
case for the other.

were associated

with

(1984) mapped camping sites

Gambell and Savoonga, indicating

In all

between these tm types

for one cannuni ty and lwer

(enclosed

27 maps

one symbol

and Robbins (1984) mapped 27 species or species categories
or 3 maps, using alphabetic

caqari-

marine marmmls").

marine mmnals,

a

several smnary

animals are hunted "80 miles wast in difficult

camunities

netmrks

and an understanding

used to distinguish

For all

Little

institutions,

by intensity,

extraction"

into the criteria

social

sample allowed for repeatable

28 species or species categories,

depicting

that

of c anmnity

(netmrks)

maps for types of resources
cases,

camunity

In

No

species
for

both

the nmber of households using each

site..
Supprting

data

in these studies

included

seasonal rounds, methods and means of harvest,
residents,

kinship

netwxks,

harvest

use of resources by

exchange and distribution
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statistics,

patterns,

and

the makeup of social

institutions.

Virtually

with the geographic data depicted
The last
described

industrial

in this

was to provide
of marine

resources

Wainwright,

with

the

driving

study to be

an the current

and Barrw

Its

patterns

of subsistence

of Point

Hope, Point

in the North Slope Borough.

use
Lay,

Coastal

offshore

oil

and gas developnental

concerns

the study program (Braund andBuxnham 1984:174).
ms the key means of gathering

of Wainwright,

where previously

project.

whales,

Key mine
walruses,

seals,

of interviews

The number of interviews
noted in conjunction
was on present

including

and birds,

"knowledgeable

bowhead and belukha

were mapped on the basis

subsistence

areas of inactive

harvesters"

hunters

with

saw of the mps.

referred

were mpped.

The focus of the study

use patterns

to as "intensive

based on the criteria

-

that

use areas,"

is,

of recency and possibly

tilt-e.

Secondly,

farthest

limits

they remmbered going to harvest a particular

in their

lifetimes

1:1,000,000

-- referred

were delimited
scale

respondents

to-aphic

the past

amsure

through

periods

aged

conducted in each c ammityvariedandmre

land and resource

five year period intensity

fishes,

No hamest

data except in the case

documenteddatabaseswereappliedto

resources,

with active

20 to 60 years.

tim

puqose

areas here the focus of the study in con.junction

underlying

Fieldwork

this

and gas related)

by the c amunities

Atquasuk,

lands and offshore

(oil

is Braund and Burnham (1984).

information

connected

in the harvest maps was attempted.

impact

context

no analysis

continuity

were asked to delineate

the

species

to as "maximum use boundaries."
by different
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Both

symbols on 1:500,000

maps reduced for

of

presentation

and

in the

Not all

report.
if,

of ccurse,

resource ca&gories
one or mre

the ecological

obtainmarineresources
two camunities
portrayedon

here irrelevant

and spring and fall

whaling areas

(past
with

Braund and Burnham (1984) concluded

mapped data,
five

year

extensivity

The Wainwright

period)

hunting

ranges demonstrated

ranges established

by recall

data were not ideally

document of the Outer Continental

of the 1978 Alaska

which spawned the creation

State

of Fish and Gam and the division's

'functions

described

which have merged

fran statewide

be in the future)

decisions.

applied

all
studies

legislation

of Subsistence within

Dewnt

above, virtually

-

subsistence

of the Division

BarraJ

Shelf Ebvironmntal

Assessment EYcgrarn and NOAA’s Ocean Assessment Division.
As a result

key

mthcdolog-

This study was only one segment of the larger

framawork.

Arch Synthesis

of

camparable because

they were derived fran previous research with a dissimilar

will

largely

discretemaps.

informrlts.

ical

given

Each map was

of the area.

Since Atqasuk residents

narrative.

were mapped jointly

current

continuity

patterns

for each camunity

inBarrow,marinemmnalharvestareasofthe

In analyzing
that

resource categories

and subsistence

accanpanied by explanatory

were depicted

of

legislatively

rmndated

the research

products

have been (or mst

to resource

the

allocation

likely

policies

and

However, as has been described above, many of the studies

have served other primary land and resource planning

functions.

resource

allocation

of

division's

efforts

and long-tern

has been the

prima.ry

to date, a very recently

study was selected

thrust
published,

much of

the

cqrehensive,

as as example of this
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Since

category

of

Firstly,

subsistencemappingmathodologies.
t study would represent
in Division
of

inguiries
small

on the northwastern

fran

canpeting

land uses associated
(particularly

Foster,

timber,

and Star&

or interim

patterns

(that

after

expanding

non-renewable

and

reviewed
applied
period
resource

fran

to fierce

population
natural

and

resource
recreation,

hydrocarbons),

This sttiyexample,
of multiple

Fall,

short-term

endeavors in Tyonek conducted between February
It

1984.
late

is,

is

intended

to

describe

contemporary

1970s to 1984) of resource harvest

to map land and water locations

Foster,

and Stan&

and use

of current

(1984) study was not mdeled

any other single methcdology but rather

of mapping mathods developed in previous Division
ects.

miles

and

resource use areas known to lmcwledgeable residents.

The Fall,
ically

fran

of T)mnek, located

an area subject

(1984), is the culmination

and, in that context,
historical

coal

derived

a mere 43 air

and geothermal energy.

research

1980 and January

camunity

Anchorage's
with

is

use in the relatively

and within

canpetition

agriculture,

exaqle

shore of Cook Inlet,

urban center

has evolved

focused at questions

of resource -stand

resource

develovt

this

Dena'inaAthabaskan

(273 people),

largest

particularly

Secondly,

allocation.
into patterns

Alaska's

expected that this

the mthcdologicalrefinementwhich

of Subsistence research,

rqmurce

itwas

In

fact,

the

final

product,

above, was a synthesis
to interim

products

--

mapped varied

with

allocation

questions

differing

of multiple

specif-

canbined elmants

of Subsistence projfrm

other

research

mapping methodolqies

for example the sample size and tims

the sFies

under consideration

being asked of the interim
132

and the
study.

In

all

cases, land and resource use data were gathered on 1:63,360 scale

t-a@&

maps (1:250,000 scale did not provide

interviews
dently

with

individuals

harvest residing

meting

context.

or a number of individuals

in the same household rather

via

who indepanthan in a group

Data were derived fran these key informants

on the basis of a long history

selected

of use of resources and experiences in

ryonek

(i.e.

the primary

producers

during

a five

year peri&

of tima

wzre aggrqated

into cannun'lty-based

maps.

IMP for all

A single

enough detail)

of

cmmnity)

(1978-1982),

for

all

species

and individual

data

land and resource use extensivity

species categories

frm

1978 to 1982 was

also produced.
Several

aspects

of methodology

sub-sets of this study.

between the geographic

For most of the 14 species or species catego-

ries,

the study team collected

total

long-term

resident

varied

geographic-based

households

data fran 39 of the 72

(see Figure

For the five

year period

were verified

by a 100 percent sample of long-term

is,

19 for an example).

(1978 to 19821, key informant

households -

by the 33 households which did not contribute

developnt

of the IMPS.

Based on supporting

the study team had anticipated
with active
the' cm'

resource harvesters

mpped data
that

to the original

harvest and other data,

that 40 to 50 percent of the households
provided

approximately

90 percent of

supply of wild foods distributed
through sharing and
,
exchange networks) (D. Foster, personal cmnunication
1985). Therefore,

lty

it was anticipated

that these active harvesters

were representa-

tive of the remaining households in terms of extensivity
-- a correspondence which was ostensibly
l
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verified
-

of use axeas

for only the five

Tyonek

Areas

II

OF

SUBSISTENCE

zrom:
Fall, Foster.
Stanek.
\DFIQ.
Division
01 Subsistence
rechnical
Reporl
NO.
105.
rnchorage.
Ak 1984

DIVISION

my be a partIs
reprcsmtrt1on
Of “II
srass by the canunIty.
Uu w.as chrnga
thrcugh tlr
md arc not flrcd mtltlrs.

areas
used
durlnq
197s1984.
lhh(r
up

WE: Ihlr .a~ “.I caplIe
during 1982
rlth a rrqle
of 39 lyonek hou~holds.
rnd updated In 1983-81. It reprrrmtr

Furbearers

Salmon

LEGENt

Harvest

Q 1 * ’ . f
miles
Tyonek
Resource

NAME

RESOURCE

TITLE

SCALE

WAD

HARVEST
MAP

AND GAME

DEPARTMEN

RESOURCE
AREA

OF FISH

ALASKA

parpericdby

the 100 percent sample of households.

team states
(Fall,

that

a -site

sample of only
subunits

46 active

and Stanek

Foster,

represents

all

of

the periods

1978 to

39 households according

transportatidh

households drew maps

the nroose harvest

1984:8),

of the generalized

hunting

to its

legend.

defined

area,

that

-

is,

map, which

1984, represents

and access means and, more indirectly,

bution and xeather factors,
praductivity

mose hunting

While the study

a

W=a*ly,

on the basis of
on xmose distri-

were depicted and analyzed on the basis of
the nmber

of m-days

expended per mose

harvested per area for 1981.

The actual productivity

of the subunits

was not mappad nor calculated

on the basis of distance,

area (harvest

par square mile),

or other geographic masurements.

The only ,qecies

and tim

for which seasonality

to mapping ware

periods

nmse during
1984.

was applied

the rmnths of September and Novmber

These three months ware mapped separately

mose migrathon

and accessibility

Traplines

conditions.

life

to mose as a function

age exceeded the tenure 0fTyonekas

as data suggested the patrilineal
timzs

of weather

or during his occupancy of the camunity

in cases in which the trappars'

in historic

because of perceived

were mapped for the 39 household sample for the

period of the trappers

camnmity,

1983 and 3anuaq

(D. Foster,

personal

inheritance

axmunication

a

of traplines
1985).

-=lY

t

fish camp and set net sites were map@.
Analysis

of mse

hunting in subunits

has already been described.
that

mose hunting

Additionally,

areas reflected

there had been same shifts

by access and prcductivity
the study team ascertained

regulatory

in access corridors
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constraints
and associated

and that
methods

andreans related to the construction
These changes immlved

area.

harvest patterns

of logging

roads in the Tyonek

a decreased reliance

and an increased use of vehicles

a mzans of wild resource harvest.

on riverine
on logging

boat

roads as

These changes were not depicted

in

amap@formt,however.
Supporting
mans;
nity

studies

technology:
demgraphy;

rot&r

regulatory
harvest

production,

case studies;

included

several data gathering
that

is,

this

mappeddatawere

by household percentage:

and distribution

techniques,

methods and

for salmon and mose;

Thus,xrqping

and features

of the cash

context

a subsistence

was only one of
and end products

mapping study,

wild resource hamestand

of the use of subsistence

mappingmethodolo-

gies in Alaskan land and resource use research includes
ethnocramlly

context one ethnographic
example%&

and carrying
tional
with

1anZkse
capacity,

land-use
contemporary

Whereas none of
methodologies

or theoretically

studies which

fccused.

In

example and three more theoretically

one associated

of traditional

but

of the cmcruhi.tyofTyonek.
category

are primarily

seasonal

household

tools of analysis,

into the overall

cm-

new&s:

in this

was not primarily
integrated

use configuration
The final

breadth

quantities;

mps and narratives:

sector of the econany.

-

histories

processing,

habitat

harvest

the second with

and the th&d

with

harvest

examples
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deqnstrate
patterns

could

per se, each demnstrates

the ANCSA settlenent

the degree to which tradi-

and territoriality

subsistence
these

oriented

with the use of mapping to develop mdels

areas,

patterns

this

be

-tern&

the application

dre

continuity
considered.

major

mapping

of subsistence

mapping to the task of basic ethnographic
or to hypothesis

testing

and related

or ethnohistoric

description
These cases,

model building.

meant to provide paradigms of subsistence

then, are primarily

mapping

application.
of these examples, Nelson, Mautner, and Bane (19821, is

The first

anattmpttodccumnt

KoyukonandN unamiut subsistence

the past and present,

including

the significance

patterns

of subsistence

in

in the

Native economy, the knowledge and perceptions

which underlie

subsis-

tence

activities

overall

activities,

cultural

the

patterning,

(Nelson, Mautner,
provided

villages

fran

1975 to

documntation

Park.

1976.

land-use patterns

description

of

land

and

the area encanpassedby Gates of
research was conducted in Koy&on

and Anaktuvuk Pass (including

scattered

A major canpcnent of this

settlements)

data base was the

of land areas Imown and used for subsistence purposes.

with

knowledgeable"),

key

of

study

involved

informants

formal
as

of Huslia,

being

and informal
"especially

Hughes, Allakaket,

and Anaktuvuk Pass, to document place names and

subsistence

areas

Members frm

approximately

thrcugh

area were asked to locate
activities

paid

(defined

fran the ccmun ities

Evansville

subsistence

Field

in

The development of these data

and ethnographic

The methodology
interviews

of traditional

asscciatedwith

National

River

subsistence

and Bane 1982:7).

ethnohistoric

the Arctic

of

,
and disruptions

resource use patterns

Alatna,

rule

household

surveys

and map interviews.

90 percent of the households in the study
specific

places

and to define

in which they carried

general xeas

used for procuring

various resources over the past tm decades (Nelson, Yautner,
137

out

and Bane

1982:lO)

(sites

and areas were both depicted).

ed USGS quadrangles
primarily

along drainages

related
etc.),

or portions

structures
travel

or

keyed to seasonality

(such as caches,

and resource

and others

dix.

harvest

sites

study area (see Figure

of the appen-

by encircling

code for reference
In addition

ping)

harvest

were included

activities

(traditional

in the text

to amaster

to the specific

sheep hunting

and distinguished

and Koyukon Athabaskans.

indication

mployed

latter

two maps.

distinctiveness

The two very

in carqiling

general

these tm activities

rather

than the specific

the study area (see Figure 22).

the use
Therewasno

data for

maps portray

bettFeen the Athabaskans and Inupiat

these

territorial

in relationship

harvest patterns

Although specific

scale)

and trap-

bet

areas of the Anaktuvuk Inupiat
of the methcdology

the

Each specific

m&s in the appendix, two very general area1 maps (1:2,500,000
of distinct

(sane

codes and/or symbols

fran sites

21).

cq,

Each resource

area (see example in Figure 20).

map area was provided an alpha-numric

fish

or areas

legend was provided at the beginning

species code to depict

scale)

subsistence-

cabins,

by alphabetic

Harvest areas were distinguished

map of'the

(1:250,000

to mans of hamest).

or resource category was depicted
and only a single

quadrangles

of the study area to depict

sites

corridors,

of

The study team select-

to

within

analytic

techniques
concerning

were not described,

the study team associated

conclusions

subsistence

centralization,

dependency on subsis-

range,

tence, and land omership

patterns

mobility,

with mapped data in the context of

the narrative.
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Fig.

%

N

20.

CY

f

/

'\

Resource harvest sites and areas in Section B-3 of the study area
(near Hughes on the IQukuk River) (taken fran Nelson, Mautner,
and Bane 1982:374).

ss

- a-

/

-1

x
p.

SECTION

Fig. 21.

B

Distribution
of subsistence maps within the study area
(taken from Nelson, Mautner, and Bane 1982:371).
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SECTION A

.
-

,

b

\i.

] ~

Pnh,,

SMITH

UTNS

-...
c__---. .___ _. .._

Fig. 22.

Traditional
trapping areas of Kayukon Athabaskans
and Anaktmmk Pass Inupiat (taken from Nelson,
Mautner, and Bane 1982:58).
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Supporting
fluctuations
beliefs

studies

included

and subsistence

and practices

relationships

activities,

associated

between

methods and means, cultural

with

subsistence,

harvest quantities,

and caribou migration

routes

other

the

subsistence

examples of

application

documentation of overall
many nM3&ologies
planning

of

subsistence

patterns,

employed in this

harvest

(mapped).

National

graphic quality

than is usually

associated with applied

to develop a caqrehensive

patterns

of the Tikixarmiut

tanporal

framwork

Euroamerican influence,

and sophisticated
(1981:2).

land use

referred

Burch's

thesis

use of the land,

than either

Native

possible

This

period prior

to

to as the "traditional
is that

the Point

Hope

was much more canprehensive
theory

or literature

suggest

Research took place during the years 1969 to 1970 and early

1981, incorporating
relevant

model of traditional

was selected as the-latest

and therefore

studies.

of Point Hopebetween 1800 and 1875.

by Burch (1981:l).

=oncmy,

depth and ethno-

examples is Burch (19811, which was

intended

period"

to

Park, although it provid-

temporal and spatial

significant.

the

mapping ms only one of

data of greater

of the theoretical

As in many

mapping to

ed subsistence

The first

breadth,

This study was applied

study.

in the Gates of the Arctic

resource

primarily

field

data, early historic

accounts, and

data gathered by other researchers.

The methcdology employed in this study is unique in this context,
because the maps were not meant to depict
patterns
mdel

for the study period

of what these patterns

(1981) could not inquire

actual

land and resource use

(1800 to 1875) but rather

may have been traditionally.
directly

fran
142

informants

to depict

a

Since Burch
about what areas

they used frun

1800 to

1875 for

reconstruct&

subsistence

accounts frm

eyewitnesses,

human ecological
tion

of

flora

application

patterns

resource

geographically

oral histories,

adaptations

concepts

activities,

of

he

based on dccumnted

knowledge of contqrary

to the area, archaeology,

and fauna historically

of

harvest

the distribu-

and contmporarilv,

hunter-gatherer

and the

territoriality

to

the

Tikiraxmiut.
Burch identified

315 "major" fauna1 and floral

70 were known to have been important
These species varied temporally
texn annual or cyclical
variation,

location

of resources during

could
specific

data to cmpile

Seemingly, by canparing

to

associated

with

resource

==@e)

These hypothesized

hypothesize

ppulation

harvest

settlenent

wind, terrain,

the non-empirical

hunters

(Burch 1981:37).

patterns

also were substantiated

It

the probable

of la-mm settlements,

(see Figure

an

were based, in part,

on

location

environment,

in the traditional
water accessibiland the ability

is expected that hypothesized
by contqrary

Based upon these data. Burch constructed
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by season
24 for

period was a product of food resource availability,
ity,

and season-

distribution

activities

distributions

Inupiat

probably

archaeolcgi-

a map of year-round

Burch was able

that

the

that

seasons of the year because of

of resources with the location

the assmption

Burch maintained

be made about

seasonal location

.

(1981:8).

Burch used historical,

(see Figure 23).

of which

by season and by longer-

Homver,

Mditionally,

cdl, and oral historic
al settlements

and spatially

predictions

species patterning.

to the Tikiramiut

fluctuations.

despite

species,

a Mel

subsistence

of

settlenent
patterns.

of mvement to

- -.
Td

Fig. 23.

-’

,.aI

_‘-

.

Map of the Point Hope region showing the location
sites, 1800 to 1875 (taken from Burch 1981:38).
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of known settlement

. i

\

e

Fig. 24.

k-----

-

5T-

_.

.

‘\ i c/
d
&d

.

of the ppulation
at
Map of Point Hope region showing typical distribution
1800
to
1875
(taken
fmn
Burch
1981:58).
the time of fresh water freeze-up,
145

seasonal settlements

by resource

Figure 251, winter
whale migratory

trails,

catego&

and location

(depicted

for

July)

of bowhead whaling

(see

crews and

routes for two areas of the coast in the vicinity

of

Point Hope (see Figure 26 for an example).
Burch

(1981:ll)

analyzed

the

relationships

resource use areas and group territory
had establish&
Alaska.

in

previous

He provided

hunting

activities

century

Tikiramiut

hunting
above.

settlement-focused

traditional

a formula

using territorial
in

northwest

for calculating

fran any given settlemnt

sources described

encaqassed

work

the

and north

boundary

coastal

the area1 extent
location

fran

-- that is,

data

map of the

have approximated
previously

of

based on 19th

as reconstructed

areas muld

political

Point Hope society

were traditionally

behavior

and

boundaries he

Burch concluded that a c-site

subsistence

by

between land

the area

delineated

that subsistence

for

use areas

coterminus with territories.

The members of Point Hope society omed a clearly
delimited
territory.
By "owned" I mean that they were the only people who
had a legitimate
right to use any land within its boundaries for
This fact was clearly understood by the mnbers of
my PUT-=.
neighboring societies, whose own territories
wzre similarly
defined and controlled
(Burch 1981:61).
Burch explained

an apparent overlap of adjacent

case of temporal rather
Supporting
and narratives

studies

than spatial
included

and population

place nama data:

While some other researchers

decline

have ass&

dmqraphic

that

data:

missionization,

in the ~st-contact

were one and the same, thereby
146

as being a

of territory.

concerning processes of centralization,

resource depletion,

and territories

delineation

territories

subsistence
concluding

period.
use areas

that land

f

Fig. 25.

Map of Point Hope region showing the direction of typical population
mvments in July, 1800 to 1875 (taken from Burch 1981:55).

Fig.

26.

Map of Point Hope peninsula
showing the typical
spring whale migration
route and the location
Of whaling crews, 1800 to 1875 (taken fran
Burch 1981:24, adapted fran Foote 1964:7).

and resource use area mapping is redundant,
a mdel

for testing

tion of traditional

this

hypothesis

subsistence

The second mre

Burch (1981) has provided

as applicable

patterns

in the Alaskan context.

or less theoretically-focused

land and resource use mapping was intended
ships betw=en AK!SA land selections
the villages
out of

of the Calista

the discipline

particular

interest

land selected
regional

of

potentially

by village

Additionally,

and regional

or specific

the Calista

of

areas used by residents

of

Region.

Although

in the 56 Yupik villages

carrying

study could
signif-

capacity,

patterns

on changing

populations.

during the winter

activities

individuals

Since mapped data were portrayed

(ar-

of 1973 to 1974

Region and involved mapptig of
on 1:63,360

or groups of

scale USGS topo-

residents

(1977:12-15).

in the study for only 14 villages
149

the

land-use patterning,

of hunter-gatherer

of the Calista

subsistence

maps with

this

its theoretical

land-ownership

data were deemed inadequate)

and

and the

the Burns study was. based on fieldwork

Wthodologically,

graphic

co-rations

in hunting-gathering

of altered

to camun ity

in not mere extensivity

to concepts of hunting-gathering

land and resource use strategies

areas used for

Of

used to support local

as a land planning effort,

need for area1 flexibility

chival

This example emrged

available

he ws interested

within

and the implications

econcmies of

than anthropology.

and contwrarily

land use but also the actual

icance relates

and the subsistence

geography rather

(and therefore

also be categorized

to examine the relation-

Region (Bums 1977).

extent of land traditionally

each cmmnity

example involving

to Burns (1977) was a canparison of the amunt of

residents)

econanies.

to the reconstruc-

in

two subregions
m==) , it
villages
ere

(7 each in the Yukon delta

is unclear

vis-a-vis

methodology whether or not all

fxxn Bums'

mapped. The 14 villages

were ultimately

prcxmted

and Upper Kuskolwim River

of

as representative

subsistence

use area patterns
of

whole, based on the view that an administrative

unit

data

consolidation

groups.

Cmmunity

hunting,

subsistence

freshwater
hunting,

selections

fran tm sub-regions

characteristic

for

ANCSA land

within

mre

culturally

were asked to

residents

edible

wild

plant

and xcd

egg gathering,

above.

gathering

constituted

the withdrawal

each subsistence

map having

addition,

1:250,000 scale topographic

occurring

outside

land-use
delta

data were derived

activity

(marine and

with

for

3 villages,

3 camn3m'ties

which sub-region
The analysis

ware part

bird

not specifically
maps were connected

the 25 townships

the

on it

that

(Bums 1977:15), and
township

grids.

In

maps were used to map activities

ANCS withdrawal
fran

fishing

areas.

4 villages

Wre

(2 each fran

and Upper Kuskokwim River areas) and even more ca@ete

were gathered
latter

camunity

marine nmnmal

areas .as ~~11 as areas

area for that village"

map was overlaid

approach allowed

identify

The 1:63,360 scale topographic

. . form a single

to ".

as a

(greens and berries),

employed for any other type of subsistence
described

the region

hamogeneous village

(as opposed to ccmnercial)

species),

56

although

it

is unclear

of the original

detailed
the Yukon
details

whether these

14 and, if

so, fran

they were selected.
of these data included

use areas to ANCSAwithdrawal

a comparison of subsistence

areas -- specifically,

of the number of acres used per capita
150

vis-a-vis

a detexmication
the nmber of

acres

awarded per capita

under the provisions

cmpared with 495 acres respectively)

(Burns 1977:154).

led Burns to conclude that residents
that

camnmity

use areas

subsistence activities
ANCSAwithdrawal
consider&

of ANCSA (3,025 acres as

used all

within

areas bore no resemblance to land-use

Supporting

studies

primarily

harvested

resources,

the latter

previously

gathered

Bureau of

Indian

required

The final

data.

land-use areas -

this

Fakbanks

(the Native

the confluence
foraging

the

in order

cooperative

social

organization,

Case 1984:l).

their

role

and associated

Historical

mapping as a mthod-

endeavor.

and

In general,

and econcrrry of Nenana
of Nenana), located
with

at

an emphasis on
econq,

patterns

were derived

ture and elders, 'as in the past Nenana Village
151

of Subsistence

in the local

land-use

perspectives

econanic system.

to address a research

segment of the camnunity

activities,

that

sanswhat superficially,

of the Nenana and Tanana rivers,

mdern

-

(1977)

study was intended to describe the society

Village

the

Burns'

example of the use of subsistence

of Alaska,

Despite

were intended to corre-

problem is Shinkwin and Case (19841, a Division
University

maps and

assmtptions

to support subsistence-based

ology which goes beyond description

nor

which was based on

Affairs

was to docmen t, albeit

major contribution
extentofland

of

that AKSA land allocations

spond or even approximate subsistence

shape of

patterns

land selection

weaknesses and naivete of -licit

specifically

controlled

strategies.

involved

pounds of

is,

topography

an area, and that the geanetric

the dynamic nature of subsistence

methodological

the land in the region,

that

overlapped,

This analysis

(Shinkwin

their
and

fran the litera-

had been the location

of

sums

subsistence

researchers

and mid-winter

were aware that

affiliated

with

at least

vealed a third

Village

Nenana

two distinct

bank linkage),

band connections

ceremonial

residents

and they hypothesized

would be reflected

and (2) these band affiliations

current

and econanic transactions

findings

that:

in contanporary

The

were formally

bands (although

use patterns:
social

activities.

re-

(1) fomer

individualland-

would be important

within

the camumity

in

(Shink-

win and Case 1984:3-4).
Fieldwork

during the smrer

ty of data specific
interviews,

to this project,

data

systematic

still

prevailed

The study

sample included

member.

Informants

knowledge and level
and all

only

but

households with

were generally

is unclear

fran

period

was mapped.

at least

one adult

selected

on the basis of

tm

active

previously

active)

intensively

(2 additional
of these,

househo1Zs contributed

smmr

activi-

to cm-pile

(Shinkwin

1940 when

harvesting

intervied

households

circa

in resource

were repeatedly

but,

-

maps).

of participation

in the study.

participate),

scale topographic

only the latter

included

data

and house-

and the study year fran the

households wre

relevant

(open-ended)

genealogies,

for two tima periods

of 1981 to the summer of 1982 -

ties,

including

use maps (1:250,000

were gathered

band organization

Native

of 1982 provided the majori-

a household census and associated

hold land and resource
Although

and fall

Specifically,
resource

intensively
subsistence

and Case 1984:lO).
supplemantary

the methodological

(or

active

22 households

use area and other
households

werecmpleted

mps

Additionally,

did
for

20

16 other

qualitative

information,

description

as to whether

152

not

but it
they

contributed

to the mapping camponentof

the study.

hold maps were aggregated into a c-site
tiality

of household data.

participation

by info-t

Draft

Individualhouse-

map to ensure the confiden-

maps were reviewed

household mmkrs

prior

locally

with

to the cmpletion

of published maps.
Study area maps -hunting,

waterfml

including

hunting,

total

and trapping

1981 to 1982 -- were cmpared with
level

wild

to analyze for continuity

resource

areas,

all

use, mse

for

the period

band area maps at the household

between contqrary

subsistence

areas

(by resource category)

and former band areas (based on knd

affilia-

tion of Nenana Village

residents

Based on

this

analysis

trapping,

during

the study period).

the study team concluded that,

land and resource use patterns

and associated

fomer

boundaries between the three adjacent

Further,

the camunity-centered

encanpassed all

bounded by the area1 extent
Trapping

the analysis

of subsistence

as in the past,

based on usufruct
cabins or lines

rights,

in adjacent

by "outsiders."

area or teenagers were less

witi

village

of

these data

has replaced

indicated

that

(family)

residence

the

"owned"

for

use of

nexcmers

to the
trapping

In general,

then,

in a contemporary

the band as the resource-holding
153

during

the functional

system described above (Shinkwin and Case 1984:83).
analysis

ccmmnities.

was required

Not surprisingly,
familiar

and

1981 to 1982

residents

to be individually

and permission

that

being contemporarily

areas were viewed by Nenana Village

study period,

disclosed

the period

band territories,

of

band affilia-

bands had collapsed

use area during

three previous

the exception

did not reflect

tions

that

areas.

with

group.

This

finding

is

supprted

by other

Athabaskan

research

in

Alaska

and

canada:
Other studies using resource use mapping techniques in modern
that traditional
band
also indicate
Athabaskan carmunities
boundaries outlinecontemporaryareas
. . . [and] thatrcdernuse
areas associated with a village
. . . or a reseme i.nCanadado
not overlap those of other villages in Athabaskan areas (%inkwin
and Case 1981:109).
Supporting
participation,
resources

studies

included

the social
harvested,

organization

derrographic data,

of harvest

organization

of resource use, the range of

history

band settlmts,

the

of settlenents,

of

early Nenana history,

menting 1~pp2d data, and narratives
unmapp& species including
and smallgame.

levels

plants

the

narratives

social
supple-

describing

the harvest and use of

and berries,

sheep, bear, caribou,

As in the case of the Burch (1981) exEmrple described

above, Shinkwin and Case (1984) suggest a correspondence between band
area and band -use area
contemporaq
"society

(against

Nenana-centered

territories"

which

subsistence

rather

Shinkwin

Case state

that

than "band area" and differs

than assuming its

they actually

derived

area/band boundary correspondence
1900-1940, but the specifics
clear

(1984:93),

since this

for band territory
Based on the

Burch refers

patterns).

Shinkwin and Case (1984) mcdel in desunstrating
area correspondence rather

and Case canpare

specifically
description

presented above, an evaluation

the

the territorial/use

existence.

Shinkwin and

assumption

from informant

of their
early

their

fran

to

of the use

data for the period

methods in this

regard are not

period was not mapped nor criteria

defined.
of

northern

mapping methodologies

of these methodologies
154

in the context

of

research

questions

and scientific

method is

provides the subject matter for Chapter 4.
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in

order.

This

cElAEmR4

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this
mapping caqonents
ular

attention

chapter

is to provide

of the studies described
to

mapping-related

an evaluation

of the

in Chapter 3, with particThis

methodologies.

emluation

provides not only a canparative

analysis

applied

in the studies described

in Chapter 3, but also facilities

logical

develomt

Before
cmwnced,

the
it

of subsistence mapping guidelines
evaluation

wzre to be assessed.

depiction

When subsistence

mapping

the criteria

of this evaluation

subsistence-based

by which they
that subsisanalysis,

socioeconcmic

mapping is regarded as a form1
scientific

That is,

standards,

the evaluation

of problem or intent

stated by the researchers

methodologies

land and resource use data derived

than on a case-by-case basis,

statement

the

in chctpter 5.

trumant for the mllection,

primrily

conform to &sic

and replicability.
rather

It is a prmise

a fomlins

in

subsistence

to establish

of geographic-based

participants

it mst

of

was essential

tencemppingis

of the mapping rnethodobgies

and, if

including

of the study

fran

systems.

research instnmant,

including

canparability

is organized

by topic,

a consideration

of the

(has the problem been

so, is mapping ah appropriate
I.56

and

tool

to answr

research

questions?);

mapping as a data

gathering

(documentation of methodology,

sampling,

cdl canponents, etc.);

of mapped data (methods, was intensity

considered
data;

and, if

analysis

so, using what criteria?);

and an analysis

information.

of study conclusions

Ekamples fmn

cross-cut

these topical

dimensions

other methodological

ic model (such as the reliability
27 provides

non-conformity
3 to central

thor(s)

tie

in

Chapter

strengths
mdel.

3

or weak-

In addition,

of +formant

recall)

indicating

model.

are discussed.

general

conformity

described

or

in Chapter

Importantly,

the matrix

the degree of adherence to this rmdel, but examples
discussed

in the narrative.

overall

research

designs.

and date in the matrix

a research

the mllection

Studies

and are listed

in Chapter 3.

design

It

should be noted that

of each study are evaluated

topic is presented in mre detail

requiring

presented

to illustrate

elements of a scientific

they were discussed

If'

to mapped

which lie outside of the scimtif-

a matrix

only the mapping mthodologies
to their

as they relate

of each study mapping mkhodology

does not indicate
of quality

of mapped

to a scientific

considerations

tecbni-

presentation

case studies

nesses as measured by conformity

Figure

temporal dimensions,

tool

as opposed

are identified

by au-

in the order in which

The content

of each evaluative

in the discussion

below.

includes

a problem or set

of probkns

and analysis

of geographic-based

subsistence

data, it is reasonable to expxttbatamappingmthodolcgy
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included

in the overall

should be rigorously
lems.

research

problm

enouqh in focus so thattheycan,
canponent of the study,

including

While the vast majority

-

the tmpcral,

and ethnology,

cultural,

and qeo-

mappinq canponent.
in Chapter 3 provided

to geographic-based

with the exception

rated rmppinq as an afterthouqht

be narrow

be addressed bv themapping

of studies reviewd

of problems related

use information

rwthodolcqy

or problems should

in fact,

graphic parameters of the project's

statements

this

connected to one or more of the research prob-

the research

Further,

paradigm and that

land and resource

of Spencer (1959), who incorpo-

to the basic mthcds

and the Federal Field

Cmmittee

of ethcqraphy

for Developnt

Plan-

ning in Alaska (1968), which was concerned about land claims and land
use but failed
llL3pl3 --

to connect the studv problem to t!!

the quality

example, although

of

problem

Freemn

(1976), Weinstein

Case (1984) had very distinct
land-use

respectively

problem continuity
Conversely,
intended
cluding

this

and affiliation
they are all

throuqhout

projective)

detailed

reqard nor provided

developllental

band territo-

examples of studies which exhibited

the course of the research

spatial

directly
essential

of

between contm-

and traditional

process.

and Robbins (1984) frFere

descriptive

assessments of wild

they neither

For

-- namely, the documentation

while Jorgensen (1984) and Little

to provide

and intensity,

-

imnensely.

(1976), and Shinkwin and

use areas, and the relationship

band residence

ries,

intents

varied

an assessment of hydroelectric

extensivity,

impact on subsistence
porary

statement

secondary source

and analytical

(in-

resource harvest distribution

stated their
linkages
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research problem in

between their

research

problems and mapped data.

Essentially,

Jorgensen

(1984) and Little

and Robbins (1984) axe examples of studies which inchoately
scientific

standards in this

conform to

regard.

MAPPINGASADATA-GGL

The most cmn
studies

short-cmin

in which mapping is's

researchers
qatherinq

to adequately

this

the discipline

design canponent,

in part may be related

has not been treated

of anthropoloqy.

require

the

or
of

As previcusly

to the fact

as a formal research

In other cases, it

the use of maps in data qatherinq
does not

s-es,

is the failure

land and resource use data.

deficiency

mappinq generally

mppinq

dccumn ttheactualmethcdolcgyemployedin

geographic-based

discussed,

q of subsistence

rigor

in

is assumd that

is self-explanatory

same methcdological

tool

that

and therefore

applied

to other

aspects of research design.
The first

sub-category

tool in Figure 27 is referred
studies

were evaluated

of the use of mapping as a data qatherinq
to as "dmmentation."

on the basis of whether or not they described

the ways in which copped data were collected

-- that is, methodoloqi-

cal dccmentation.

ALthouqh most re searchers

into

process,

mthodoloqical

permit replication
son (1974:2)

the quality

of the research inr&y

referred

In this context,

to

provided

sarre insight

of documn tation
cases.

a form which
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would not

For example, Patter-

was used to

aid

in

the

collection
actual

and assimilation
report.

of delta, but no form is attached

He suggests

that

data twe

surveys conducted by the VatFve regional
is provided

no further

was gathered and, ti
attached

fact,

to the report.

such a detailed
&radian

methodoloqical

and Alaskan

Brice-Bennett

it

to

how information

to in the text

Freenm. 13976) provided

land use and occupancy studies

qeneral

are hot

has becane a node1 for

1977; Pedersen, Coffinq,

Ir. addition

fran

but the reader

.insicrhts into

By my of contrast,
that

derived

organizations,

the mps referred

methodolcqy

actuallv

to the

(for

my

example.

and Thmpson 1985).

downen tation

cf

mapping methodology,

several' canponents of the rrappinq research mdel

need to be eddmsr,&

iz detail

as evidence of ad-late

-- sampling

(see Figure 27) -

3ecFq-n control.
is essential

comparabiJ.it~~ and replicability
eliminated
Foote

altcqether

other

in northern

(19641, a relsti\Fly

example, provided
relevant

ranckdy

and is

no information

nor otherwise

model,

camonly

mppir.q.

and Bums

Wolfe

selected

fomaJJv

20.7 percart

carmunity

stud]

a bias tcwaxds older,

hcusehold

heads.

fishemen,

at Ieast

tvhereas,

it

when active,

is

of

smple

assured

research
over

selection,

or

or any

used neither
on the delta,

"mre
older

in

a
he

his

6

knowledqeablc"
hunters

would use a more extensive
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these

For e=We,

the households

that

of

(13771, a later

(1981:X)

mapped opportunistically
area with

glossed

on sampl+nq size,

Plthouqh

criteria.

to quaranteeirq

subsistence

early

The first

and

overall

area for

resmrce

harvest,

this

associated with particular

age and interest

Wolfe (19Pl) atterrpted to mitigate
a relatively

short,

single

mxm.nity
. ..
area.

use patterns

seqmnts of the ccmnunity.

period and by reviewing mappad

residents.

However, his sar@inqmethodol-

the qeneralization

of his mpped data to the

as a whole, or the devel opnent of an average household use
Post methodoloqicallv

studies

which strive

percen*Fc
able

may cmit

bias by qround-checkimJ data during

season field

data with other cmmnity
oqy does not pemit

methodology

canmn,

hmever,

towards a 1CO percent

ir the 80s or 90s usually

(and probably

are the mre

recut

sample but end up with

biased towards mre

knowledqe-

01Ge.r) resource users (for example, ~elsor., Yaut-

ner, and Pane !!?W; L'nion of British

Columbia Indian Chiefs 1980; and

Freeman 1976).
Wan-y,
kdxdor

neqliqible

within

cmpratives,

attention

the ccamunity,
or tribal

Bane (1982) astutely

has been paid to mppinq qro~i

such as partnerships,

or band affiliations.

researchers

althouqh
production

in

usually

review&
car.msition

that

mral

includes

northern

the -'unctional

an extended fmily

in the sarre dcmicile.

have not accounted

for

of prsistentllr

of reccmce

North America are amre

mapping methodolcqies

instead

Mautner, and

to themselves as "partners."

they ccxmon!.:~ mp by household unit,

which do not reside
surprising

Nelson,

noted the I-E&? to map the patterns

and land use of Athabaskans who refer
Mst

extended faml.l!~

it

the mre

recent

the realities
pursuing

unit of analysis.
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unit

of

group, the members of

Therefore,
ti

that,

is scmewhat

of prcductioI?

studies
group

household heads as the

Sample size ard cwsition
tions

or problems,

little

liqht.

althouqh

the studies

on the relation-ships

and research questions.
selection

should be driven

of

informants

md

sample size have already

"rare

is

is,

eled by Dene in their
purpse

was neatly

linked

individuals

in their

in

far-traveling

informant

accordance with

the selection

in

project,

resources.

in the
of

the intent
of land and

distances

trav-

This problem or

!n a very purposeful

choice was based on distance

iicetimes.
a bias

members 0: the sccietv

design (T. Abram,

better"

to sample selection
for

then,

criteria

is better"

to ma? efimsivity

of wild

mnner , as the criteria

ed,

3 shed

that "older

to get at the very greatest
pursuit

had traveled

sample selection

In the Dene mppinq

of the research was, for the most part,
that

in chapter

been rrentio~ed as ccmmn themes in subsis-

tence mappinq methodologies.

resource use -

revi-

t\etmen

Tk assmptions

by research ques-

Informants

towards

the most rmbile

as was the intent

personal camun icaticr.

were selectand

of the study

1?85).

TE24POFA.L
DIMENSIONS

The third
tool

in Figure

refers

27 is

of evaluating

labeled

"temp."

to whether or not researchers

in collecting

rap@

human huntinq,
tifomant's
derived

su!!cateaozy

fishing,

perceptions
frcm informant

data.

m.sir,q
for

the sCake of brevity

but

have provided temporal dimensions

Subsistence

or qatherinq

r~?.~pi.~q essentially

behavicr

of his or her behavior
recall).

as a data qatherinq

Since social
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or,

records

in most cases, an

(when mapped data are
scientists

generally

acree that such behavior: is adaptive and changes to meet the ~olcgiCal, econcmic, demgraphic,
throuqh time,
including

it

and cultural

is essential

mapped data,

to record subsistence-related

ir. a temporal

adequate +_Am depth for revealing
met

the needs of relevant

studies
first,

any

research questions.

subsistence
depicted

1 dinersions

tarpma

studies

systm

in such ?Mited

tm

conttiuity

undefined

An evaluation

to the mappinq of subsisteme

and related

fccus that

the adaptive

prtrayal.

EimzpJ.es of both

or' Fate

1X61),

who mapped tm

throuqh

tine,

of

the overall

the earlier

studies

mapping was either

m&hodology,

failed

reviewed in
a fccus or an

to

specify

feld 1956; and Tmr,er !PG).

There are mre recent, czwles,

which Cpil to describe

mapped (Burns 1977) an?. ray

m&hcdol~icalP~

ethers who define

in the narrative)

the

1959; Sonnenhowever,

the period

being

the period mpped in

to note it on the actual rrappzd product

my be used or misused out of the +,-ml

decades a
to dccnmnt

data (for example, SFncer

the te'rt but fail

the

dynamics of

temporal dimensions or' mm

of studies

data:

land and resource use, are

that

in a static

~i.n which subsistence

part

of the

primary areas of concern:

(1850 to 1860 and 1950 to 1960) specifically

cr ckrqe

context,

and to

are considered.

With the exception
century apart

ensure an

to apply or, ih some cases, to

cross-section

the system are basical?~~ lost
kinds of Froblms

and to

emplov such a narrow twra1

in meWion,

behavior,

the range of hman adaptation

that the study methcdolcqy fails

and, secondly,

this

frmmork

presented in Chapter 3 reveals

describe

demnds of the enviremr.t

(which then

context which ap-s

only

(for example, NelrJon, Mautxer, md Bane 1982; Brady
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Althcxqh

1982; and Pedersen 1979).
studies

not reviewd

without

a tanporal

incorporate

this

important

The second question

-

recent

products

that is, what is an appropriate

is infinitely

search questions
use decisions

It is conceivable

that a research

systems, the temporal

could

affect

511~~nrk

limited

tim

should reflect

and

in cases in which the re-

Hc%wer,

window.

or problems are related
which

in

for which data are gathered must be con-

and in such a case the mapping mathodol~
temporal

period to

more canplex.

could focus on land and resource use for a vet

document this

have

land and resource use by participmts

nected tc +he research ouestion(s).

period,

present-ed mapped data

on the map, all

socioeconcmic systems -

the time period

question

of Subsistence

qualifier.

tirg

bemappedwhendocmen

Initially,

Division

in this co&pm% frmuehtly
desiq-natior.

subsistence&x&

ezlier

to potentiai

land or resource

subsistence-based

needs to be ad-ate

sociceconmic
to enccmpass the

dynamics and adaptive nature of such systems.
One means of developing
map hicqraphy,
occupancy study
qathering
-

(Freeman 1376).

land use and
-

a mans

of ah individual's

of

lifetim
(for

1977; Pedersen 1979; the Dene mappirg project;
The mp

biography

can be used differentially,

on whether the time period

span of the olde~;t mAxr
broken

is the

for numerous Canadian and Alaskar! studies

JPP3).

however, dependirg

is

The map bicgraphy

land use data for the entirety

example, Brim-Bennett

life

terrpxlra; yrspwtive

which emerged frcm the Canadian Inuit

has keen a Mel

and b'&in

a ior.ger-term

3.own into

of the ccmxmity

meaningful

seqmn?s.
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is ~ivalent

to the

or !~hether this period
Tr, tie

fomer

exmnple,

whereas the tenpxal
of land use within

duration

is adeouate to p?..ray

which z.dqtive

rreans to document differential
fact,

change has occurred,

use pttems

changes in Inuit

Euroamericans
associated

sedentarim.

associated

trends

b!orth Anerxan

to contact

of Femanent

ccnmunities

towards

with

land use patterns

research mrl&ide,

therres cf cultural

change in an international

to all

since these have been c-an
perspective.

into which land and resource use &.ta are gathered,

cr other

patterns,
spatial

factcrs

there&

the revelation

cf

Federsen, Coffing,

subsistence

and Tkrpson

associated with cmnunity
of greater

irditidual

nity-based

ix

econanic,
lznd

of significant

ncmad&n.

For

example,
patterns

data for periods

III fact,

in the Canadian context,

use

changes in the

configurations.

thereby mittim

since

ckrqraph-

arc! resource

the map bicyraphy

in the Alaskan context has gmerally

33cus.

of tmpral

(1985) depicted only lard-use

residency,

~1: family

approach as mployed

ecological,

which have influenced

msk&g

dhnsions

the relevance

Finally,

subdivisions

iC,

reflects

Fericds ~?a!' rrxs-cut

and

and, m3st likely,

of analvsis

tk

and

northern

the quality

arbitrary

clirectly

with

and centralization

ppulations

to hunter-gatherer

to

the interrelation-

sec?en+xism are relevant

research with indigenous

In

prkrily

related

Questions associated

shiFs between hunter-gatherer

pericd.

s&divided

land use patterns

and to the development

there are no

wi+&i.n this

the Freeman (1976) nrodel was t-rally

reflect

+he extensivity

it

been ccmm-

is essential

to

assess in what wa:rs re:;erve placexrents and rrnmbershir: have *zcted
land use patterns,
with traditional

since in scme cases resemes
hmlaxzds

have no association

and use areas (Ercdy 1982:252).
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In sc:emjrg

contr&lic%ion

however, the northeastern

to *~I.Lz point,

bia study did not rrra? different
that

infomants

time periods,

use areas over the course of their
At the opposite
and potential

P&bins

system but ma@

data representative

1984; and Jorgensen 1984).

mapped only

a single

traditional

band territories

;mr's

data,

assmed

to

they cmpaxed

post-snomachire,

dztz,

p2.dOd, with

time

to rrci~a3 annual

depth adqtite

derrronsfxate the

rm.crt rGevant

associated

mcdern transportation

with
In this

ic year's

+&at &is

features

of

context

case, however, the "traditional"

period

is lost

as great

a detail

re:earcher(s)

and data

users

functioning

subsistence-based

svstm.

of

as possible,
l::i+h a better

land

and resource

Pdditionally,

variation,

and

lazd

the snmam-

using the mappad
for only a specif-

to dmmmt
since

it

as lengthy
provides

understanding
use ti

of

the
the

the overall

wh&eas mappzd data my
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use

or even much of the

to the decision-maker

a period witi

it

was a mre recent

fj .e.

tecYiiolcq~

or a few years' data, it is advisable

dynamics or

use

sixe

contvrq

Ts, c;eneral,
unless a study design calls
_

data base.

these to

study reviewed in this

on the basis of d-w

historic

and

traditional

was believed,

late

of

ar.d Case (1984)

represent

data were gathered wae cImerall\r

chine).

viability

1981: Little

Whereas Sbirkwin

harvest

cuecticns

and Schroeder 19P51, tie tenrporai framwo rk for which

(Wright, Mrris,
sptial

with

of only a single

1976: Wolfe

In the only regicmi 1 plmnincr

aJ3SS.

(Brcdy 1982:174).

with the long-term

exaIFple, Weinstein

(for

year per&?

associated

stated

land ;md resource

end of the spec+scan are studies

a@ications

the subsistence

lifetimes

Colum-

as researchers
sting

saw no meaning in differenti

Rritish

be

gathered

for

frequently

a specific

puqose

used and extrapolated

questions,

beyond the intent

it

is

of the sttiy

for

In such cases, data temporal breadth may aid

which it was gathered.

in a rmre accurate.canprehension
For the most part,
focused on living

and associated

of land and resource use patterns.

research incorporating

populations

subsistenoe mapping has

and depended on informant

subsistence

studies

presented in Chapter 3 (Burch 1980: and Foote 1961) addressed
which

means for
other

ascertaining.

than the actual

asserts

In these cases, researchers

users --

early

namely,

detail

developed

fran

sources

documentation,

a Mel

of the spatial

than a reconstruction

of actual

dimensions of

subsistence

patterns.

to contemporary as well

land and resource use patterning

as

and is discussed in mre

in Chapter 5.
Finally,

although not indicated

and resource use patterns
considerable

significance

Since hunters-gatherers
numbers, availability,

on Figure 27, seasonality

is atanporalc~nentofdata
in describing
depend on wild

and accessibility

of land

gathering

hunter-gatherer
resources
throughout

which fluctuate

single

than by relevant

rather

the dynamics of the land-use

season fails

system during
171

in

the year, mapping

with species or species categories

annual period

of

subsistence.

land-use areas in association

mte

oral

In the Burch (1981) case, he

records.

The concept of modeling has applicability
WJ historic

However, tm

beyond the life

use patterns

to have reconstructed

land use rather

limits

land and resource

and archaeological

hiStory,

temporal

encanpassed

span of the study population.

in the past.

for

spatial

research questions

data fran time periods

recall

for a

to illus-

an annual round.

Although Foote (1961) provided

an early

mappin

in land and resource

of seasonal variation

mode1 which incorprated

the

use areas,

mary

subsequel1t research endeavors ignored the releTrance of seasonality
the gathering

in

of mapped data (for example, Freeman 1976; Brioe-Bennett

1977; Nelson, Mautner, and Bane 1982; and Brcdy 1982).
(1977) self-critiqued
that

a disregard

data

Fathering,

the Iabrador
for

this

study in this

respect

dimension was unnatural

especially

in

regards

to

Brice-Bennett
and assessed.

to informants

seal

hunting

(which

in
is

conducted in cpen water or on ice dependent on the the season) and
caribou

hunting

coastal

hunt&q

fortable

lying

ities

Which

involves

under conditions

map.

in

of no snow).

tbesn xasonally,

on a single

snow cover

inland

hunting

Informants

very spatially

felt

reflect

costs incurred

a prevailing

interest

opposed to unders+znding

in more detailed
in c'cmnting

activ-

in seasonality

in many studies wtich Llicludt? .subsistence mapping my reflect
and associated

&can-'

different,

The apparent lack of interest

and

the time

mapping but also may

the extent of land use as

the role cf lard and resource use in overall

socioeconcxnic systems.

As discussed in Chapter 3 in association

with the Inuit

(Freeman 19761, the gathering

iand use

and occqarq

research

focused mamd

,cubsistence data based on scme measure of intensity

been avoided by many researchers
grate

cr%teria

for valuating

because they feel

the relative
172

xoti

of spatisl.1!~has

there is rc a&--

of land segments or

particular

to t!w peoDle who harvest

resources

also the opinion, cf scme researchers

the concept that -neation
land and resources

(M.

for

resources would add validity

to

can be paid for loss of or disruption

to

Asch, personal

4 of the 25 stzdies

using sm

depicted

to establish

is

a value

F land or associated
areas oA

particular

less,

that

It

and use them.

cmmunication

in Figure

measure(s) of intensit!r

--

that

Nonethe-

1985).

27 .specifically
is,

applied

map@

criteria

by

which sam areas and resource s could be said to be more intensively
used than others.
Intensity
zmxption

subsistence

in the system that

mapping for

mapping is ksed

areas ~1: resources

particular

that

wicipants
with

t'of

as an elms

ir.tersit',v

do others.

are ccanplex -i

should be us& tc determine value?;

have mre

The problem
that

is,

on the
value

to

associated

what criteria

harJ do these criteria

vary fran

year to year?: can one p;ict of a systemic whole be evaluated as having
greater or lesser importance than others when flexibility
interdependemy

chxacterize

view or ~rspaczive
the obsemer)?
related

is the valuation

caqmztive

ethical

making such valuations
the questions

researchers
- -

elicit

v?rFcus spatial
mny

other

systems?; by whose world

being made (the prticipant

how can r.on-econcxnic canponents

%o land and anixals)

are the

asktig

hunter-gatherer

responsibilities

to participants

questime.

or resources
Although

of

mecures?;
social

what

scientists

in the system ‘and tc qercies

support for the research?;

~~a?uztive data from informants
units

or

(such as ideologies

be evaluated by ecoxrric

which provide

md resource

how do

y~hc rrq hot prcpive

to have differential

value?:

and

of

intensit~~

are

considerations
17?

fraught

with

the

canplexity

measures of intensity
informants

only

can be elicited

are aware of their

standing andmisuse
the studies

at

almve,

in subsistence

potential

in a fr amework of qualification

that

hinted

very

specific

mpping

provided

use and the data are presented

which minimizes
It

of the mapped information.
which used measures of

ptential

misunder-

is in this

intensity

context

as 'depicted

in

Figure 27 are evaluated.
Of the studies

case, pounds harvested

within

of dependency on wild

impact of a hydroelectric

associated

as a measure of

informant

recall

location.

single

phenamana even exists

habitat

disruption

critical

habitat

data.

harvested
frm

That is,

occurring

on
by

first,

per area) on a

the "norm" if

such a

econanic systems: secondly,

is equivalent

to critical

-- an assumption not generally

for the species in question
ated by biological

&our&

in hunting-gathering

his method assumes thathamestarea

was

totals

method are tm-fold:

which may vary widely

data,

econany

(1976) relied

to documn t hanest

The problems with Weinstein's

year's

the potential

subsistence

Weinstein

for a one year period

in

based on pounds harvested by

intensity.

he bases his measures of intensity

-

the measurement of intensity

with concepts of canpensation

location

and analyze

on the overall

of the James Bay Cree, undoubtedly

of intensity

study was todccmmtthe

resources

project

(1976) is the

areas and along trap

particular

Since the purpose of Weinstein's

lines.
extent

27, Weinstein

in Figure

to gather mappd data based on ameasure

earliest
this

described

habitat
substanti-

the hunter may be rmre impacted by

outside

of

his

harvest

area

if

of the species on which he depends is destroyed
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the
or

altered

significantly.

This

or highly

n&bile species.

migratory

factor

is

Another example of subsistence
intensity

years by active
areas for different

While other

a measure of

case the researchers

researchers

the last

This criterion

to them as "intensive

boundaries

referred

long-term

of value,

use”

are%).

period of use rather

such as duration
long-term

accessibility,

five-

use" areas (as apposed

to as "maximm

is biased towards a specific

any other masure

five

have recorded use

importance to the areas used over the previous

to the wider spatial

to

Braund and Burnham (1984) assigned a

tima periods,

year period and referred

tial,

In this

use areas and areas used within

hunters.

of higher

applicable

mapping employing

is Braund and Burnham (1984).

mapped both lifetirne

level

particularly

than

of use, hanzest potenideological

efficiency,

value, or others.
Fall,

Foster,

days permose
sub-units
This

and Stanek (1984) rrapped intensity

harvested per area for a sirigle year (1981) (areas ware

of the generalized

mathod resulted

related
tion,
applied

hunting area, as described

fram specific

resource

to access (road versus waterway),
and weather

in that

particular

to the study as a whole.

may have proved to be useful
questions,

the researchers

data in this

based on man-

study.

in Chapter 3).

allocation

efficiency,
regulatory

Whereas this

moose distribuyear

masure

for answering specific

measure for

cmqrehensive

design.

and was not
of intensity

regulatory-related

did not attempt to apply it to other mapped

This is an example of a very specific

of intensity

questions

a sub-set

of questions
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application

in a larger,

mre

The final

example of

purposes of demonstrating
contmt

intensity

is Pedersen, Coffing,

masuring

intensity

in this

the weakness described
ing a higher
researchers
object

gathering

case is caribou

for Weinstein

critical

caribou

kill

sites,

area than on critical

habitat

if

priority

they did

Pedersen, personal camunication

policies

supporting

them related

not correspond

Therefore,

the argment

intensity

to

hopefully

over public

or quantity

is preferable

influence

lands and resources.

this

in mapping subsistence

should be making such determina tions
intensity

muld

be potentially

Both of these mdels

in part

In

general,

scientists

and fear that
to their
political
176

this

who are
overtones.
that

to

in any form lends

in the subsistence

detrimental
reflect

(Usher 1979).

spectrum state

intensity

credence to the view that non-participants

to

to provide measures of

process.

end of this

make land-use

of data available

of the issue and political

Those who argue at the opposite
becane involved

in response to

dimensions of subsistence

goes, it

aware of the cmplexity

(S.

measures of land and

argument has not been openly accepted by social
well

areas over

spatially

that those in power will

of the quality

to the spatial

The

problem and would

agencies have escalated

increased control

regardless

habitat.

1985).

One school of thought maintains
decisions

establish-

on harvest

In recent years the demands for valuative
resource use by governmental

for

which shares

(1976) of potentially

placing

for

in this

The criterion

study were keenly aware of this

to land-use decisions

data

fran the studies evaluated

and Thanpson (1985).

value on harvest
in this

mapped subsistence

any effort

systan
to map

study populations.
rather

than purely

academic concerns.
important

In

to note that

the absence of

political

the developnt

of a variety

assessing subsistence-related
themre

intensity

canprehensive understanding

ic systems, but the application

that

measures of intensity

short-term,

problan-specific

longer-term,

far-reaching

of the studies
resurfaces

will

subsistence'

socioeconaw

of such rrpdels must

standards.

be applied

with

.research

It

is expected

mre

freguency

which

lacks

land and resource use iqlications

reviewad

in this

in the data analysis

context.

is

facilitate

of subsistence-based

scientific

it

of models for

would substantially

and gualification

conform to. the n-ost rigorous

overtones,

to
the

of mny

The problem of intensity

section of this chapter and in Chapter

5.

CYITERTE#INIcALcoNSIDERATIONS

There are several additional

technical

the use of mapping as a data gathering
for

evaluation

nuvingon
detail

tool

related

The first

of these involves

by the studies
informants
pursuit

to easily

of fish,

gatherers

reviewed in this

more detail

is using a map which allows

areas of relevance

reliance

in

The basic

of a base map, as indicated

game, or plant resources.

perceive

of their

identify

context,

before

the scale and

of the base map upon which data are collected.
which should guide the selection

to

which were not criteria

27 but which should be mentioned

todataanalysis.

principle

result

in Figure

considerations

their

on wild resources:
177

to then in their

In fact,

generally

natural

enviromt

hunteras a

ability
to locate themselves
. . people who depend upon their
& space carry in their heads very complex and detailed spatial
schemes. (Brcdy 1982:s)
Knowledge of

land use and all

sumivalanderrorsmymaan
minim.lly,

tba

subsistence

pursuit.

elicited

that

goes with

informants

must be able to visualize

dimensions of their

In the studies
accordance with
stated

that

environmental

adequate detail

inlets,

coves, reefs,

straits,

of

1:63,360

camehted

scale

in detail

also map detail.

informants

hunted in hilly

been eliminated

purposes

for

of

terrain

as a result,

islands
required

patterns

the

(1977)

1:250,000

inland

areas

or drainages which had
Because of

the

the scale was not adequate to

the smaller

were generalized

on

and sme bodies of water,

simplification.

of the Labrador coastline,
use areas involving

on

not only map scale but

in lccatingpasticularly

in which ca.ribouw~re

identify

offshore

In the process of using an inexpensive
color contrasts,

(1979)

research

Brice-Bennett

maps.

in

canposed of bays,

resource harvests occur,

about problems regarding

had great difficulty

canplexity

sane dqree

coast,

complex coastlines

USGS topographic

scale map void of contours,

the

base maps provided

arctic

and nmerous smll

which beach, rmskeg, and alpine

as feasible,

to

USGS topogicaphic

with its

in the

Whereas Pedersen

for his work on Alaska's

Prince of Wales Island,

use

varied

canplexity.

scale

detail

pursuits.

map scale

reviewed,

1:250,000

fran whan mpped data are

as accurately

subsistence

to

non-successful

enough environmental

base map to enable than to portray,
spatial

essential

and death or,

or

betwaen a successful

Therefore,

is

between life

thedifference

difference

it

coves or points
(Brice-Bennett
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of land and,
1977:99),

In

part

related

to scale and detail,

sag

of the Lnuktut

core areas of resource hamestandlanduse,
the country

they covered while

detail,

the characteristics

thatenvirormzmt,

with

sites,

Scale and

the nature of the

of huntihg-athering

and the level

kill

1977:lOO).

linked

drew

expanses of

and yet others

(BrieBennett

then, need to be inextricably

enviroIml2nt,

others entire

hunting,

both planmad and opportunistic

hunters

behavior within

of detaildenanded

by resw&

ques-

tions.
Although

the discussion

versus individual

of sampling made sane mntion

data gathering,

the topic of data collection
T&hnigues

evaluated per se in Figure 27.

ing land and resource use have involved
the case examples in Chapter 3.
poorly docurnented (and therefore

for eliciting

Probably

in aollecting

information

data were obtained

overhearing
assistant

conversations
provide

informal

are similarly

(e.g. maps or surveys)

of land and resource
ted, but it

conversations,

between resource users,

mapped data.

methods just described,
collection

via

Although

use

is suggested
observations,

and having a local

more structured

than the

the use of group meetings for purposes of data
wanting

in terms of replicability

control.

Sme studies

(for

example, Brice-Bennett

matings

to

the

general

establish

These

with a canmn methodol-

ins tnments

on the location

and'

of the methods

and Robbins (1984).

Themetimdologyispcorlydccumn

activities.
that

replicable)

studies,

ogy, used no formal data gathering

data regard-

the most unstructured

the least

and gas developnent-related

ms not

sag very diverse methods in

are found in Jorgensen (1984) and Little
two oil

of group

extent
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and data

1977) used group

of. land-use

areas,

but

mployed

the map biography

as the

primary

data

Others have used group meetings as a c amnmity
individual

map biographies

have been gathered

percent sample of the population
included

by informants

1975; and Martin

this

fran

regional

effort

intended

informant

interview.

the map biography
cases the individual
representing
productive

labor,
difficult

is,

in fact,

as

the xnaximal

to residents

map biography

the

of

is actually

unit

1985).

scope of

incorporated

in sane

example, Freeman 1976;

Although this
gathered,

Additionally,

method undoubtprimarily

determining

between individual

because the methodological

and there is no systematic

that

a "household biography"

(for

information

makes caqarability

not possible

tool,

a

by the household head, spouse, and other

and Thwn

if not impossible.

involves

have. stated

data gathering

of age and sex as the principle
it

data control

many studies

their

members of the damstic

broadens

function

and ml1

limitations,

to depict

the greatest
Although

data provided

Pedersen, Coffing,
edly

and

Bay Region.

The methodology providing
single

Morris,

fran both individual

extent of land-use since snowmchines were introduced
the Bristol

areas not
and Thanpson

In other cases (such as Wright,

depending upon the cammi ty and tire

was an entire

less than a 100

(for example, Pedersen, Coffing,

1983).

tool.

review process after

and aggregated to identify

Schroeder 19851, data were gathered
group contexts,

collection

as a

division

map biographies

household cmparability
intent

of

is

is to map individuals

means by which other household members are

into thempbicgraphy

process.
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For the vast majority
gathering

research in general,

of data gathering

as for mst

of mapping studies,
informant

hunting-

is the primaq

recall

mans

(Usher 1984).

Informant recall is the basis of all anthropological
research in
around the wcrld possessing an oral, as
the my
societies
opposed to a written,
history.
. . . People in a non-literate
For
culture are trained fran childhood to remnber accurately.
boys, and then men, in a hunting society the greatest emphasis in
training is placedon accurate recall ofenvironmntal
information
(Freman 1976:52)
Social

scientists

'tire

informants

reliable"

authorities

are aware of the fact
and that

in regards to sm

edge (Freemn 1976:52).
for more distant

that

aspects of a group's

Additionally,

since

facts

misrepresenting

scma northern

pcpulations

data in scientific

mans for assessing the reliability

highly
ous

ere

unlikely

context,

transgression

reliability.

recall.

or
amng

canparisons

leveled

In the study

land use and cccu-

detailed

and systematic

in

Study team embers cross-checked

for

amng members of a single

that there muld

critiques

the Inuit

1976) was the mst

gmup,

be any conspiracy

land and resource use data.
checked,

that

method, have developed

of informant

reviewed in this

consistency

report

deliberately

aware of

researchers,

against the use of informant

intemal

of Jmowl-

(Freeman 1976:55).

However, subsistence

assessing informant

or

or accuracy of information

is considered to be a serious mral

pancymdel(F=e=n

or

is inevitable

researchers

inadvertently

mthodologies

coqxs

memory attrition

Nonetheless,

time periods.

orally,

are "batter"

sane people are specialists

there is a high value placed on reliability
transmitted

there

Consistency

be&een

oral
181

since

to transmit

it

is

errone-

of data between groups
and

written

records

established,

continuity

straints

identified,

Additionally,
patterns

and

subsistence

with mderate

consistency.
and aerial
site

through

observations

and partnership

mapping

resulted

reliable,

corridor

within

living

with

recall

reliable

approximately

a century

original

intent

data.

of major
after

recall

in all,

a reality

and Thcmpson 1985).

hamester
harvest

tid

record the actual

harvest

a participant

interview

ty is canplete.

In reality,

and resource

within

into

of detail

legend-

observer

recalled
Inthe

or resource

the course of a

be an inmediate

the 240hour period after

based on informant
182

rarely

activities.

however, most researchers

use patterns

same loss of

1976; Brody 1982: and

route taken during

A second best method muld

activity.

with

and integrity

of the level

specific

situations,

harvest activity

land

hmever,

regarding

century.

content has becane fragmn-

Pedersen, Coffing,

possible

selectivity,

of the infomation

science (for example, Reman

best. of all

cultural

occurrence,

achieved in social

by hunter-gatherers

were deemed to be

subsistence maps were evaluated by

as depicting

There is the question,

in the

events remained significantly

tm or three centuries
All

and camp

Based on verification

made for

and the formalization

researchers

camunitydata

young adulthood for at least a half

generations,

+;llclll) Ukma 1976:35).

cammity

the accuracy of harvest

due allowance

Crossing

(after

canpared.

distinct

suggesting

examples of Inuit

mmory frm

ary narrative

in

data

con-

and Thanpson (1985) employed ground

to verify

Freeman (1976) project,

to enviromental

family

Pedersen, Coffihg,

highly

related

degrees of overlap,

and transportation

several

time

pst-

the activi-

have had to map
recall,

and

obviously

detail

probable

that,

species

might

information

of the remllection
due to their
be better

involving

harvest

evaluating

hunting

important

Nonetheless,

the detail

experiencing

the reliability

routes

seems

of major
or

harvest

As recall

is accomted

for and

species caqmse the bulk of
of hunting~athering
greater

data

than would be

(who depend on docmm tation

the sameevents,
of

sites

species.

users is unquestionably
users

It

tb.

the kill

less and less detail

by subsistence

history)

with

secondary or peripheral

the case for non-subsistence
recall

than

areas of mre

the data base.
recalled

significance,

retained

pmceedsbackGl&intirE,
general

atrophies

informant

socaremstbe

recall

to

taken in

regarding

land and

resource use on the basis of western standards.
As previously
recall,

because of the reliance

mntioned,

subsistence mapping is actually

use data in a spatial

and tanporal

pants in subsistence-based

on informant

a record of land and resource

frarmmrk

socioeconanic

-as perceived
systems.

2

partici-

As Brice-Bennett

(1977) concludes:
The lines drawn on the maps a.re themselves only notional;
they
variarepresent a summy of seasonal, annual, and individual
They
tions in land use. Their maning is not fixed or absolute.
are neither a natural frontier of hunting activity
nor the
limittowhich
animals are pursued.
(3)
It is well known that participants
tially

interpret

information
or retrieval?:
oppatunistic
or all

the questions

in subsistence mapping may differenasked of them by the researcher:

being requested about areas of search, pursuit,
is

information

hanrest?;

being

sought

only primary or all

regarding

species?;

seasons?, under what weather conditions?,
183

for

is

harvest,

intended

or

for one season
individual

or

group activities?;
point

of origin

my

other

for the furthest
or only distances

variations

protocols.

It

sophisticated,

through informant

variable
Figure

control

recall

will

amng subsistence

themas presented

of importance

data

and

gathering
becms mre

of data gathered

be achieved.
of data gathering
mapping studies

individually

by species is highly

and was not evaluated

--

that

is,

with

Thetendencyhas

in the research questions

tance to the agency sponsoring

in

no lmping

been tomap species

(more accurately,

the research)

of

of impor-

by taxonanic

categories

frcan western science and by names for species cammnly used in

the biological
considerable

sciences.
effort

Some subsistence

and time into
users -

fran

(ethnozoology

the ethnosciences

population

(for example, Fall,

species detail

and Stanek

cases,

of totally

hunter-gatherers

different

for

mrld

as

concepts

of the study
The level

of

research questions

For sane species,

For example,

seals in open water is as distinct

1984).

again with

arise out of mapping for ah entire

is the harvest

the natural

and ethnobotany)

linked

and also with study time and funds.

ence to seasonality.

have vested

that is, into cmpreherding

Foster,

has been closely

researchers

understanding

perceived by subsistence

other

in

harvest?;

as mapping n-ethodologies

species into species categories.

cations

to successful

frm

There was no example of a study which gathered data for

every species harvested

derived

they have traveled

over and understanding

the organization

27.

related

is expected that,
greater

Lastly,

on the

distances

further

year period without

canplirefer-

sane groups the harvest

of

fran the harvest of seals on ice as
species frm

subdivide what Wstem
184

that

of seals.

scientists

In

term a

single

species into

season, and 0th~
2%e

several

classifications

based on sex, age, size,

factors.
hover,

@,

not in details

of loping

ting species, but in the conceptofmappinglandand
species-by-species

resource useona

As Brady (1982) describes,

basis.

or split-

he didn't

map by

species because:
British
Columbia] my
. . . they [the Indians of northeastern
choose their hunting area with a particular
species inmind, but
Theanswertothe
once there they hunt whatever they can find.
"Where
do
you
hunt
mule
deer?"
is
the same as the
question,
answer to the question, Where have you huntednroase? black bear?
spruce grouse?" In fact, becausen-coseis themsthighlyvalued
and the most widely distributed
of the species hunted, PIE outer
fran the outer boundaxy for
boundary.
. . is indistinguishable
of goats and sheep. .
-with
the
exception
all types of hunting
however,
see
their main use of
The hunters of this region,
& land as a generalized hunt for ungulates: they are reluctant
to point to special areas or particular
locations
for such
hunting because . . . you never knowwhere youmight findone of
(152)
the locally isqortant anirmls.
As Brody
picking
fully

(1982) points

are sarmhat

out,

mre

specific

be mapped accordingly.

however, in mpping

fish

to location

One might

species at a single

to their

primry

It

site

or obtain

is evident

familiar

with their

spatially-referenced
sccioeconanic

and berry

and can rmre success-

expect

similar

harvest

study ppulations
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primarily

the studies

most thoroughly

on

pr-

and sensi-

are best able to gather

data in a manner relevant

and socioculturalsystems.

problems,

other species incidental

in reviewing

trayed in Figure 27 that those researchers
tively

fishing,

by species for people who rely

multiple

prey.

however, trapping,

to the larger

ANALYSIS OFMAPPEDDATA

For these uses,
resource

use data

any studytichdidmrewithmappedlandand
than depict,

in

sense, land-use in space andtimewas
of

geographic-based

subsistence

presence or absence of analysis,
quality

or quantity

analytic

of analytic

column in Figure

evaluated

a descriptive
evaluatedas

data

in

homver,

mapped subsistence
gathering

Figure

"dwumentation,"

studies

w

studies

documntation
to the
of data

of metbdoloprocedure.
1956:

mapping was gene-

employed in the study,

either

(such as in the case of Spencer 1959) or

processes were not described

conqrary

analysis

conducted

were

Ccmnittee for Develop

in Alaska 1968) in which subsistence

only one of several methodologies

no analysis

mre

studies

(Spencer 1959; Sonnenfeld

Tanner 1966; Foate 1961; and the Federal Field
Planning

In the first

As in the case of documentation

is standard scientific

the

about the

to be applied

it was expected that a description

of the earlier

analysis

Denoting

suggests little

which was anticipated

data.

pmcedures,

In mst

analytical

27.

processes in each case.

27, labeled

gy to be used in data analysis

rally

conducting

on the basis of whether or not they included

of the type of analysis

mnt

and ethnographic

(Foote 1961).

approached m&hodological

mre rigorously.
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The majority

of

descriptions

of

TEMPORALDIMENSIONS

Studies were evaluated
they minimally
The tm mst
studies
ity

as having conducted temporal

canpared use areas for two different
cammn means of providing

review

involved

canparisons

tie1

which

canparing

four

applied

both

seasons (spring,

in the

on the basis of seasonal-

of harvest and on the basis of years of hantest.

an early

if

temporal periods.

for teqoral

data distinctions

analysis

of

smear,

Foote (1961) is

these

analytical

criteria,

fall,

and winter)

for

the

years 1850 to 1860 and 1950 to 1960, in order to dmonstrate

continu-

ity.

in

this

distinctions

is

of use thrcugh

context

tima.

The only

data so that

it

which has carrputerized

can recall

personal cams& cation
Other studies

reviewed

by season and year as needed (T. Abrams,

have focused on use pattern
established-by

Freeman (1976), an excellent
distinguished

of traders),

the trade period,

became the mst

of the Northwest Territories.

these periods

varied

distinctions

researchers

period

for the rmst part

(prior

and the period

cmmon dwzlling
The actual

between

to be significant.

example in this regard,

between the "traditional"

nent settlements

land and resource use

1985).

years based on criteria

Inuit

study

to employ both seasonal and annual tanporal

the Dene mapping project,

arrival

other

to the local
in which pema-

location

for mst

years associated

depending on the historical

with

dynamics of local

areas.

The research team expected to see changes in land-use patterns

related

to'increasing

tion.

The northeastern

reliance

on trade and trends towards centraliza-

British

Columbia
187

land

use and occupancy

project's

(Brody 1982: I'hich 0 f British

and Weinstein
strictly
fran

1979) participation

qualified,
a single

amu&

that

reserve
tgnporal

users in their
mthodolcgy,
subsample

as it

in

(East Mberly
distinctions

Lake).

'Ihe mst

identified

Although

hot incorporated

1980;

should

be

shifts

teqoral

(19851, which poruayed

effort

Seytmber

addressed biological

asscci-

in the area.

reviewed was Fall,

Foster,

of moose hunting

1983 and January,

and related

to resource

patterm

the distribution

and Novenber,

(1982)

into the research

in subsistence

anaP,sis

and Star&

Brcdy

done for the Fast Mkerlv

and hanesteader tievelopents

detailed

analysis

not meaningful

here

the pm- and post-1961 analysis

ated with mineral

analysis

tempxal

Chiefs

was only done for a sub-sample of hunters

sample and therefore

clearly

for

Columbia Indian

1984.

This

human use research questions

associated \:i+-h the fish and game rqulatq!

Frxesses

of the State of

Alaska.
In consi?erirg

the temporal

significant

points

resource

use patterrc.

emerge regarding
First,

land and resource use patterns
intends

dimensions

to contribute

pi: data aralysis,

seasonal and armal

there

is

limitec!

Jmbsistence systen through mapping.
and resource use is the only goal,

If

of

seamnality

reference

to seasonality

the resaa.rcher'F

questicrrs

to be scmewhat crude.

difficulty
--

if

of land

in
that

mapping
is,
It

species

they perceive
should also be

may not perceit33 ceasoml. cycles
188

one

my be of less wr-

without

report

rsmmbered that hmter-gatherers

to mapping

mapping extensivity

infcmzxts

harvests

utility

in

the dynamics of the

although

tan=,

variation

in the absence of seasonality

to an mderstanding

tm

in

the sanx2 way as agro-industrial
proach.

In regards

concept provides
of

ecological,

econanic,

analyzed

to annual variation,

land and resources

temporal

relate

to hypothesis

1361) ,

knowledge of significant

The tqral

arctic

to the Me

reoccurs
(X76),

%e to ecological

TMlrine hunters

of changing

chosen should

of
and

history

patterns

of the
(such as

as possible

(such

in the research desiq

phase.

to eqloy

a masure

(1956) (see Figure
used per hunter

271,

who

for Alaska's

measure in assessing whether or not a

was of adequate size.

intensity

calculations

term

case) in order to identi-

of the reviewed rrapping studies

FJof&an (1976) in Frm

using

mapping project

slope as a caqarative

Cl?SS) .

of as much detail

the nuznber of square miles

measure of

longer

in

are not made and
units

subsistence

in analy,ie's was Sornenfeld

proposed reserx

frm

events in the local

pericds rot anticipated

The earliest

varipticns

test.;_IlcJ (such as Shinkwin and Case 1984 or Fcote

Freeman 1976), and the inclusicn

calculated

whereas the mp biography

distinctions

study area which may have influenced

as is applicable

seascn ap-

change, the enamics

in the mapping process.

of intensity

the four

uses resulting

and cultural

are reeked if

fy meaningful

--

the time depth needed to incorporate

the ex&nt

use patterns

populations

in the work of Miller-Wille
and Pedersen, Coffing,

diversity

square mileage
fishers,

The use of square ~??iles as a

this

(19781,

and Thoqson

and problems in determining
in

the resource

measure can be
139

pursuits
applied

and
of
rmst

effectively

to malyibc

(individuals

7:f%rent
c.,-,

use patterns

within

the sam st+~

or families)

was the case in P&ersen,
ssew
tion

a masure

Fw?,

Coffing,

etc.)

of informant

exploit

(1985).

recall,

a similarly-sized

data, such a measure could also Ix appliti

use patterns

betwan

Coffing,

and Thmpson

tie

tool
hamest

of cultural

the ruder

of each resource

warn the reader against extrapolatbg
an evaluation

of the relative

and

measures of
asacc:i~tA
Pedersen,

change.

further

of smare

categoq?,

With

to cmparing

square mile

(1995) t;er.t one step

by canparirig

nmber

bo&. Mller-F'ille

Fir,all;[,

(in Freeman 1976) us&

factors

can

cultural,

to analvce temporal changes in land use patterns

ar.alytical
with

with other ecological,

study populatims.

and other

unit

gecgraphic unit.

socicecror,mic

with centralization

the

(e.g. age, techmlogy,

and in conjunction

intensity

Within

based on the as-

qualification

(197R) and Hof%an

such as

used per prcdtxticn

that hunters shazing key variables

of dependmts,

ppulation,

and Thmpson

of square miles

to assess reliability

betwee! resource users

in using
miles

aitbqh

this

aseccjzted

they astutely

the outcme of this measure into

@ztance

or‘ different

resources to the

study population.
Weinstein's

(1976) rrapping of intensity

I?ar;es Pay hydmelectric
pcunds harvested

mplov&

kilaneters).
tame

this

projec t is the only wmple
per arcal

In his analysis,

of resources !-Jested

studl( lies,

unit

(in this

\A*& the

reviewed which
case,

100 sguare

p?einstein assigned a leve!. of iqor-

31 each ?OClscuare kilawter

quantity

in association

grid

in 62ect

in that unit.

proportion

The mfnr

prohlm

to the
with

no+. in the use of pounds as a ~;csu.re of intensity,
190

ht'in

the fact that the pounds harvested are calculated

year

period

cyclical

ahd therefore

fail

to

account

nature of resource availability

of the study year's
productivity,

data.

Although

it is disccmforting

satory or mitigating

for

for a single

variations

and the potential
this

in

the

uniqueness

study reveals

patterns

of

to speculate on the mlue of carrpen-

measures wfiicb potentially

could have been based

an these data.
Fall,

Foster,

and Stanek (1985) employed a measure of intensity

ccmmnly associated with resource management -- namely, catch per unit
effort

CPUE).

tivity

This measure was used to assess the relative

of sub-areas in association

access, species distribution).
to

short-tern

undoubtedly
studies

resource
useful,

rquiring

Whereas application

and the method a potential

in

this

criterion

questions

was

model for subsequent

econcxnic or

energetics

case

the

limits

(e.g. weather,

of this

management and allocation

similar

shoti#tim--depth

with other variables

produc-

questions,

applicability

of

the
its

finahgs.
Carpenter,

Varley,

and Flaherty

unique emmple ofmasuring
obsemation

that when informants

of and record
familiar.

greater

detail

bears a direct

concerned with

employed cognitive

through a technique based on the

for

areas with
in behavioral

relationship

subsistence

analytical

a relatively

draw maps, they exaggerate the size

It is cammn ass-ion

of familiarity
studies

intensity

(1959) provide

which they

geography that degree

to level

of use.

mapping reviewed in this

mdels.
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are mst

No other
context

Eraund and Burnham (1984) assessed the

Finally,

area1 use on the basis of wral.
that areas used within

criteria

were mre

mainder

of areas used jr, their

-- rmely,

exploited

"intensively"

Xfetimss.

passes areas used nmst recently,

they essmied

by users than mre

the "intersive"

designation

utilized

the past five years) than to areas ~r!xrit

ir. tke lcrq-term

arqued that

tmrarily

humans must. rea?nd

!;ncwledqeably

resource availability,

duration

more meaningful

iridicator

As previousk;
interest

ti

analytical

stated,

suited

to adequately

land-use

simplicity

areas

materials,

relztec!

to

for

(i.e.

limited

assessir.9
populations

irkemity

patterzinq

of wild

rrapping.

t;hiie

ir. studies

rr*es

urcn

wrtance

values.
phrr!i!~

in the valuative

focd,

of
raw

Therefore,
cfecisicns,

if

process as it

dimansicns of land and resource me,
192

ques-

them less well

+_hm fcr

to quantify

some

reviewed in

narrowly-fccused

relative

lard-use

resource

to develon cmd apply

criteria)

dependent

are tc be involved

to the spatial

s~~s:t.m in which

to iznd ar.d wild

the overall

reqardinq mre inclusive

scientists

could be

have 2n escalating

to su!xistence

ard other more difficult

for questions

applies

policy-mkers

were adequate to respmd to mre

their

social

since

used to analyze

tions,

it

of intensity.

measures of intensity

context

but, for

than recency cf ccc my be a

is being placed CR researchers

cf the criteria
this

to longer-term

c;uestions of intensity

use, pressure

environrrental

rather

miqht

(but used ~\<thin

In fact,

abandoned.

in a dynamic and cyclical

the

While this method encm-

assign a hiqher value to areas infrequently

one reason or another,

of

Five t-ears
*
for the harvest of wild

the previous

resources

intensitll

sralysis

should ircltie
value

of

a

a ccmplex'of

relevant

seqmnt

land

suhsisteme-based

of

criteria

and

ar.d address not only the

associated

resouxccs

to

the

system but also an assessment of the loss of these

land and resources to *he system in a terrpcral

perspective

which is as

out that

zot cnly is

broad as feasible.

TECHNIQU'EIS
OF ANALYSIS

In previous
subsistence

chapters,

it

has been pinted

mappinq a relatively

but also that anthropolcqists
generally

have neqliqible

sub-discipline

of

1-m-7ad

co~ductinq

traihirc

cartoqraph~~.

Fkrther,

of studies

reviebti

analytical

techniques

and ncmencktuze

scientific

process

thorouqhzess,
ahalvsi.5 .

the

prccedures

In this

data analysis
limitations

of

resulting

the

description

Fundamental to

techniques

u:Tjed jr.

clarity

docmxted

of these criteria

relative

and

the absence cf cmn

!.s spr;arent.

the techniques

frm

the

with

in liqht

tool,

of geography and its

kcumehtation,

and

section,

are evaluated

in

in '-Otis context,

is

research

land and resource use rraFpinq

in *he reth&s

evaluation

the

undommnted

ix-maturity

~?d

scientific

and used for
and the overall
of

subsistence

mapping as a research tool.
One cmmnly

employed analytical

is area1 canparison.

Several studies

techzime

ih subsistence mappinq

have canpared the distribution

of iand and resource use areas for diffe?-ent. temporal pricds
tween qroups, thereby arriy4xq
dismntinuity

of the spatial

at conclusions

reqardirq

or be- -

continuitl/

or

ccrrrponents of .suhsistence throuqh time or
193

between papilations

(for

Bennett 1977; Shinbin

actually

and Case 1984; Wolfe 1981; and Nelson, Mautner

described

reader is led to believe
tively

overlaying

that

that researchers

uous as opposed to continuous

ities

features

in

ing terms like

inq

rmaininq

do so by actually

or fiqura-

at scme mre

-what

criteria

area,"

less

hunting

axea,"

It

is expected that

have analyzed,
use areas

utilized)

the dichotomy

those studies

time

or

with

beheen

Colmbia

East Fbberly

used

(for

example,

In same cases, these

and not rapped.
mt

canputerized

Again, the
undccumanted.

data bases may

the deq-ree of conformity

qroups with

measures (Freeman 1976; the Dane mapping project:
British

at

to terms descrih-

zones

qenerally

or been able to analyze,

throuqh

hinted

intensively

in opposition

were made only in narratives
delineating

studies

of land and resource use, employ-

"core

(and seemingly

for

edqe in such an

of use areas rather

Several

Y'orqensen 1984; Brcdy 1982; and many others).
distinctions

or qroup an

less subjective

or

is the cutting

patterning.

and "area of usual extraction"

area,"

although the

have to vary to be judged discontin-

differentiation

"core

this

were derived,

between the perimeters
internal

of internal

in

analyses of this type note only the similar-

or dissimilarities

than variations

presented

between the &RD. One wonders how or to

deqree such an overlay muld

In addition,

studies

data fmn one time period

and then arriving

view about the deqree of fit

evaluation?

the

how conclusions

the spatial

fran another

tit

Foote 1961; Freeman 1976; Brice-

Howaver, none of

and Bane 1982).
context

example,

Lake canpcnent;
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mre

of

quantitative

the northeastern
Pedersen 1979; and

Pedersen, Coffinq,
of statistical

and Thcmpson 19851, but there were no presentations

criteria

in the examples reviewed.

The sole statistical

measure applied

of square miles or kilaneters
(i.e.

hunter or familyjor

wed or available

per species

analytical

techniques

was nu&er

per productive

(Sonnenfeld

1978: Burns 1977; and Pedersen, Coffing,
wlesI

to area analysis

1956; Muller-Wille

and Thmpson 1985).

were mre

unit

defined,

In these

but canparisons

between cases are problematic,

because areas were not calculated

the basis of uniform demgraphic

units.

Other less carmonly employed analytical
deserved mre
indicators
indices

rigorous

documentation,

of reliability,
of conflicting

by species.

techniques,

include

continuity

on

safe of wfiich

catch-per-unit

effort,

of use areas between cohorts,

land use, and harvest quantities

per unit

Examples of each of these techniques are brief)]

area

consid-

ered .

Fall,

Foster,

and Stanek

for mose for a brief
calculate

relative

preferable

it

hunting

s-unit

in 1981 by sub-unit

productivity.

employed in fish

is calculated,
area" in tabular

intensity
Brady

format,

in an attempt

with

depicted
providing

as to

"man-da~s per mcose per
a single

year measure of

for mose for Tyonek hunters.
(19821, Hoffman

(19761, Pedersen, Coffinq,

(1985) and others described employing methods of infomant
analysis

to

the concept of "man-

and game management studies)

the authors

effort

Althouqh it would have been

to advise the reader unfamiliar

day" (frequently
bw

period

(1984) employed catch-per-unit

based on consistency

of

use areas between
195

and Thompson
reliability
individuals,

befor

individuals
the

and qroups, and between different

same group.

techniques

were not reported

context.

Pedersen,

Of similar
mentioned
logical

accanplish

ambiquity,

in Brcdy

son of subsistence
northeastern
shed light

and kill

form of analysis

1961; Weinstein

would involve

the researchers

examples of studies

in the
did not

which focused analytical

or other impact (for example, Somenfeld

the

These can be seen as analyses focused on

1983).

in analyzing

resource

the variables

canpetition

uses.

Despite

associated
frm

cmes

park, a hamsstead parcel,

been limited

1956; Foote

1976; Pedersen 1979; Burns 1977; Nelson, Mautner, and

land and related

(whether

use areas and zones

primarily

over the mapped extent
variables

the

of the propsed

the fact thatcriticalhabitatand

competing

establishment

or a hydroelectric

to superimposing

neglected

the complexities

with

of the art in usinq rrmpinq as a tool of analysis

critical

is

a canpari-

Columbia land use and occupancy project

Bane 1982; and Martin

national

Whereas it

is

on this methodolcqy.

of developwntal

uses

and

and camp site

tool.

concerns on area1 canparisons between subsistence

involved

in this

of use areas bamaen cohorts

areas between aqe cohorts,

There are several

cmpeting

analytical

these same ends.

(1982) as an analytical

British

these

to analyze

corridors

continuity

to assume that this

of

periods

and Thompson (1985) used aerial

of transprtation

to, in part,

specifics

so are difficult

Coffinq,

qround verification
locations

However, the

tenporal

of

a

dam), the state
in this

regard has

land and resource

use data

project.

the many

in such simplistic

One of
analysis

harvest areas cmnly
196

land

derives

fran

are not one

and the same -Thwon

a point

clearly

noted by Pedersen,

Coffinq,

and

(1985).

In this

regard, Weinstein

(1976) is notemrthy

in adding another

dimznsion to his campetinq land use assessment -- namely, by mapping
Pounds harvested

by species categories

per unit

area.

Despite

the

temporal weakness of the Fort George data base, mapping was used in
this

context to correlate

analytical

more than a single

variable

process.

In general,

then, the primary critiques

used in reviewed studies are two-fold.

of ahalvtical

First,

data but fail
at

to dcement
conclusions

tists

to avoid analysis

valuative

decisions,

if

of spatialpI

connected

the methodology for doing so -

hence for

on the

although there are multiple

techniques

in larqe part research-

ers suggest that they have undertaken analysis

arriving

in the spatial

basis

of

such analysis.

Second,

reasons discussed above for social

which maybe used for ccxnpematory or other
they opt

to undertake

analysis

of nipped

subsistence data, they should apply the same level of scientific
to this

analysis

scien-

as canmhly

applied

to other

rigor

types of systematic

research.

DATA PREsENlXL'ION

Ln scientific
methcdolcgically
but also that

research,

it

is not only essential

sound both in terms of data gathering
the information

derived

that a study be
and analysis,

fran the research

presented in such a manner that conclusions
197

relate

mingfully

process be
to the

data base and that

indepmdent

conducted by a reviemr.
huntinq,

fishing,

in the context

In subsistence

and getherixg
of maps.

poses, to evaluate

verification

It

of conclusions
research,

geographic-based

data are most rreahinqfully
is therefore

subsistence

esseht3!1.,

not

it

included

cmponents
depiction
(quality

maps on the basis of criteria

a presentation

of both descriptive

of the data in maps allo,&
of presentation,
all

temd

studies

for

"depiction"
presented

as can be seen in Fiqure 27.

-scme detail

in

the

Bowaver, the quantity

narrtti~~e

aecuraphic-based
d

continum

detail

of

ani

frm

individual

with

or ccmnunities

concerns 5-r infozknt

27).

descriptive

data' in mapped

1~ ore case (Patterson

19741,

but maps were descrSoed in
to

in these ups

irt~ormr.t:

thrcuqhout .

varied

greatly.

c?r household

a group pattern

(Nelson,

individual
anonymity,

mps,
(Brcdy

and Thmpson 1985) tc regional

no distinctions

Figures 12 and 22 respectively).
been wary of providing

interpretation

ir? F!mrc

which depict

1982; appendix in Pedersen, Coffinq;
-sites

relevant

the

subsistence data were provided alon? a

ore cn top of the other,

households,

and analytical

rmde reference

of data included

Substantively,

sub-regional

.Tn Fiqure 27

is evaluated on the basis of whether or

there were no maps accchnpan;rir,q the text,

overlaid

tiich

of the data base in mapped format and to what dgee

Essential22
format,

presented

for these pur-

assess both the substance and form of data presentation.
each of the reviewed studies

can be

Mautner,

betxen

cr househcld

hdividuals,

and Acme !982!

Mst researchers
lemi

or

contmprarily

(see
have

data hecause of

and ccmnunity or reseme use pattern

aqqreqates have been the ncm (for exarrple, Freeman 1976 in Fimre
198

10;

and Weinstein

137G in Figure 6).

9) and Pedersen, Coffinq,
based patterns

ulcl Thompson (1985) varied

by portraying,

on an individual

Howaver, Freeman (1976) (see Fiqure

respectively,

trap lines

measure of descriptive

or species categories

detail

in subsistence

of species or species categories

for

to research questions,

as 7pcies

policy

focus of

the views of

the study,
the

study

species detaii

sites

undoubtedly

(1956! por'irays all

rapping
huntinq,

(Brcdy 1982).
trapping,

the

I or the MC
the

influence

perspectives

is closely

may reflect

Additionally,

gathered as do theoretical

of species-by-species

biologists

another

The selection

portrayal

"importance"

population.

budget and temporal restrictio,?s

provides

mapping.

distinct

linked

cf

and kill

or household basis.

The lumping or splitting

perceptions

from comity-

research

the degree of
about the value

For example, Sonnenfeld

and fishina _. on a sinale
A map for

the Rarrow area (see Figme 28), whereas Freeman (1976) distixguishes
bewen

13 separate species or species categories

in the Inuit

land

use andoccuparcymaps.
Another measure of Clescr-iptiwz 3etzil
of subsistence data is seasonality.
the Inuit
present

in the qeoqraphic portrayal

As indicated

Land Use and Occupants Project

Mel

land and resource use data by seasons.

the Dene mappinq prcject
reflect

seasonal variation,

Foster,

and Stanek lPE4).

in Figures 9 and 10,
(Freemn 1976) did Rot
By way of contrast,

has the potent;a_ 1 for presenting

all

data to

as did Burch (1981) (see Figures 24, 25,
and 26) Foote (1961), and others for focus speclec (for example, Fall,
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CAPE LISBURNE

Fig.

28.

Barrcw trapping-hunting-fishing
area according
my 17, 1947 (taken from Sonnenfeld 1956).

PT. BARROW

to the village

council,

SCALE APPROX, 1:5,000,000

.

.
.

\

-

Finally,
perceptions

researchers

and their

may provide

infomation

general

"where do you hunt muse?,"
by

perceptions

trave!.

area (endosed

one of the above, or saw

corridor

space),

other

an informant

(lines),

canbination

a

dimension

hct

are less

valid

and retrieval

-

site

ccmmn to western

than the others

nature and prccesses of hunting behavior -

kill

of more than

of qecqraphic data (Brody 1982; Tuan 1974).

these perceptions

.

have differential

about hew 1z.d md resource use data should be Fresented.

In response to the question,

tpoints),

infcrmnts

PYhile none of

corsidcring

search, pursuit,

the

di.soatch
I
1.

and the fact that resource use occurs in CCmallv

three-djxehsional

world

provide different,degrees

prtrayed

on tm-dimensicnal

of specificity

mps,

a

they do

of subsistence behavior.

In Figure 27 each study was evaluated on the basis of whether or
not maps were used analytically

-- that is,

if a relationship

use area and scma other geographic lmriable
ares at mother
trate

point

analytical
ix Figure

spatiai

components of

the

example,

hunting,

instead,

MUller-Wille

presented
presentation

was positively

to illus-

evaluated.

As

which conducted analyses of the

fishinc,

md. gathering

failed

to

of the data upon which the analyses were
presented the analysis

?i: rzrative

The vast majority

?.978) .

analytically-related

conclusions

not

of studies
supported

form (for
reviewed
by

the

of maps.

For purposes of
illustrate

study

27, scm studies

present mapped iXustrations
conducted but,

the sam use

in time) was presented in the report

lirks,

revealed

(including

between

analysis,

the sixilarities

maps were most freguently

and differences
201

used to

of land md resource use

patterns
tim?.

within

the same area for two or more different

These temporal

periods

ranged frm

decades,

periods

of

such as in the

cases of Foote (1961) and Burch (19811, to months, such as illustrated
for a single

species in the case of Fall,

While the usual method for presenting
periods involved
each time

the inclusion

segmnt

and Stanek (1984).

data fran different

of maps depicting

researched,

developed to illustrate

Foster,

subsistence

in a few cases -site

the variables

tenporal
areas for
maps were

of analysis

(for example, Braund

conflicting

land uses were the

and Bunham 1984).
Spatial
next mst

ccmmn means of presenting

With the exception

data.
all

comparisons of ptential

studies

review&

of Pedersen, Coffing,

in this

context

over base maps which included
conflicting

use.

analytical

case of the James Bay hydroelectric

and Bane (1982).
territoriality

affiliation,

areas of potentially

project

in Weinstein

(1976); the

land disposal

in the

(1983): and the areas withdrawn by the federalqovern-

ment as part of Gates of the Arctic

include

use areas

the areas to be impacted in the

areas to be included in the Sam Creek subdivision
case of Martin

and Thmpson (19851,

imposed subsistence

the desiqnated

Examples include

mapped subsistence

Conflicting

National

Park in Nelson, Mautner,

land use mappinq criteria

associated

with

camnmity

or

would also
ethnic

qroup

examples of which were provided by Wolfe (19811, Nelson,

Mautner, and Bane (19821, Shinkwin and Case (19841, and Burch (1981).
Other analytical
productivity
site

locations

variables

mpped in the studies reviewed include

as measured by pounds harvested
(Pedersen, Coffing,

(Weinstein 1976) and kill

and Thcsnpson 1985) and canpensation
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(Bums 1977 and Sonnenfeld 1956) based on the settlement
claims.

In one case

analytically

(Jorgensen

but the author

the differentiation
In Figure
clarity,

27 the criteria

tion."
evaluation
criteria

in that the guality

Mel.

in

negligible

the Federal Field

(1968) subsistence

ecological

documntation

to

or no control.

over which the

On the other hand,
may cost the re-

increase the overall,

this

analysis

is

the

relevancy

study of which they are a m.
connection

in

regards

maps derived

to be of

of
For

to subsistence

and social data presented inspencer

Comnittee for Developmmt Planning

ware too general and peripheral
claim

of the

of cmpliance

(1959) and his mapping of Nunamiut and Tareogmiut territory.
ly,

data

of the study.

importance

meaningful

of

seqmnt

of funding

or nothing yet may substantially

is

from

It should be noted that the quality

may be a product

maps to the overall

there

for

than merelv the presence or absence of

has little

applicability

autonany

27, this

of sme aspects of key information

Of central

beteenthe

part

mps

standards

subjective

searcher little

example,

scientific

is smwhat

frequently

subsistence

study,

in Figure

of maps in larqe

responsible

to

categories

the inclusion

on which

subsistence

other

to a scientific

researcher

the criteria

to each study in the column termad "depic-

were assessed rather

conformity

relevancy

adherence to

were applied

Unlike

to provide

for evaluating

detail,

and overall

presentation

failed

areas were differentiated

hinged.

c-ability,

narrative,

1984),

of indigenous

Similein Alaska's

fran Foote (1961) and Oswalt
to the overall
substantive
203

(1967)

regionally-focused
use to the question

land
of

Native

claim's

study,

particulaxl;~

presented
specific

settlment.

detailed

Ry way of contrast,

devel.oped fcr

the purpose. cf Inuit

and extensive

temporal,

data in a clear m? cmprehensible

There are mmv features
evaluatinq

each study,

contours;

inclusicn

the Freeman (1976)

spatial,

cf c-s,

scale:

that

were considered

dizectior.;

cmmunities,

maP* Each of these deserve brief

and resource-

format.

of map detail

including

land claims,

.~?rbols;

in

leqsd;

and roads: and date of base

ccannent in regards to subsistence

map depiction.
It

is essential

mp proper.

that any map include

Jr the najority

was most cmn,

of subsistence

althouch

(fcr

exmple,

zones, such as indent&

coastlines,

of

areas.

On the other hand, it provides a useful

topoqraphic

encmpasses the entiret;.

can easily

be presented

1:1,000,00@ .:-s tco larqe

diversity,

standard

report

for any detailed

resource use data except for very sqrlistic
tations.

Weinstein

(I.9761 noted that

Direction
orient

the

indicators
spatial

on subsistence
dist-ibutior

ha-mest

scale for presentation
hanzest area arid.
format.

Scale

of
204

of

of land and

and generalized

represen-

the 100 square kilmeter

represent

In

coves, small.

presentaticn

which he imposed over mpped data for analysis
too large or gross to ~~aninqfully

1977).

and site-specific

of a ccmimity-based

in

&rns

(for

to port.ray the detaj.ls

tidies

as it

water,

1:250,000

from 1:5,000,000

the 1:25O,C!C!Oscaie is inadqate

of complex ecological

of scale on the

mps reviewed,

the raxqe varied

wmple , Eonnenfeld 1956) to 1:63,360
some regards,

a r;otation

grid

was, in his opinion,

actual harvest locations.
maps permit
data

the reader

towards

a

to

broader

representation

of the earth's

although

direction,
disorienting,

mre

cmmn

in

earlier

studies,

as cm be seen in reviewing maps frczn Weinstein

1979 (an

in Figure 11).

for mapped data to be accompanied by a legend

the r.ot3tiohs
in this

used upon the map. tie

context

included

Burch 1981) or only a stigle

no legmd

of the major studies
(such as Brody 1982 or

leoend at the beginning

of the presenta-

tion of maps (Freeman 1976) making reference difficult
Legends should include
priate

of

scmewhat

It is convention&

review

The absence of indicators
is

example of tAich is depicted

explaining

surface.

s;~hls

and their

for the reader.

definitions

to enable appro-

map interpretation.
P:mImls should be used to c?e!!ote areas (Fall,

1984), travel
carp,

corridors,

or kill

'sites,

Foster,

and Stanek

sites

(ccmnuni~~,

(the Cer.e mpping project),
for exam&)

1985), species,

gear types

of the use of

s>&ols

(Tdersen,

Coffing,

$0 1%_ 1981 provides

to depict

1983), temporal

fishing

and Thompson

an excellent

gear types),

tcpQraphic

features

(Martin

cultural

or ethnic

others.

Symbols shculd be large and simple enough to easily

distinctions

hend (size was a problm
mjor

problem in Little

identification

and Ear.e 1982), and

FR Wolfe 1981 and simplicity

ccmpre-

and clarity

a

and Robbins 1984), yet precise enough to allow
area or species of interest

and Robbins 1984).

difficult

to read on blue ltie

Weinstein

1979 and 8ufi.s
regards

(Braunc? and Purnham 1984),

(Nelson, Yautner,

of the geogrqhic

achieved by Little

ccmmant in

periods

em&e

to

In general,

or p0rl.y

1377).

subsistence

Contour

symbols are rmst

reproduced maps (such as
lines

deserve a special

mapping .qrtilmy.
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(poorly

Since

the

harvest of particular

cmies

the use of elevation

co&ours

resource use pattemkq
to

the

absence of

may require
may portray

(a critique
elevation

values and therefore
comecting

contour

mre meaningfully

contours

in

the

quantities.

can be differentially

to sme degree harvest

(Haggett,
isaritks

1977 applied

Labrador

in that harvest quantities

lines

land and

project).

was applied by Weinstein

of ecjuiva1er.t harvest

contours is problematic,

differentiation,

which Brice-Bennett

Another use of contours or isarithms
who connected pints

topographic

This use of

are discontinuous

interpreted

Cliff,

(1976),

in term

and Frey 1977) -

of

that is,

are a product of researcher

subjec-

tivity.
Finally,

there

are sumlemental

methcd which me

applied

mtat?me

sample size,

reoarding

qualifications.

to

the

studies

tqorality,

it

alone without

in

to scierkific

question,

revved

frm

is inprtaxt

be included on the map proper -

able to star?! emhat

linked

includip?

cata sources,

Since maps ai-e rcutinely

context md aClapted to other studies,
qualifiers

criteria

and data

their

repxt

that scientific

that is, the lra~ should be

being xxisrepreserxative

of the

data on which it is based.
The inclusion

of sample size on subsistence maps provides a. :mge

of the representativeness

of the study data, especially

size is expressed both nurrerically
example, if map biographies
"n" shmld

and as a ratio

if

the saqle

or percentage.

For

are gathered frcm male heads of household,

kt? expressed as the t-oral number of male heads inter;ie~zd

and the percentage of total

male household heads in the study FP@~-

COT?. Ps cm be seen by the example, not only the size and ratio
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of

the sample needs to be noted but also the criteria
tion

(e.g. rile

holds,

etc.).

heads of households,
In the studies

reviewed,

which conformed with even a pm-ion
(1981);

Fall,

Foster,

"n" and criteria

studies

incorporate

but no ratio.
of

few cases

that is, Wolfe

Pedersen,

Coffing,

and Schroeder

None of the major

this

house-

and
(1985)

Canadian

stardam!. ?r: presentation

of

data.

irilpped

The record for including
represented
earliest

of the studies

majority

of

exqles,

is much better.

(1976), Weinstein

Divisicn

of

dynamics of subsistence
above.

this

reguire'scms

the past or

applicatim

Alaska?

(19841, and Little

respect.

systems diachronically

In addition,

(1961) was the

Gther

3rd

The omission

mgli.~~rk,

land amI resource use areas in a cross-section
to

period

reprecer?t.ecl by the

reports.

on the map proper is particularly

should not be extrapolated

the tim

(.19iG), Eurch (I.9811 and.the

(19771, Zorpznsen
in

Foote

periods

Sti)sistence

(19841, are deficient

tanporality
portrays

the

-- that is,

to note the tim

such as Burns

Robbins

temporality

by +-he data --

data, as does Preman

detail

standard -

Ferris,

seiec-

male, total

there were very

(1984);

and Wright,

any part

adult

of this

and Stanek

Thompson (1985) in part:
present

total

for smple

future

of

2s the map

cf t&e,

which

because of

as discussed

in sme

of mpped subsistence

concept not on2.v
_ of the absolute vears
represented
.

the

data
in the

data but of the time depth portrayed.
ThF! Division

of Subsister!ce has provided a noteworthy

mre recent research of linking
to the d_itision

or specific

maps to the overall
project

exaxple 2.~

study by reference

of which the rrap is a part.
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Again,

since

designation

maps are often

rmmed

from their

Finally,

of geographic-based

subsistence

each map should include

subsistence

data beyond the

limitaticns.

The intimte

study

links

co3ext,

subsistence

chapter.

purpose, tim

pxicd,

smpie,

the intent

species,

as applied

~~l;~~+
r,,ers

purpose,

and

between mapped

research mestions

mapped subsistence

_iroppropriate

Initial

intended

driving

or purpose cf gather-

data) have been a recurrmt

Txrefore,

which wams
of the mapped

which should exist

the study (which, in tuxn, represent
ing spatial

cualifier

in application

land and resource use data and the specific

tions.

a

data.

a smrary

the data user about the dangers irherent

be total3v

context,

of data scurce provides a link which otherwise my be lost

in application

this

study

+hem throuqhout

gathered

area, axd 0th~

for a specific
~rariables,

nay

to another set of research cues-

focused on study limitations:

. . . the lines drawn on this map nerell~ represent outer lixritr
of our cuxrc-rt cVcurrentation (Jul!r 1978) of the perceived subsistence qecqraphy on the North Slcp (Pedersen 1979:8).
Kapping of resource uses strctch.;_llg further back than one ITear
might reveal substantially
wider land use patterns as might
Wolfe
mapping cf fum.re resource use patterns, longitudinally
1981).
Additionall;r,

they were not always included

mayor Canadian land
sumnary qualifiers
Brim-Penn&t

use and occupancy studies

20

IZipp&

data,

althouqh

have not

several

of timbsistence data in considerable

of ~Wbsistence, in its most recer,t publications,

the most responsible

rwsarchplicy

The

appended

(Fremm

1977; Brody 1982) have discussed the limitations

qeographic portrayal
Divisicn

on the mp proper.

!.976;
of the

detail.

has adopted

in this regard, bymrdati~qthat
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The

all map@ prcducts include a general,

sumnary qualifier,

tm examples

of which follow:
Resource use areas change through tim and axe rot fixed entities.
Lmd outside these areas should not be considered to be
less important to ccmmxity residents
(Pedersen, Coffing,
and
Thanpson 1985:120).
This map was compiled during 1982 with a sample of 39 TVor.ek
households, and updated in 1983-84. It represents areas-used
durinq 1978-1984. This map my be a partial
representation
of
use areas by the ccmmmity.
Use areas chanqe thrcxqh tim and
are not fixed entities
(Fall, Foster, and Stanek 1984:123).
Eoth qualifiers

incorporate

dynamic and imply
mbsistence

that

the corcep% of subsistence
an:7 pctiicular

may not be repremntative

segmnts of the study population.
(I.9851 qualifier
intensity
tions

spatial

being

representation

of other

The P&m-cm,

system

tanporal
Coffing,

periods

about relative

warning the 6-+~
cL~ user about deriving

v~J.ue cf lands and resources within

cr

and Thmtpscn

qoec me step EuRher into the area of valuation

by,specificall;r

of

and

assump-

and withcut

bounded areas on subsistence mps.

As a final
to dctemixe
text

evaluative

was assessed

whether or not +ti maps cupported the conclusions

(see Figure

context,

measure, each study reviemd

27).

to qreater

data with narrative

For the most pazT, studies

or lesser degrees,

inteqrated

ard the northeastern
209

Ln +-his

rapped subsistence

data in support of research conclusior~s.

examples in +x.s respect include Weinstein
Dene Mapping project,

evaluated

in the

Kotable

(19761, Freeman (19761, the
British

Columbia project

(as depicted

in

Brtiy

(1961); Wolfe ilSCI!;
Stanek (1984);
Alaskan

pie,

Pmch (1981); Mrtin

and Pedersen, Coffinq,

of mapping extensivitv

and Thmpson

and

(1985) fran the

studies

of the researcher

sions with maps is sanewhat less cmplex
for the researcher who employs mcpir.q

For the mst

Foster,

with

a primxy

of Lard r;nd resource use (for exarn-

Freman 1976), the abili%y

ships between variables

md Foote

(1983); Fall,

F?mever, in the case of

conteAt.

objective

1982) from the Canadian ccrtevt

to support conclu-

than the correspctiinq

to test

hypothetical

task

relaticn-

'for example, Shinkwin and Case 1984).

part,

cases' which failed

to cmply

with this

crite-

ria did co because of the peripheral

nature of the mps included

the studies.

maps being relative!-;;

3-'&ples

cf subsistence

to the study' cutccxre include
Curmittee

Tanner

ITrelated

(196(j),

Field

for l'3evelopmnt Planning in Alaska (19681, Jorgensen (l?p4),

mc! Little
provide

Spencer (1959),

in

iid

Fobbins (1984).

In one case, the researcher

maps to suppo-,
* his ccxlusions

c1ear-l~ had used geographic-based
researchers

(Mller-Wille),

data derived

frm

his

and that of others to support his findings.

case (Nelson, Mautner, and Bane), the problem relates
nature of how mps were presented in "&.e docmert
data camprehension was severeiy

restricted

such as *he I?S~S of aeoqraDhic
features
.d

failed

to

although

he

mn

field

In the fir21
to the mbiqucus

-- that

is,

lrapped

by the absence of details
and ccmunity

locations

and

by the fraqmented mnner in which they were presented in the appendix.
The two cczpxite
areas)

included

distinctiveness

maps (e.g.
in

the text

of

lice

.xeas

traditional

sheep hunting

were useful
Myukon
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in

depictir.g

Fthabask,m

and trapping
the ethnic

as opposed to

Anaktuvuk

Pass Inupiat)

tee cereral

but

subsistence data (see Fig~r,

and confoms

reveal

in

subsistence

rmre closeti]

research

to scientific

expected that the 3Snkaces between gecqaphic-based
and conclusions

will

Lxa better

zation of research methodolcgies
sons, hypothesis
use of maps.
strengths
frm

testim,
It

is

social

southeastern
slve

will

facilitate

it

subsistence

is
data

the standardi-

inter-study

canpari-

Chapter

reviex44
? crrcern

in this

5 to

integrate

context,

the

techniques

for research questiom,

of the fie!.?. test seqent

and

of this project

in

Alaska (Prince CC b-7'
.~,.6s J.c-land) into a set of cmpfehex-

subsistence

southeastern

m&hod,

Additionally,

the purpcse cf

scicnccc,

the methods ar?d findings

defined.

beccxnes mre

and the development of thecr,~ through the

of the methodologies

related

more specific

33).

As the use of mappinq
standardized

tc

mapping met~cc'clcqical

Juidelines,

Alaska cases and in ccr.Fm~.~rc~ with

of research.
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applicable

a scientific

to
me1

CHAPTERS

!WBSI!TTENCEMApPING: GUIDELINES
FORTHEDEVEI.O~OFA
RESE?BXTCGL

IHI'RODUCI'ION

It is the purpose of this
use of subsistence
tool.

chapter to provide

mapping as a data gathering

These guidelines

rapping methodologies

and analytic

which have been applied

mre generally

in the disciplines

mdels

to the study of hunting-gathering

(for example, optimal

for the
research

have emerged fran the review and evaluation
to subsistence

in northern North America, frcan a consideration

applied

guidelines

foraging

of a mppingmethodologyconducted

research

of the use of mpping

of anthropology

strategy

of

mdels),

and geography, frm
adaptive

strategies

and from a field

in southeastern

Alaska.

test

Ofpartic-

ular importance in this regard is the conceptthatsubsistencempping
be employed as a research tool,
often

irrelevant,

mathods.

as opposed to its use as a peripheral,

or haphazardly

conceived supplement to other study

As a research tool or methcd subsistence

to scientific

standards,

including

mapping is subject

adequate docun-entation,

with a research problem or set of problems, controlled
and analysis,

and a manner of presentation

association

data collection

which supports conclusions.

If subsistence mapping is applied to research in accordance with these
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.

standards,
tially

the resultant

study should be both replicable

and poten-

'comparable.
The thenx? which has perxnzated this

single mapping x&hodology
be applied

to all

specifically,
scientific

which can address all

ecological,

whereas all

study is that

cultural,

or temporal

contexts.

MDre

mapping nWzhcdolcgies should conform to the

the methodology are not only possible

my be mre

is no

research questions or

standards described above, variations

the s&hodology

there

in all

but highly

desirable

-

that is,

In addition,

should be keyed to the problem.

than one mapping rrethod with

dirrrensions of

applicability

there

to the sarka

research question.
In Chapter 1 examples of subsistence-related
with

spatial

ccxqonents which could

of these basic

questions

developrrent of rrethodological
which

should

method.

drive

Potential

limited

the

resource use by &rs

particular

configurations

of
include,

the

s?apping

but are not

(1) what is the extent of land and related

changed through time?;
with

(2) how have these

(3) to what degree do land

group concepts of territorial-

are areas and associated

entially

used by xzmbers of a study PIxlation?;

patterns

of cne population

1a.rd and resource

to the

is these questions

of a study population?;

(4) by what criteria

addressed by

as preliminary

since it

guidelines,

and resource use areas coincide
ity?:

is useful

question or problem categories

to, the following:

land use patterns

be appropriately

A concise review of SCXEof the sxxe

mappingmethodsweredescribed.
relevant

research questions

differ

use pttems

resources differ(5) how do the use

from those of another?:
respcnd
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to

changes in

(6) how do
resource

availability
tion

or accessibility?;

influence

tralization

land-use patterns?;

and related

are the effects
dkensions

(7) how do changes in &es
(8) what are the effects

sedentarism

of corrpeting

on land-use

patterns?;

(9) tit

(10) how have changes in harvest-

technology

(11) what are the land-use

of cen-

land and resource uses on the spatial

of subsistence patterns?;

ing and transportation

of prcduc-

influenced

requiremsnts

land-use patterns?;

of participants

and

in subsis-

tence-based sccioeconcxnic sysm?
It is, of course, not feasible
ological

guidelines

applicable

to all

above.

Therefore,

the organization

reiterated

proceed as follcws.
which

mine

associated

W

several
relevant

in southeastern
tific

of

context

occurred

listed

are applied

study,
above and

to a cannunity

fom1

Tbe identity

for the presentation

of the ccxmxnity

to insure that the hypothetical
by readers as having direct
In addition,
in this

guidelines:

occur in conjunction

hyFcthetica1

a meaningful

guidelines.

represented

separate report

questions

mapping methcdolcgies,

to the study CaYwlity.

methodological

chapter will

and one field-tested

the research

are not interpreted

particularly

of this

Alaska in conformance with the standards of a scien-

of rcrathcdolcgical
revealed in this

of these questions or others not

hypothetical

model, thus providing

findings

in this context to develop method-

the field-test

ccntevt

therefore

cmity

in the extent

question

study is only

is:

of findings

should
in a

In Case A (the first
what changes have

of land and resource use by residents
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and

applicability

identification

(see Ella.nna and Sherrcd 1985).
the research

studies

for purposes of developing

with the complete representation

exaxqle,

is not

of the

study camnrnity through the course of their
case), the effects

field-test
(specifically

on wild

sessed.

In

question

asks what is the relationship

fishing

resource

second hypothetical

ccamunity

the study

ti&er

harvest

use patterns

are as-

case),

patterns

is

the research

changes in ccmoercial

be-

technologyandlandandresourceuse

Although

In Case B (the

or impacts of mrcial

clear-cutting)
Case C (the

lifetimes?

unnamed in

through tire?
#is

context

for

reasons described above, in order to develop meaningful methodological
guidelines,

dty

pertinent

The mity

is located

characteristics

near the south of a sockeye stream on the

western shore of one of larger
terized
large

lakes,

Additionally,

islands.
tains,

Within

the island

50 years
coastal

carmercial

timber

and ravagable rivers.

fishing

harvesting

carrrps to encolrpass the majority

laces the island.

The island

has prwided

Indians.
the primary

and within

the past

has expanded from isolated
of the island.

of a mjor

~CompanYing

road network which now
-11

(approxi-

with an increase of 50 or n-ore transients

and composed predominately

Conteaqorarily

salnr?n-

by Tlingit

The study corm;unity is relatively

mately 500 in winter
swpTytr mnths)

3,000 feet,

and cash production,

expansion bias the developrent

estuaries,

is large enough to support fun-

hurran habitation

camnercial

for both subsistence

Alaska charac-

and numerous ~~11 offshore

in excess of

lakes,

of long-term

the past century,

context

dents.

reefs,

which reach an elevation

has been the site

in southeastern

which includes bays, inlets,

straits,

spawning streams, freshwater

this

islands

by a ccnglex coastline
salt-water

must be established.

year-round,

full-ti.nz
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of long-term

Tlingit

during
resi-

employrfent opportunities

are limited
destic

and most cash is derived frgn seasonal wage ernploymant and

production

is linked

in the form of commercial fishing.

The cunnunity

tc the mainland by the Alaska Marine Highway system, which

has facilitated,

since its

inception

of the island

by "outsiders"

in 1974, an increase

fcr

resource

extractive

in the use

or other

pur-

pOSeS.

This setting,

then, prcvides

of nxathodological
described

the arena in which the development

addressing the three research questions

guidelines,

above for the sarre southeastern

Ceed.

The initial

step

in this

refine

the research questions

study aznunity,

rrethcdolcgical

can pro-

developrrent

and place them in relevant

is

to

theoretical

perspectives.

THERE33RcHQ~oN:wHENIs
MAPPINGANAPPFQPFUATE
TOOL?

At a very rudimpJltary
research

is

gathering

appropriate

behavior

level,
when the

have been predcknately

policy

researchers

associated
have sought

of land and rescurce

in relationship

xra&ng

that

with
tc

involving

resources.

cr the application
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of

huntingIn

inquiry.

the

mapping methodapplied

d-

use as they relate

to decisions

management of ccxnxn property
of subsistence

dimensions

has been apparent

ologies

dkensions

review,

it

of this

frequently,

spatial

are a focus or component of

context

wxt

the use of mapping in subsistence

public

nt

research.
the

spatial

to governmental
lands or the

Examples of non-amlied

uses

of mapping tc hypkhesis

testing

have been relatively

potential

for

into

public

1978; and Shirk&

pointed out, the spatial

policy,

and the few cases reviewd

incorporation,

1981; Miller-Wille

the sole or,

rare,

in

(for

example, Burch

and Case 1984).

As has been

extent of land and resource use has not been
even the primry

soxw cases,

but instead

policy

have had

demands for valuative

source use by participants

interest

of public

measures of land and re-

in subsistence-based

socioeconmic

systems

have escalated.
The case studies
applied

focus

nrethcdolcgies,
mre

of

econmic

questions

funds cmmitted
need for
brought
public

simultaneously

dual application

retical

aiding

The flip

standards
research,

studies

of

majority

and

contribution).

efficient

as in theory

to be

the quality

of

to mre

agencies.

(Case A) diachronically
activities

use of

coin is the

rray contribute

on the part of governmanta

If

and theo-

academic research

dynamics of the area1 boundaries of harvest

the extensivity

strategies

side of this

potentially

This question

mappicg

in the development of a

and makes the mst

research question

the study conmunity.

the dominant

subsistence

systems (a theoretical

rigorous

informed decision-making

has engaged

hunting-gathering

to such studies.

focused

chapter reflect

of research problems to applied

to bear on applied

The first

of

is desirable

the mre

policy

which

cmprehension

subsistence-based
possible,

research

while

holistic

developed in this

explores

the

by members of

is intended to gather data on both

of land and resource use -

of major Canadian mapping efforts
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a cmn

goal with

the

to date (e.g. F'reeman 1976;

-

and the Dene mapping project)
subsistence

dynamics of the

system through time.

In regards to the question
past,

and the spatial

when hunting-gathering

of extent,

societies

in the not too distant

were mre

pristine

or remote,

the extent of land and resource use could be considered a primry
boundaries

Such territorial

territory.
control

and, in conjunction

functioned

These controls

hmeostatically
and the

a mthcd

resources within

of

areas

mechanism of control

the group territory

have been subordinated

centralization

has

together

mechanism

control

traditional

mchanims

for

state,

non-hcmgenous
traditional

(Usher 1982).

maintainkg

or

and enforcmant.

thereby also disrupting

land and resource

users,

traditional

to regional,

regulations,

brought

functioned

for resources,

groupswithinthesamsuseareas,
of

by the local

Conterqxarily,

exploited.

land and resource use policies,

ZCiditionally,

since

practices,

and management techniques

to provide a level of stability

extent

of access

and religious

resources which were unaged essentially

(Usher 1982) -

national

with other social

to preserve essential

population.

provided

use

Therefore,

a hemostatic

balance

between populations of hunter-gatherers
and their natural environmnt
. .
numxmlly
have been restricted
and, in soma cases, rendered cbsolete,
the mapping of area1 boundaries without
to reveal

patterns

of response to externally-imposed

land and resource use.

controls

fails
over

The research question in Case A is designed to

address both the question
lahd-use patterns

temporal differentiation

of extent

diachrcnically.
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and the dynamics of changing

The second research question
effects

(Case B) deals specifically

of agents of change (in this

on the spatial

dimnsions

subsistence-based

a tima depthas

possible,

respse

apart frmthe

primxy

influencing
focus -

land

directly

influence

or disturbance
related

cultural

in clear-cutting

elemnts

subject

namalytimber

the natural

environmnt.

(including

econmic)

systms.

is dramtic

abmdonmnt

muld

alteration

resource

boundaries enccqassed
use

areas

my

not

activity

and

For example, implicit
upon which sma

In the event that

harvest.
to

logging,

its

use levels

in subsistence mpping

or even type of habitat

occurred,

it

mapping.
impacted,
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an
or
with

However, in the

distinctions.

in extensivity
be directly

areas or sites,

of habitat

be docmented

event that an area was not the site
hman

socio-

Impacted habitatmyormaynotbe

an adequate tims depth and temporal

harvest-related

phencirena.

These include destruction

harvesting

impacted area had been used prior
potential

for in order

of the subsistence-based

species,

for

harvest-must

controlled

of habitat,

people

use

to impact by agents of change which

species in the fcod chain depend.
used by local

with as great

and resource

the impacts of logging-related

There are four central
eccmornic system mst

change

record of previous agents of

alsc be addressed and., to the extent possible,
and identify

of

on the part of the study population.

factors

to isolate

harvest)

characteristics

of land-use patterns,

and a historic

current

Additionally,

systemic

tkber

Fundamental to an assessmantof

of a baseline

change and associated

patterns

and related

econmies.

is the dccunmtation

case ccmmrcial

with the

may lie

in which

outside

the

In such a case, while
critical

habitat

and

associated

animal populations

thereby

indirectly

strategies

may be adversely

influencing

the

spatial

may perceive

"outsiders"

crossing

the

logging

traditional

for valued resources without

activity

provide

limited

intrusion

porally

conflicts

Finally,
application
intensity

of

into &

with resource mest
impact-related

research

a criterion

or criteria

the

tion to the overall

subsistence

concepts

to

optirral

*Y

may involve

quantitatively

The ultimate

intent

The indicator

the

masure
of such

of loss for application

to

of loss is

is that of relative

costs for a deer bould include

from

activity

contribu-

econony and the second is the cost of

locate another deer and asscciated
&sic

ideo-

of a nature which tern--

replacenxant in kind to rrembers of the ixpacted
the replacement

in Case A and the

ccmnercial

questions

measures.

-- the first

of local

activities.

an indicator

is to provide

categories

Implicit

hurnan-enviromtal

employment frequently

compensatory or other mitigating
divided

described

of use of areas or resources.

quantification

source of

is the disruption

Econclnically,

local

Lccal

boundaries and competing

severance of delicately-balanced
relationships.

to be the

the consent of the local group.

mechanisms of land and resource control

logical

and
only

here by way of example.

territorial

in the concept of territorial

perceived

and related

of logging may be ~ltidircransional,

a few canponents of which are xxntioned
residents

patterns

affected,

In the realm of cultural

of human resource -est.

ecOnOmic impact, the effects

or otherwise

manper

foragtig
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society

(for exa@e,

additional

and other related
theory

maintain

travel

to

costs).
that

the

replacemsnt

deer would cost mre

than the original

(Winterhalder

and

smith 1981).
The third

question

(Case C) is m3re grounded in standard anthro-

pological

theory related

as mre

academic in

problems associated

to cultural

although

intent,

with

ccnmercial

as mch as possible,

against

technology

which shifts

fishingcanbe

and limited

in this contextisto

other than that which is the

as in Case B, the assessclent of the

importance of this

which involved

away frQn the winter
ccqensated

while providing
centralizaticn

mal to &ties

individuals

patterns

related

to cosrrtercial

research question

In the process of centralization

the ability

1976 for

the developrrent of a baseline

compared.

lI-e.nsiOMl.

technolcgy

requires

in subsistence

The theoretical

itself

regulations

applied

between land and resource harvest and access to and use of

commercial fishing

ly,

fishing

to

case, access to or use of colrmercial

Additionally,

technology.

relations

application

variables

focus of the study -- in this
fishing

its

As in Case B, the intent

entry is indisputable.
control,

change and can be conceptualized

village,

and associated

seasonal settlwnts

has mrcial

fishing

for or replaced traditioral

loss of
or camps

activities

settlertent

has resulted

an example).

in mre

also referred

intensive

to as "core areas"

transportation

to speedy and far-ranging

decided edge in the pursuit

travel

of wild

frcan a central
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(see Weinstein

phenmna,

technology,

resources.

Second-

use of areas proxi-

As a consequence of this

access to

and

Fatterns

for continued resource harvest opportunities?

-

with

minimally

is rrrultidi-

which
village,

In this

those
lends
have a

context,

it

could be expected that those individuals
may be mre successful
not involved

in wild resource harvest activities

in this cmmarcial

based on technological

endeavor -- basically

the examples presented

cases provide a model for evaluating
a methodology
spatial

F&levant

components.

actual

pivot writ

a review

pertinent

literature

adequately

potential

applicability

holistic

a well-integrated

the

mathcdolcgical

gathering

tcolis

the three

of mapping as
geographic

The intent

cited.

should be equally

well

and non-geographic

developntal

process

considered.
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including

and historical
and its
If

docmented.
of a larger,

elemnts
It

that

an

about which

the research

are only one part

and coherent design.

Within

documn tation,

of

or

contexts

cases.

ethnographic,

theoretical,

the spatial

into

with

the three

and theoretical

yet mre detailed

components of research
study,

above for

the problem or set of problem

the study will

spatial

a stratification

which includes

applications

in association

research context,

of

than others

the appropriateness

research

in subsistence

were also provided

fishing

access.

then,

In overview,

engaged in cmmarcial

the
mre

must dovetail

is at this

point

in

mapping as a data

GDIDEUNESFDRTHECO~ON
OF GEOGRAPHIC
DATA

DOCUMENTATION

It

is

accurately
gathering

the responsibility
record

of any researcher

in detail

component of

the methodology

aspects of both data gathering
section of a report
thereof).
replicate

and analysis

and

the data

the methodological

are documn ted in the Sal-E

"methodology" or some variation

(normally entitled

It is not possible

employed in

b!Q.st usually,

a study.

to thoroughly

for a reviewer to evaluate,

the data base presented in a study ccntext

cmpare,

or

in the absence of

such documntation.

EOmTION

QUESTIONS

OF Pm

Whereas the research problem or set of problems pose the mre
enccmpassing questions
specific
process.

questions

to be asked of the data,

must be formulated

The formulation

to direct

of these pertinent,

a sub-set

of more

the data gathering
specific

questions

is

presented on a case by case basis in this context.
In Case A rapping

is intended to portray

land and resource use during
dents and to reflect
significant
gather&g

of study ccmmnity

resi-

temporal changes in this boundary associated with

socioeconomic
extensivity

the lifetines

the outer boundaries of

events.

The most appropriate

data fcr such a lengthy
223

tmporal

tcol

period

for

is the

map biography,

which basically

by an individual.during
meaningful

units

are rreaningful

information;

the mapping of all

his or her lifetim

can be rrade by developing
and deriving

or by the delineation

and then indicating

case, to

of which units

an extensive

mral

of time

knmledge of the

subdivisions

frcm this

of temporal periods within

biography by drawing the nmst extensive
lifetime

areas used

keyed, in this

The detemination

of time.

of the canmnity

history

entails

the nap

area used in the individual's

areas of lesser extent and noting begin-

ning and ending years of use.
In Case B, a more detailed
emplOyed* Informants
exploited

application

are asked to report

of the xrap biography

the specific

for resource harvest and to indicate
The focus in this

each area was used.

areas they have

the years during which

case is noton

extent of land

and resource use but on the dynamics of use, particularly
tion

with

conanercial

timber

harvesting

mapped data must be linked

to habitat

forest,

madows),

nmntains

road, or boat),

or alpine
duration

of trips

ceasing to use a particular
areas and critical
It is essential,

habitat

so that

and habitat

altered

are relevant

type

it

In this

(e.g.

As previously

case,

beach, muskeg,

means of access (e.g.

foot,

and reasons for

discussed,

harvest

for species my not be one and the sam.

then, to determine the details

harvesting

in associa-

activities.

for primary species,

area.

is

of habitat

can be corrpared with critical

study question,

by-pro&ct

of comercial

legging

P2ans of access

the -act

question,

as road building

on the island.

has been a

A key component of

then is to what degree do local
224

in

rescurce habitat

by ccmmarcial logging activities.

to the

involved

residents

shift

frm

other

mre

conducting

traditional

n&es

resource West

tion of harvest trips
of centralization,

of access to vehicular
Information

activities.

for primary

mans of

regarding

species sheds light

dura-

on the effects

and changing mdes of transporta-

wage employrrwt,

Data on the perceived reasons for area1 abandonmnt are central

tion.

In addition,

to impacts assessment.
mapping the location
and gathering

of kill

harvest

sites

estimates

These rfeasures of intensity
productivity
ential

provides

recall

of harvest

net fishing

the previous

five-year

an indication

of relative

pericd.

site

period

selected

is

It should be noted that hamest quantities

possible

to elicit,

test,

area1

because

to be relatively

data is considered

accurate for major species during a temporal period of this

year in the field

sites

for the puqose of assessing differ-

The five-year

area1 valuation.

of use is measured by

and subsistence
for

over the short-term

informnt

intensity

expanse.

were gathered for a single

but it is expected that five years of data, if

wuld

provide

a mch mre accurate asses-t

of

productivity.
In Case C, mapping is foouse d on identifying
and resource use patterns
cial

fishing

biography
infomants

technology.

As in Case B, a mdified

is used to portray

(i.e.

of 20 foot hand trollers)
addition,

form of the map

the land and resource use patterns

during the course of their

technology

land

associated with access to and use of ccm-rer-

which they owned cr otherwise
fishing

differential

lifetimes

keyed to the years in

had access to specialized

purse seiners,
as opsed

rrapped data are linked

of

power trollers,

cmrcial
and in excess

to years when they did not.

to the specific
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type of camercial

In

fishing

boat used, the role of the informant
second-in -camand

captain,

or "hand,"

and crew),

hanrest by species or species categories.
has relevance

to ability,

of inclement

weather,

the informant

The question

fishing

periods.

Seasonaliq

the use of

comkercial

resource harvests and the ability

Lastly,
quantities
tivity

in this
is useful

especially
readily

valid

in testing

cmmarcial

vessels

for

for

non-cmmarcial

of crew mmbers to harvest resources

hypotheses about differential

Since informnt

regarding

recall

species of lesser

than area1 data,

prcduc-

it

of harvest

is not reasonable
for mre

could be elicited

were unsuccessful

in the ccrmarcial
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that

than a five-year

who previously

in their

bid

fishery

guanti-

diminishes

to w

for

entry permit or, since, have lost the permit for a variety
For many, non-involvement

technology

importance,

In Case C, however, many informants
fishem

based on harvest

having access to ccmmarcial fishing

harvest quantities

period.

has implications

case a measure of intensity

versus those who do not.

mre

other than the fishing

vessel urder less advantageous seasonal conditions.

of individuals

ties,

ranking

in harvest activities

of harvest
fishing

especially

higher

F=cPatly,

boat crew are also included

(Langdon 1977).

via ccmtercial

of boat type

technology,

organized by the boat captain using technology

assessing

of

The role of
of harvesting ,. trips.
crew is associated with the degree of

fishing

non-camarcial

boat

and seasonality

and duration

on a fishing

mmbers of a fishing

crew (e.g.

in terms of range and under circumstances

access he or she has to. camarcial
during

on the fishing

were

a limited
of reasons.

has exceeded a

five-year

so that

period,

post-ccxrmercial

fishing

a comparison

of

productivity

pre-

and

may not be feasible.

TEZHNICALCONSIDERATIONS

The next step subsequent to detailing
research questions
which relate

is making decisions

to the suitability

case examples, this discussion

regarding

under study.

is relevant

Survey or other

for all

lakes,
the

natural

context with

cases.

standard base series

and natural

for

its

is

cucrplex.

camplex coastlines,

map which rreets the criteria
uxm-anageable in the field
The develovt

the area

of detail,

setting,

addition

In

the

while

streams,
detailed

southeastern

not proving

as

Alaska

available

of species or species categories
inforsrants

to

base
to be

is the 1:63,360 scale map.

firm

relevant

of animals or plants

dents (errtic analysis)

in

features,

such as rivers,

the nest readily

are to be elicited
categories

aides

Pap scale should be as egually

and others.
environrrant

features

of the

should be the roost recent

and navigational

structures,

contours

ms,

to all

This map should include primary human-related

such as roads,
to~a@Cc

a complex of factors

have applicability

The base map employed in data gathering
U.S. Geological

of the larger

of the maps for these research ques-

Since Irost of these factors

tions.

the specifics

by which data

should emerge from an analysis
as perceived

by local

of

resi-

as opposed to a taxonomy developed in accordance

with a western scientific

rrcdel.

needs to be able to convert

aninal

Whereas the researcher
or habitat
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categories

indispuA&ly
into

units

maningful

to resource management or land-use decisions,

ing must be =aningful

to respondents.

premium on preliminary

researcher

resource use in minimally
Although

data gather-

This prerequisite

familiarity

with

places a

the essentials

of

the general area in which the study is set.

none of the cases are species

specific,

a particular

re-

searcher concern for one or another species can lead to a mDre detailed

set of questions
it

example,

is

clear-cutting
other

anticipated,

has rare direct

resources.

Therefore

harvest by habitat
was successful

type,

of cortwrcial

context,

habitat

species.

timber

coincide

knowledge,

impact on Sitka black-tailed
a line

of questioning

activities

focused cn deer

and quantity

on that

In this

rreny hunters

meadows (both lacked
between upland

or lowland deer, assessing their

ence to be one of a species level

of the

to the researchers did

study area hunters distinguished

or nr>untain deer and coastal

%ested

species.

specifically,

betwzen rmskeg and alpine

that

deer than

a mre co&prehensive understanding

with folk taxonomy -

Additionally,

In Case B, for

based on biological

types thought to be maningful

did not distinguish
trees).

that

access, twrality,

in develcping

iqacts

not totally

regarding

not recognized

differ-

by western biolo-

gists.
As previously
studies

not

interviewing,
study,

most of the principle

and some of the n-ore recent Alaskan efforts

the iqc@znce
ties,

discussed,

tic

of eqloying

xrerely

for

local

purposes

have eqhasized

Native people in research capaciof

providing

but also to gain rapprt,
critiques

Canadian mapping

and insights

into
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political

bilingual

options

in

acceptance of the

the study Frocess,

actual

data,

acceptance of the competing

and, in scm cases,

which is the focus of the study (Usher 1984).
should the last rrutivation,
be incorporated
The other

extreme in this

decidedly mDre ethical
outside

researchers

closely

or technical

approximated

Although

eastern Alaska projects,

feasible.

this

in

trained

it was deemed highly
lccal

In Case B, a local

assistant

assistant

assistance
evaluating

mant selection,
interview
patterns

protocol
of

receptivity

the

related

ate significant

assistants

advisable

to enlist

and preferably

Unquestionably

comrrunity-wide.

must be sensitively

subdivisions

study pqulaticn.
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the

rare

wditionally,

the criteria

categories,

segrrents of the connxnity

and political

lccal

for the three south-

if
the
he

for infor-

and developing

to the socioeconunic

study ccxnnunity.

of the study project

tion of local

of social

as it

non-

was employed to introduce

in establistig
species

process

and untrained

study to household heads and set up interviews.
provided critical

study

employed professional

In terms of guidelines

one paid

the

the Dane mapping project

it

acdel,

1980, is

that is, to employ no

assistants

and professionally

in the majority.

aid of nunimally

research assistants.

but ~~~~ibly untenable -

Natives in the minority
pple

local

prostitution,

as discussed by kancis

regard,

because of data confidentiality.
mst

Under no circumstances

which is akin to ideological

as a reason for eqloying

land-use(s)

the

and cultural

he aided
In fact,

in

the

the selec-

done so as not to alien-- that

or factions

is,

by being aware

within

the overall

In

this

segmnt

of

the guidelines,

sampling are presented as they relate
scientific
m&hodolcgies

derived

of all

discussed inany

single

possible

sampling

and associated
are too great

context.
examples reviewed in Chapters

4, key informnts

inChapter

in

study questions

In Case A, as in other extensivity
3 andevaluated

of

to the three study cases and to

frcm the set of basic principles

with the idiosyncracies
tobe

principles

the number of variations

Hoer,

mathod.

scma basic

are the desirable

scurce

of data for deVelOFing the extent of land and resource use and changes
in these patterns
periods

through

described

mants.
represent

organizations,

context,

systematically

are selected

camunity
elder status,

nity

factions

tial

key informants

(e.g.
etc.)

who, in their
and traveled

pivots.

select

regarding

the greatest

have

key infor-

who in s

and who represent

opinion,

In

way

in cannunity-based

a participation
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abut

mapped data.

are made of individuals,

and age and sex cohorts,

resource harvesters

age groups

age and sex distinctions

to gathering

of

in a systemt-

societies

than one way to systematicalJx

In Case A, inquiries
their

through the cmqmrison

of labor in hunting-gathering

There is mre

temporal

since sex andage are the keyvariables

reviewed in this

not been applied

the maaningful

both males and females and different

respondents,

which the division

Key infoments

data.

ic manner and include

the studies

In fact,

above can be established

key infonmntmapped

as discrete

time.

all

known comu-

the nams of pcten-

have been the most active
distances

in pursuit

of

harvest

activities

generated,

in

their

~ZIIES of individuals

on the basis of their
informant,

After

lifetims.

multiple

who appear on the lists
The top score be-s

reoccurrence.

researcher

selected are unwilling

to participate

infomant

data

apparent

in

are aggregated

the

data

If any infor-

and so forth

gathering

by species

the first

in the study, the

proceeds to the next namd individual

redundancy becms

are

can be scored

the next becmes the second, and so forth.

mants finally

list

until
Key

process.

categories

and temporal

periods.
Aggregated data are then presented to as mny non-key infomant
households as feasible
ccmunity
ties

(a 100 percent sample should be the goal in a

of 300 or so residents,

dictated

again

with sample size in. larger
Non-key

by redundancy).

members review the aggregated key informnt
ensuring
derived

that

all

of

use areas

their

frun key informant

informnt

household

data for the purpose of

fall

within

Variations

interviews.

cmnuni-

the boundaries

noted by reviewers

are recorded and ultimately

integrated

into

the composite map.

The

nur&er of non-key informnts

and their

age and sex are documented by

the researcher.
In Case B, key informants

were selected

described in Case A with two exceptions.
studies

indicated

most subject
deer,

to disruption

that

patterns,

mploymnt
it

Since habitat

as

and biclcgical

the species of importance to human harvesters
by clear-cutting

only male key infomants

anticipated
tence

that

in the sam mnner

was Sitka

my

influence

was deemed necessary
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to

as it

Secondly,

were selected.

history

black-tailed

different

include

was

subsis-

occupational

criteria

with

criteria

included participation

logging,

tirrber

either

age in the selection

the cmmarcial
After

fishing

and individuals

fishing

key informant

meaningful

in cmmarcial

processing,

cultural-biological

had been aggregated,

prel iminarily
units

were identified

harvest

to key

to

Subsequently,

a random sample of households (approximtely

was selected

for purposes of eliciting
most important

and,

of use for each spatially
the base map.

and plotted

harvest

in this

discrete

due to the nature

only

(minimally

fishing.
of the

three categories

a Chole) ; involvenxant
lives;

25 percent)
for a one

gatherixg

histories

unit plotted

representative

to the entire

are selected.

harvest

mle

process as few local

ed on the basis

in

quantities

context,

could be generalized

of resource

fishing),

scale ccxmercial

infonmnts

on a base map.

cultural-biological

In Case C, sets of key informants

selection

is,

on

against

data could be compared to assess the degree to

which mpped information

cmtnercial

that

a random data base was collected

Therefore,

which key informant

-

-

relationship

year pried

in

or timber industries.
data

resource

in any capacity,

who had never wxked

named areas which were meaningful

discrete,

occupatioMl

of key informants.

activity

As in Case B,

in question

key informants

zre included

xman are actively

involved

The first

set of key informants

following

criteria:

are delineated

in camercial
of all

camunity.

and large

hand troller);

domstic

consuqtion

during

are select-

as

at any stage of their

and use of
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the

in large-

for the study ppulation

fishing

sme portion

in

age group nmbership

major gear types

troller,

(i.e.

of their

(purse seiner,
local
lives.

resources

power
for

The second

set of informants
parallel

functions

as a control

those of the first

group.

set with the exception

In the case of each set,

cmrrercial

fishing.

approximate

15 percent of the households with

criteria

Their characteristics

established

a total

above -

of involvement
sample size

a marnber who maets the

sample of 30 percent

then mapped for both sample sets as described abme, including
ated harvest
prior

quantities

should

of the

Land and resource use patterns

households of the study ccxmnmity.

of primary

in

species

for

are

associ-

a five-year

period

to the year of study.

TECHNIciL'ESOF DATACOIIECl!I~

In this

segmant of methodological

be addressed simultaneously,
basically

guidelines,

as techniques

&dependent of the specifics

particular,

the three cases can

of data collection

are

of the research question.

the primary mans of gathering

In

mapped data and theway

in

which they are recorded are considered.
Participant
anthropological

observation

and observation,
have limited

research,

hallmark

applicability

n&hods
in

behavior is highly

mbile

in space and tin?e and only

a small segmnt of resource harvest activities
groups as opposed to individuals,
mre

importantly,

obviously

acccmpany even a large
during

it

wers,

Jre perfcmed

is not possible

period,

for

researchers

to

in a study population

span lengthy
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by large

or small kin-based units.

sarfiple of harvesters

any given research

gathering
Inherently,

mapped land and resource use data for hunter-gatherers.
hunting-gathering

of

temporal

units,

nor

independently

survey the expanse of area used by a hunting-gathering
Conversely,

population.
extrerrely

participant

useful mans of gaining

observation
insights

into the spatial

tion of subsistence activities

or providing

reliability

frcm informants.

of

data derived

and observation

are

configura-

a level of verification
Nietschmnn

or

(1973),

Nelson, Mautner, and Bane (1978), and Wolfe (1981) provide examples of
the use of

participation

and obsenration

in

studies

with

mpping

cmqonents.
For gathering

mpped data, informants

are the mst

from whom land and resource use information
are theoretically

two mans of eliciting

subsistence

frqn

data

The strengths

recall.

Hypothetically,
harvester
travel

harvest
social

the

term

There

the spatial

inherent

"self-reporting"

That is,

in

self-reporting,
within

information

of this

type nomlly

mintenance

infomation

the hunter's

anonymusly

might

could overcome this

is to be available
information

It

probability

be suggested that
dilernra.

to the general

public,

on

Resource
or other
may net be

campetition
cf cmtrol
of

the

There are

an extended family

hunters use.

costs.

that

however.

areas which successful

his

informant

information

which then can be map@.

in increasing

creases

and

spatial

shared because to do so would result

increases

components of

indicates

to a researcher

data may be proprietary
group.

can be obtained.

and weaknesses of each are considered here.

routes and harvest sites
problems

source

self-reporting

informants:

records or transmits

several

logical

in the
over the

success and deinformation

However, if

given

the information

then the prospect of such

being used by others looms large and becmes an iqedimnt
234

In the Canadian context,

to accurate self-reporting.
attempts
control

to resolve

this

of a ccmunity,

dilema

by placing

mapped data under the

regional,

or cultural

association

ple, the Dene mapping project)
be used.

ers .

which determines when and how data will

the application

and generally
In addition,

of these mapped data has been

they have not been available

the contemporary plitical

States my not lend itself

to assuring

mandatory self-reporting
and harvest
authorities

quantity

in

calendars

is

a tool

with
of fish

spatial

it

varying

degrees of

data regarding

then,
fish

although varying
data derived

and data users,
context

of kill

since

sites

in

regarded by many
the

but generally

state.

Soma

data on the

these instrumants

data.
has been the primary

and game harvest

degrees of confidence
recall

a high

rreans by which

have been gathered to

logical

mans of collecting
As discussed above,

in the reliability

of spatial

have been expressed by researchers

assessments of reliability

have indicated

In addition,

in the form of harvest

of these guidelines.

from informant

United

of information

success to gather

date and is recomended to be the mst
such data in the context

the

and game mnagmrant

economies

or gama harvested,

recall,

in

is not highly

have used self-reporting

have not been applied to spatial
Informant

funding.

used by fish

subsistence-based

Alaskan researchers

situation

for some species for location

in the Alaskan setting,

participants

to other research-

the propriety

gathered under the auspices of federal

quantity

(for exaxn-

Althoubh in Canada such scherres have probably produced mre

accurate self-reporting,
limited

there have been

degree
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derived
of

validity

from the Canadian
overall

with

attrition

in

detail

as the

increases

(Arima 1976; Usher 1984; and Brice-Wnnett

been convincingly

argued that

and are trained

frm

environmnt

depth

for

between went

hunter-gatherers

an early

It

has

place a high value on

associated

reliability

assessing

and recall

1977).

age to be aware of

and humn activities

P&ins

use.

tim

with

of

their

natural

land and resource

informant

recall

are

discussed in the section on analysis.
Informant
generally
through

recall

of

spatial

to the process

subsistence

of conducting

inquixy

the use of a base map and appropriate

these data
hmever,

(usually

rqlar

overlays

a sumey instrment

to elicit

spatial

basis of data collected
It

Figure 29).
are viable

that

spcifically

is intimately

indicated

g=t
diqatch

described,

pursuit

and retrieval

or harvest.

are correspxding
carrp sites,

net sites,

(to
cn the
(see

dependent upon the quality

of

In Case B,

are derived.

which they had

search or scan, location
(primarily
with

points,
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of fish

or

in the case of game), and
these behavioral

phenomena which include

intercept

significant

behavior is comprised of several

In association

spatial

with a base mp

hanrest.

West

including

coqonents,

In Case B,

of key informants

the years during

used each nmbered area for resouxe
As previously

recording

the degree to which sumeys

the data base from which survey questions
respndents

for

which had been established

should be stressed

refers

an informant

pens).

and biologically

via the map biographies

mapping tools

with

was used in conjunction

area1 units

then,

tools

and colored

data by culturally

the study population)

distinct

data,

trap lines,

travel
kill

phenmena
corridors,

or harvest

Fig. 29.

Base map with numbered cultural-biological
units
used to elicit
spatial data via survey in Case B.
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sites,

pursuit

specific

or retrieval

and harvest

search areas,

-- that is, the detail

of detail

level of detail

of depiction

differently

such as traveling,
by lines

in the case of
of these levels

should correspond to the

study question.

in the maping

trapping,

and pursuing,

points,'

and kill

use of @.nts

or spatially

Wolfe 1981).

Area1 behavior,

sites,

should be charac-

should be depicted by the

such as general

specific

in larger

should be characterized

scanning or

bodies of water or

as enclosed areas on raps.

In the course of documenting information
the researcher

clarify

behavior being elicited

context,

informants

01: smzed

biographies

(i.e.

with specific

In

drawing spatial
details

that

areal,

lineal,

and comparability

reccmrended that informants
fcr actually

the specific

in

the

prcvided resource use infomation

difficult

aw&ard.

on naps, it is essential

to the informant

(1977) noted

format

making analysis

depiction.

and be shown examples of appropriate

Erice-Eennett

mthcds.

Lineal

process.

Figure 30 presents examples of these types of subsistence

that

above

focused symbology (such as net symbols in

harvest areas as in the case of fishing
plants,

outlined

such as can-p sites,

Iocationalphenanana,

on maps.

intercept

collecting

(primarily

dimensions of resource use behavior

shculd be characterized

net sites,

or search areas,

rrap needs all

mandated by the relevant

The spatial

behavior,

areas

Not every subsistence

marine fishing).

terized

paths, general harvesting

the

context

infomtion

recording

Labrador

in no consistent

point-specific,

etc.1

these

guidelines,

theopportunity
on maps after

it

map
is

and tools

being provided

of the kinds of behavior to be mapped and
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study

between key informant

of

be providedwith

types of

- ---

travel

4 4

specific
scanning
area
cpp

-I 4
J

;mf;c
Q

-CL.

pursuit
*

camp site

set

general
scanning
and harvest
area

-c

net

trap

site

8 kill

line

Kintercept

site

site

area

Fig. 30.

Exanples of notations

used in recording
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subsistence behavior.

careful

instruction

researcher

cn the manner of depiction

my best be able to standardize

While the

necessary.
depiction

if

he cr she

mapping, the gain in terms of standardization

conducts the actual

overshadowed by the less of content resultant

frm

is

addir!g an addition-

al level of interpretation.

TE?X!JIQUESOF DATA ANALYSIS

In spatial

a distinction

analysis,

ry and explanatory

mry conclusions
In ex@=atcxy

In exploratory

analysis.

surveyed with an intent

to identify

regarding
analysis,

can be mde between exploratoanalysis

and reveal patterns

This section

exploratory

and explanatory

noted that

the dichotmy

than analytical
be applied

technique.

to different

and prelimi-

the nature of the phencmana being studied.
the intent

is to cbtain

an understanding

the nature and magnitude of the causal relationships
patterning.

the data base is

of the guidelines

However, it should be

one cf research

Since identical
research

intent

questions

techniques

is most logical

to organize

this

than cases, althcugh

are demnstrated

by application

rather

evaluated

exaqles

to the case studies.

As discussed in Chapter 4, a basic and serious
the mapping studies

can

and mltiple

it

around techniques

rather

techniques of analysis

-applied to the sane research question,
secticn

in the

presents examples of both

levels of amlysis.
is primarily

revealed

of

was the
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failure

fault
of

of many of

researchers

to

dccumnt details

of analysis

then, the important

of spatial

cf thoroughly

In term of guidelines,

data.

docurrenting analytic

methcds cannot

be overstressed.

The first

level

of spatial

Themappeddata

descriptive.
be descriptively

analysis

collected

recmmanded

publication,

with

the preseritation

of

for
in

the

this

can

The nust elertentary

case -- basically

For purposes of ancrqmity,

of raw data.

study is

from individualinformnts

analyzed at one or rmre levels.

level muld be that of the bdividual

inclusicn

in any subsistence

level

possible

a presentation
is generally

exception

a case study with

of

not
its

the explicit

permission of the informnt.
Any aggregation

of mapped data above the individual

purposes of describing
classified

the rescurce

as descriptive

gated data can depict

arialysis

unit

characteristics

example,

ccarmercial

(for

fishemn

in this

the use area

group, cr sme 0-r

area of a social

cf

of production

aggregated data in subsistence

unit

for

is also

Although aggre-

context.

a set of partners,

a kinship

or group sharing some conmn

a rap of rescurce

in Case C),

level

by far

use areas of all

the mst

cmmn

form of

mapping to date has been cmmnity-

based napping

(see Figure 13 for an example fran Brcdy 1982 which is

reserve-based

and depicts

Khile sme camumity-based
ry

individual

mps as wall

as the ccnnpxite) .

rraps depict resource use by species catego-

(such as in the case of Tyonek represented
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in Figure

191, the

intent

behind the Fresentation

use areas of two species

is not comparative

categories)

(i.e.

but rather

cmparing

is

the

to reduce the

number of maps presented in the report.
In

regards

analysis
all

applicability

would be the iqitial

examples.

by all

to

to

the

three

but not the final

informants

is me cf the research questicns
prccess of develcping
part of the overall

their

on zsukiistence.

samples -

level

that

of analysis.

is,

comercial

aggregated

No part

on the basis

analysis
mst

provides

an

be examined for
frm

two

fishermen and non-cmrcial
separately

at this

of the research question

analysis

distributions

refers

elemntary

in Case C is

analysis.

exploratory

frm mre

ccxrrplex ccanparative analysis

employed to

to the contrasting

of phenomena cn an intuitive

basically

are

In Case B, no

ANALYSIS

Basic coqarative
spatial

activities

on the basis cf descri@ive

BAsIcCCEe~

level.

In Case C, data are collected

and each is

anmared solely

mre

hamest

answered in the

is answered solely

However, descriptive

in whichti&er

-

analytical

research question

arealextent

fishermen

for

of land-and resource use

which is therefcre

this elemntary

level of analysis.

distinct

of analysis

for all periods of tine are presented in a

single composite map. In Case A, extensivity

effect

level

descriptive

In Cases A and B, the extent of land and resource use

camunity

of this

cases,

in nature.

assess degrees

Basic comparative

of
242

of two or
level

analysis

in that no quantitative
similarity

and is
differs
n-&hods

and dissimilarity.

Throughout the mapping studies reviewed and evaluated
4 respectively,

researchers

the similarity

or dissimilarity

related

commnly arrived

at conclusions

of area1 distribution

phexmena through tima or space without

measures by which assessmnts
regards to continuity

in Chapter 3 and
regarding

of subsistehce-

revealing

any standard

were made (for example, Fcote 1961 ix

thrcugh tim;

Shinkwin and Case 198'4 in regards

to area1 continuity.
In subsistence
tive

analysis

studies

has been the rmst cmmn

beyond the descriptive
varied

ccrsiderably

questions

reviewed in this

wlogies

stage.

of basic comparative
In all

study cases.

level

cases, this

explore the relationships

basic cmpara-

of analysis

of cmparative

i? the degree of sophistication

they have addressed.

application

context,

employed

analysis

have

attributable

to

Exaqles

of potentially,mx.n~gful

amlysis

can be made to the three

level

of analysis

can be used to

of two or more data sets.

In Case A, these data sets are composite maps by terriporal priods
-

that

is,

all

use areas for the entire

study population

gated by each of the three temporal periods
son.

This level

next section),

of analysis

so at this

sets can only be intuitively
or are identical

is subject

are aggre-

for purposes of cmpari-

to quantification

(see the

stage the degree of overlap between the data
assessed unless they exhibit
(a nminal

in configuration

level

of

no overlap
statistical

analysis).
In Case B, the relationships
tirker

harvest activities

and the distribution

beWeen the location

(e.g. roads, clear-cuts,
of subsistence
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of conmrcial

and logging ws)

use areas both pre-

ar!d Pst-

logging

activities

regions

cf cmpating

terqoral

environmnts

sition

Cmparative

maps to evaluate

in

this

of

importance

distinctions

(cmmercial

The existence

analysis

which would provide
a mre

ultimately,

variation
a mre

different

This juxtaphabitat.
of

data

.
is made beb7een the tm

and non-carrrercial

of

of

the mjority

fishemen)

in land and resource use patterns

sax+es.

areas were

harvesting

to address tie research question.

sample groups

with cmmr-

based on documnted

prirraq

case provides

In Case C, a basic cmparative

analysis

the

productivity

an identification

analysis

on

Additionally,

harvesting

for major species over the past five years.

prcvides

necessq

subsistence

in terms of harvesting

sites

exploitation

other than these associated
Finally,

activities.

compared to habitat

focused on potential

tc reveal trends cf change which my

causal relationships

timbar

attention

users of the study ccmnunity.

data sets were cved

involve

kill

with

use and decreased cr increased

of resource

the part

cial

were exmined

lends

refined

tc identify

of the two informant
itself

level

to

quantified

of craqarison

and,

comprehensive data base for acXkessi.ng the study

question.
In general,

basic cmparative

research imolving
of analysis
mre

subsistence

analysis

In particular,

mapping.

has been used when a quantifiable

suitable

considering

the nature

examples reviewed in Chapter 4 include
the reliability
continuity

has been overemployed in

of

bfomant

through tine

recall,

of

this

category

rethcd would have been
study questions.

Brady's
Foote's

Notable

(1982) assessmnt
(1961) evaluation

of
of

frun the mid-1800s to the mid-19OOs, Braund
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and Bumham's

(1984) assessrrent of intensive

(1981) assessmnt

use areas,

of the degree of cmmnity

and Wolfe's

resource area integrity

on the Yukon delta.

'JJAFTITATIVE AWGYSIS

In the context

of this

report,

quantitative

analysis

refers

the process of applying numerical values or continuous quantity
There are three central

to sFatia1 analysis.
quantitative
analysis

analytical

of ma*

reascn relates

rrrethods generally

subsistence
to the general

quality

scales

reasons related

to why

have not been applied to the

The first

data.

to

and perhaps foremost

of spatial

-subsistence data

gathered in northern North America to date, which, in large part,

are

not appropriate

and

unsystematic

for statistical

and sure exceptions

in the course of this

has not been applied,

in part,

study.

have been dealt

definition

due to inadequate

of research problems and detailed,
Thirdly,

developrwt.
analytical

potential

to

application

under-utilization
discussion

som researchers

in this

spatial

relevant

have failed

analysis

of these data.

of quantified
context.
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in sure
aralysis
and staff

research design
to use quantitawith quantitative

or concerns regamiing

This final

analytical
Finally,

funding

ThLiS

extent by a-ore precise

techniques because of unfamiliarity

methods as applied

with

Secondly, quanti+ative

This problem could be overcme to sm

tinE.

tive

because of the imprecise

manner in which they were gathered =d dccmsnted.

general evaluation
detail

analysis

it

explanation

the

for the

mathods is the focus of
is not possible

given the

scope of this
for

study to prcvide models for all

analyzing

spatial

given the level

subsistence

of statistical

in subsistence mppixg.
ccncepts and fcrmlas
researcher
limited

expertise

The intent

experience

those who have their

appetites

ar.alysis

herein is to provide

technical

althcugh the discussion

such analysis

whetted

depth.

analysis

of spatial

cr spatial

so that

the case of phenmena with

field

to

to the cases,

masure

task in

data

into

a math-

location

can be

of

point,

etc.)

data to a point specific

the assigmrent of

of each rappad phenomana -

a fccused spatial

location

and a set of points

rmthematical

etc.).

in

(such as kill

The conversicn

of

format can be accc@ished

the assignsent

of a discrete

set of coordinates

map and allms

for the ccmparison of the location
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a pint

in the case of a line

an "x" and "y" axis over the mapped data.

phenmenon with another.

an

The initial

of lcxatimai

(such as a harvest area, trapline,

by placing

the topic

data is predanbantly

distribution.

a cmparative

a unique value to the location

or.area

for

to quantitative

are applied

made. The rmst precise maans of comparison includes

intercept

made to

and complexity

in regards

-1s

who have

is

necessary to investigate

is the transfomtion

format,

detail

naive

is organized topically.

The qantitative
of location

engaged

scm general

Reference

quantitative

and the skills

a n-me prcdigious

site,

be desirable

of mny researchers

or training.

greater

erratical

it

which can be executed by the statistically

sources which provide

analysis

nor muld

techniques

and curqreherded by the users of these guidelines

statistical

spatial

data,

quantitative

This allms

to any point

for

on the

of any individual

While this

level

allows for the mst

of numerical

conception

canplex statistical

analysis,

most detailed
-3
aocumantaticn

of subsistence

to mrit

this

analytical

a p-d1

width on map scales normally

rra@.ng

would

and accurate data base.

techniques,

cu&erscmeto

the

the gathering

and

Inherehtly,

cost

or accurate enough

as variation

alter

considerable

analysis,

=mT,

it also requires

data are not precise

significantly

Additionally,

of rrapped Fhenmxana

by even a matter of

used in laud and resource use
the

is

quality

incurred

of
in

the

the

analysis.

computerized

and storage of these data bases, and they are tco

bemnuallymanipulated.

Unlike the system based on llxm and "y" axes, which record data as
occqyiq

specific

converting

nqped information

data as falling

points

within

or sets of pints,
to a rrathexatical

or cutside

accuracy of the arcal

amroach

shape of the analytical

unit.

The most cmmn
quadrant Wgers
ne&orkof

arbitrarily

1974).

standardized

tw

other

of

fomatregistermm

of a bounded area.

is directly

mthcds

related

The level

of

to the size and

designated areal unit

is the grid or

The grid or quadrant is created by imposing a
squares overthemap.

the boundaries

of a specific

thus the grid,

not the point,

square with

Data then appearwithin
nmerical

coordinates,

becmas the unit of analysis

and

(see Figure

6 for an example).
An alternate
units

method cf delineating

is the regional

an analytical
defining

ra*er

regions

approach than a social

a map into

the "regicn"
or political

is for the researcher
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analytical

in this
unit.

to designate

areal

context refers
me method of

the location

and

perimeter

of this

spatial

unit

of analys's.

The other method is tc

use areas or territories

which are perceived

to be unique or distinct

on the basis of sm

latter

method was qloyed

by the study Fopulation
set of criteria.

This

in Case B.

While the regional

method lacks the standardization

or quadrant system and is net conducive to certain

of the grid

statistical

proce-

dures , it

is not biased by the assumption of equal plane inherent

the grid

mathod.

surface

is

which

flat

and uniform

may markedly

activities.
sate

The equal plane

affect

assumption

lacking
hman

physical

behavior

is

physical

and cultural

related

systems preferably

should be considered

opposed to mutually

exclusive,

of aralytical

to

barriers
subsistence

regions and compen-

The grid

barriers.

the earth's

or cultural

A kncwledgeable researcher can tailor

for

that

and regional

as beir.g complurentaq

because each provides

different

rrathematical

trar~sfomation
One cmmn

method cf

spatial

anal15is

can be conducted.

eqloyed

by geographers is the measure of randm distribution
While a&hods

1977; Unwin 1982).
are appropriate

for

large,

addressing

uniform

longer-term

teqoral,

smll

Therefore,

distributional

procedures.
analysis

(Lewis
analysis

of random distributional
the

area (e.g.

tence behavior occurs in intimate

analytical

'types

of mapped data, statistical

analysis

area.

as

information.

Follming

relatively

in

location

variability

is exploratory
248

the

spatial,

over a relatively
rtear.ingfully

najcr

in that

a

subsis-

tvith seasorial,

it does not lend itself
Additionally,

over

phencmna

churches in Kentucky),

asscciation

and ecological

of

focus

a primary

tc random
of

random

goal is to

uncover patterns
gathering

or clusters

behavior is patterned

use of randm distributional
of hunting-gathering
functions

is well-documanted

analysis

behavior

to identify

is problematic,

not

normlly

obtained

patterns.

For example,

can, in large part,

less associated

costs.

tional

my

research inquiries
cmmunity

it

on hiunting-gatherirg
Alaska with

analysis

randm

to certain

its

with

distribufocused

(such as the placement of fish racks within

a large

of traps on the arctic

questicns

subsistence

square miles

coast),

of hmting-gathering

behavicr

the broader
are mre

analysis.

which has been employed in studies

mapping (for

example, Pedersen, Coffing,

Thompson 1985; Burns 19771, is the quantitative
is,

--

narrowly

One n&hod of area analysis,

that

uniform plme

is expected that

amenable to area as cppcsed tc Iccaticnal

involving

nature

of resource and land use activ-

have applicability

or the location

spectrum spatial

research

The

This m2thcd

however.

be discerned by observational
VMle

hunting-

the patterned

in the case of southeast

the distribution

ccmplex coastline,

analysis

in

that

and apparent.

best with a large sample and a relatively

conditions

ities

The fact

of phenmena.

or square kilmeters.

masure

and

of area --

This maasure of area

provides a mans of camparing the size of one or mre data sets,

such

as the number of square miles used for resource harvest by cmmrcial
fishermn
include

versus non-cmmarcial
the number of

temporal periods

fisherzen

square miles

in Case C.

Other exanqles

used in each of the relevant

in Case A &d E and the number of square miles of

land and resource use which are affected
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by logging.

Square mile

(or

kilmater)

treasures can be applied

(Pedersen, Coffing,

and Thmpson 1985 used all

The conversicn of I'M@

is acccmplished by overlaying

unit

size on the subsistence

miles or square kilomaters
While square riles

continuity.
aFpaar in

I

map and tabulating

they do not allow

inside the data boundaries.

33bsistence mapping studies,

presented

in this

context

conformity

1977);

However, it

familiar

to social

is

provide

a quantitative

analysis

-

masuremant

maWcuTein a fomat

conformity"

for

examples, see Iewis

that is, the Frcentage,

ed by "the percentage of individual

of

The mthcd

as son-e rethods

(for

or

frequently

is desirable.

not as cmplex

a quantitative

scientists

of overlap

or non-conformity

used by gecgraphers

provides

a quantitative

for the cuqarison

of conformity

for use iri cmparative

of the appropriate
the number of square

or square kilmaters

conformity

determining

three masures).

a grid nemrk

ivhich fall

As questions

groups, or species

data into square miles or square kilme-

ters

measure of size,

to individuals,

mst

as calculat-

and "the percentage of

mutual conformity."
The percentage of individual
-centage

formla

areausedbynon~

rcial

total

converting
within
is divided

the

In Case C,
of

fishermen that is also used by ccamxcial
This measure of conformity

the data to a grid network.

the intercept
by the total

set for tjhich the indication

another.

could be used to measure the prcentage

fishermen and the converse.

falling

is used to masure

of area of 0Ee data set shared with

for example, this

by first

ccnformiw

is calculated

The number of grids

of the data sets are tabulated
nmber of grids within
is to apply and multiplied
250

and this

the study data
by 100:

number of grids within

the intersect

number of grids for the set being analyzed x 100

total

or

X

x1 x 100

X
X1

It

= number of grids within

= total

numbsr df grids

should ke noted that

non-cmmercial
the

of

of the temporal

periods

ir

or mre

In case c, this

tkrber

being

compared.

each data set.

is,

by

converse.

This

the areas fcr each

lTethcd can be employed to
activity

is the percentage

of mutual

the degree of conformity

by averlaying

all

the percentage of imdividual

the

to a

for bm

the average shared area for the sets

The percentage

added and divided

for

harvest.

It is calculated

ccxcpared and calculating

the

between areas of subsistence

This rrtsasure indicates

data sets -- that

for

conformity

case, my not equal

to Taring

The second measure of conformity
conformity.

analyzed

Case A or of one of the periods

the degree of overlap

and those of ccxmxcial

in this

conformity

can be applied

ccaTlposite of the others.
masure

fishermn,

individual

technique of analysis

for the set king

the percentage of individual

to comrercial

percentage

the intersect

of individual

total

nmber
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study sets to be
conformity

conformities
of

sets

to

for

are then
prcduce

a

mthematical

mean as a percentage.

mutual conformity.
the formula muld

This mean is the percentage

For example, given three data sets

(x,y,

of

and ~1,

appear as follows:

X+Y+Z
x1 y1 2 x 100= percentage of mutual conformity
n

n = 3 (for 3 data sets referred

As with

an arithrretic

to as x, y, and z)

mean, rreasures cf standard deviation

variance can be applied to the percentage of mtual
The percentage of mutual conformity
masure and state
tine.

and

confmmity.

can be applied

to Case A to

the degree to which use areas have changed through

Additionally,

measures of standard deviation

and variance

can

be used to express the dynamics of changing land and resource

use

areas.
As in Case A, the percentage of mutual conforrrity

can be used to

measure changes in use areas through time keyed to specific
impacts in Case B, including,

and n-ost iqo&antly,

harvest.

Secondly,

ticnships

bebmen the use areas of key infoxmants

informants

this

rrmningful

commercial timber

xwasure could be used to explore

the rela-

and groups of key

sharingcmmnvariables.

In Case C, this mthod could be employed to assess mutual conformity

of comercial

mutual conformity

to non-cmmercial
by cmercial

fishing
252

fisherman
gear type.

and to explore

for

One meam of assessing intensity
is provided

by Weinstein

harvest quantities

(1976)

are tabulated

par cs,it of area as delineated
of area1 productivity
period

of use employing the grid system
(see Figure

6).

per grid unit.

by the grid similarly

It

example,

In Case B, kill

as do harvest quantities

in Cases B and C.

In this

sites

provide a masure

for the .past five-year

should be noted that

Weinstein

(1976)

found the size of grids employed in that study (100 square kilmeters)
to be too gross for detailed
in

that

case was less

analysis,

complex than

researcher needs to explore'the

and the envircnmental
in

southeastern

setting

Alaska.

size of grid most appropriate

The
to the

area of study, but a one square mile grid may provide adequate detail
and be easy to apply to a 1:63,360 scale base mp.
Finally,

another quantified

derived by tabulating
of area as defired

measure of ihtensity

the number cf users exp1oiti.x.g a specific
by the regicnal

or grid

system.

this masure was the use of a sumey instrument
subsistence data frcm a r&m
Cnce mapped data
analysis

for

cf use can be

intensity

are

converted

into

The problem is not how to evaluate

for intensity

ing when the measure is appropriate

or meaningful.
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spatial

in Case B.

a quantifiable

of use beccm relatively

be answered on a case-by-case basis.

An example of

for gathering

sample of informants

unit

format,

simple to perform.
but rather

detemin-

This question must

DA!TAPFESEWIATION

Data presentation

involves

mappeddata shouldbeportrayed
mapped or related
discussion

a discussion

of the mnner
ocumnts

inresearchd

data which are appropriate

and the types of

in study prcducts.

cases, but specific

is general to all

in which

This

examples are provided

on a case-by-case basis.
Of central

concern to data presentation

comprehensibility

Were revietled

of the data user to decipher
In fact,

format.
mst

the figures

comprehensible

quality

on the ability

presented

in mapped

which would have been

because of their

overall

poor

of depiction.

be of a quality

maps presented in a final

that allc;ws a critical

forms the substance of the mp.
following:

the

identification

appropriate

information

includkg

topographic

data source or report

which

include

and other

the

features

necessary to rapped data kterpreta-

complete and detailed
the temPora1 pericd

about the size

data limitations;

review of the information

and readable symbology; scale of depiction

for the study questions;
title

product should

Features of such quality
of

human-made, etc.)

Mirectional,

figure

and

in Chapter 3 were mcng the

and others,

here mitted

As a general guideline,

tion;

the information

clarity

the course of

and evaluated

presented

and cl&

maningful,

substantially

Throughout

of the mapped product.

Chapters 3 and 4, studies

is overall

and composition

legend: a descriptive

prtrayed

in the map and

of sample; reference

of which the IMP is a part:

and a high standard of reproductive
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suitable

a qualifier
resolution.

to

as to

The second concern lies with the type of data to be presented in
a study

product.

Mi.nilnally , maps included

provide enough i?fcmatior~

tc allcw

of the argument presented

in the

in

the

the revier

These maps should include

text.

and analytical

substantiate

Examples of both

conclusions.

analytical

mps

referenced

in Chapter 3.

In term

have been discussed

this

are essential.

data

in

order

descriptive

chapter

to
and

and examples

mp types are reccmended.

composite maps of each of the three key tempo-

ral periods and a ccqcsite

three tempcral

in

of study cases, the following

Xn case A, descriptive

should

to weigh the naerits

adequate examples of descriptive
study

report

cf all

Fcr aralytical
periods

terqmral

puqcses,

periods
a single

for areal extmt
map shcwing the

suparimpcsed upon cne another

sary-

In Case E, descriptive

extent

of harvest

activities

tirrber harvest activities

maps portraying
of key informants,

are presented.

is also neces-

the ccanposite area1
and the location

Maps depicting

of

data analysis

include the graphic presentation

of the spatial

resource use by temporal period;

comparisons between temporal periods;

comparisons betmen

areas and the location

timber

harvesting

sites

and cmmercial

fication

five-year

areas;

of regional

and a depiction

cmparisons

areas: a depiction

of kill
of guanti-

use based on data derived from the randm survey;

data

productivity

and individual

In Case C, descriptive

areas of ccmmrcial

of cmrcial

between the locaticn

timber harvesting

of regional

hamest

randm survey.

subsistence

dimensions of land aud

and non-camercial
255

for

key species based on

use areas derived

fran

maps present the respective
fisherman.

Analytical

tie
use
maps

include

a cmparison

map depicting

of the areas used by the Wo groups; a composite

changes in individual

sion or loss of ccnmrcial

fishing

the use areas of individuals
fishing

use areas in relation
technclcgy;

to posses-

and cmqarisons

possessing different

between

types of ccm-tercial

technology.

Modeling,

a stylized

ccqmsite

employed in the presentation
Alaskan researchers

(for

for a pericd

of informants,

early historic

of subsistence

patterns,

has been

data in mapped format by
Burch

example, Burch 1981; Nelson 1973).

(1981) employed modeling
lifetims

of behavioral

as.previously

dccmentaticn,

of tima preceding
described,

ethncgraFhic

that of the

using oral history,

analogy,

habitat

data, and

archaeolcgy as data sources for his model (see Figures 23, 24, 25, and
26) e In this example,rmdelingis
data frm

theonlymeans

a period with no living

bywhich

representatives

subsistence
It

can be depicted.

should be noted that

Burch's

(1981) data were not area1 but rather

locational

in nature

-

is,

population

distribution

a model to depict

that
relative

trapline

baskar~~ in the Q-ml&it&c
mdeling

he seasonally

to resource use.

patterns

of conwrary

area of Alaska

(Figure

Other appropriate

Gwich'in
31).

of

the aFplieduse

Atha-

He employed
traplines

muld be too cmplex.
applications

of mdeling

cf rmdels to ensure anonymity of individual
source use data.

of

Nelson (1973) used

because of his assessrrent that mapping the actual

of his study population

anonymity

mapped a mdel

Fx;wever, using mdeling

a contemporary ccmmniq
of suchdata,

informant

the use

land and re-

as a mans of protecting

is not practical

sincemstprojects
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would include

in regard to

are focusedoh

,A%.

I
-’

,*’

a.’

Fig. 31.

A schematic of two neighboring
(taken frm Nelson 1973).
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TraDllne

A.

traplines

.

camunity-spcific
Hover,

mdeling

the spatial
retical

assessItents

iqacts

or

baseline

as a methcd fcr describixg,

components of subsistence

analyzing,

systems has considerable

assessing the relations

the developzlent of a mdel

and depicting

a research question

Case C provides

potential.

documentation.

theo-

suitable

for

between tecimologi-

cal change and centralization.
It is suggested in this context that researchers
of other graphic

formats

for the presentation

consider the use

of the spatial

dimen-

for the cormunity

of

Iyonek was described in Cha@er 4 (see Figure 19 and the evaluation

of

sions of subsistence

Fall,

Foster,

rmose) .

An example of this

data.

and Stanek's

1985 analysis

levels

derived

from the rahdcan sumey,

of use through

culturally-biclogically

time

(Figure

In this

32).

important

to the process

representzations

contribute

data,

but these should be seen as supplementary
for mqed

of presenting

research,

and graphic

spatial

may meantigsubsistence

to rather

than a

addressed by the data leading

the data user normally has

presentations

which to evaluate the degree to Aich

within

but is additionally

canparisons and study replication

a study product

the study problem has been

to a set of conclusions.

tion of data is not only the vehicle
to conclusions

example,

data.

As in any form of scientific
only the narrative

differ-

area or unit through tirre is depict-

Other forms of graphic and tabular

replacur6rit

for

the percentage of households using a

fully

frm

effort

In Case B, fr equency polygons are employed to depict

ential

ed.

of catch-per-unit

The presenta-

for connecting research problems
the tichahism

or verification
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by which inter-study
can occur.

It is

8

80-

Fig.

32.

1040

IO60

I et30

1870

I980

1988

The use of a culturally-biologically
important
unit or
area through
time by the percentage
of households
in the
randomly selected
survey sample (taken from Ellanna
and
Sherrod 1985).

-trr”I”“I”“I”“I”“l”“l”“I”“l
I830
1818 IQ20

anticipted

that with increased vigilance

over the docmmtation,
presentation
tence, that

n?ethcds of deta gathering

of data relating
subsistence

sound inter-cmmunity

of the scieWific

to the qatial

camudty

and analysis,

dimnsions

of subsis-

mapping research can proceed to the level

ccmparisons and theoretical
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md

development.

of

-6

cTm&mNs:

THE FU'IUPEOF
ZX&3ISTENCEMAPPlNG

In the course of this
methodologies

have been considered in light

the sociopolitical
the

emerged.

land

and academic milieu's
and resource

Although

of their

global

was subsistence

use patterns

of

tific

data

frcm related

guidelines

have

in Canada and Alaska.

the framework of a scien-

of the appropriateness

of research

review and evaluation,

and a field

the prerequisites

test

in

southeastern

of a scientific

model.

organized about three southeastern

and one actual

problem identification

-

and refinement,

and data presentation.
study that methodological
scientific

regard-

the focus of review and

Oh the basis of this

were primarily

hypothetical

and geography and

to subsistence rrapping were developed and presented

in accordance with

tm

took place within

disciplines,

Alaska, guidelines

to

examples of land and resource use mapping

model, although no evaluation

questions was attempted.

relationships

hunter-gatherers

mapping mthodolcgies

The review and evaluation

mpping

from which questions

were considered in the development of context,
critique

subsistence

phenamna in both anthropology

the study of spatial

ing

review and evaluation,

including

data gathering,

It was determimd
guidelines,

elements

while

early

cases --

of research

data analysis,

in the course of the

structured

research core, had to vary in other details
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These

about a sound

in accordance

.

with

--

research questions

should met

mathodological

there is no single mdel
The primary
methodologies

applicable

respects.

recognize the limitations
not include

mapping guidelines

frm

scientific

method,

research questions.

employing

subsistence

mapping

concerning

canponents of the studies.

to treat

Lastly,

to all

all

to doccanent infomation

and analytical
failed

although

studies

weakness of

sure researchers

is,

standards derived

was the failure

data gathering

in mst

that

mapping as a systematic

there were sine studies
of subsistence

adequate supporting

data.

In fact,

Secondly,
research tool

which failed

mapping -

that is,

it

the

to

they did

should be stressed

that even in cases in which the area1 extent of land and resource use
by hunter-gatherers

was the primary

1976; the Dene mapping project;
level

-

supporting

sociocultural

any insights

regarding

necessary if

of application

systems were to be extracted
for

example, developed tm

of subsistence

of spatial

based socioeconanic

volumes of

and space.

basically

Additionally,

mre general questions

data.

On the

was restricted

to the

data.

of research incorporating

of the spatial

their

data were

Freeman (1976),

supplementary

systems is essential

of such systems, including

as a research tool

data.

canponents of subsistence

an understanding

the most basic

and socioeconanic

fran the spatial

In regards to the strengths
=qP~g,

example, Freeman

the nature of subsistence-based

other hand, the Dene mapping project
inclusion

(for

and Pedersen 1979) -

or elementary
extensive

question

to a holistic

attributes

subsistence

of subsistencecanprehension

and dynamics through time

mapping can shed light

of the relationships
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dimansions

subsistence

between centralization

on the
and

land and resource use by hunter~atherers
global perspective

and on the asses-t

the spatial

are theoretically,

users affected
predicted

the application

mre beneficial

of data regarding

of land and resource use
to resource

Such a view, hmever,

that gavexmentalagencies

data bases presented to them and, as By,
in good faith

and fascinating

in the short-term

by governmental decisions.

on the assmption

in a

systems and associated

behavior to the developrrwt

is potentially

topic

of the impacts of technologi-

components of subsistence-based

hunting-gathering
policies

a critical

Hmever important

cal change on subsistence behavior.
such questions

--

can canprehend
that they will

on the basis of &A& information

is

w+& C&Y&, L*

act
asS

provided in deciding between currpeting land and resource uses.
Trends which have been identified
have appeared concurrently

in the course of this

research

in both the Canadian and Alaskan settings.

One obvious trend has teen the proliferation

of the use of mapping as

a research methodolqy

TIliile

since the mid-1970s.

Aat unifmm&

sn,

subsistence mapping methodologies have becme mre sophisticated
in
-zJ
terms of data collection
and, mre limitedly,
in techniques of data
In regards to analysis,

analysis.

the ptential

the canputerization

of spatial

data --

electronically-based

analysis.

Hmever,

manipulating

canputerized

spatial

the advantages of electronic
base ti
data.

Wd
Lastly,

has widened the vistas
the costs

of entering

data remain excessive.

processing

and the relevance

for gecprocessing

-for
and

In addition,

are only as gocd as the data

of the questions

being asked of the

there is a growing awareness of the potentials

for the

use of subsistence mapping xWAmdo1ogie.s in addressing systemic level
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questions

regarding

exemplified

by the funding

hunting-athering
their

subsistence-based

sccioeconanic

of this

project.

systems is such that

land and resource
linkage

surprising

mapping has not played a larger

tise

for

employing

focused researchhas

subsistence

of

linked

to

temporal

for the system as a whole, it

Unfortunately,

such research in the past.

Since the nature

and related

demmds of this
that

as

they are intimately

base, and the spatial
are pivotal

systems +

notkeptpacewith

s@tem3ticC role

the methodological

mapping in

is

systemic,

the rapidly

in

expar-

theoretically-

expanding interest

in the use of this tool.
The future
relates
well

to its

of

subsistence

strengths

and weaknesses as portrayed

as to the sociopolitical

use policies.
offered

climate

Scma projections

centralization

for future mrk are

of indigenous

tool

has been made to the effects

peoples on their

for developing

involved

a question

This encaqassing

of social

and may shed light

a

interest

what processes are involved

on the larger

and applicability.

in the urbanization

populations?
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question

is

and econanic impacts associated

in the developnent and functioning

of worldwide

mapping provides

more thorough and comprehensive insights

to the understanding

with centralization

of

land and resource use

subsistence

described,

intothispoorlyunderstoodphenm~na.

factors

study as

in regards to land and resource

of and suggestions

study reference

As previously

patterns.

central

in this

tool

Me.

Throughout this

useful

mapping as a,methodological

question

of the

of urbanization
Specifically,
of hunter-gatherer

--

Subsistence

mapping methodologies

the study of optimal

have direct

understanding

societies.

should contribute

to the use of subsistence
sy$%ern questions

of the energetics

optimal

Additionally,

hunting-gathering

addressing

to

which to date has lacked the spatial

foraging,

dimensions necessary for a total

for

applicability

foraging

of

theory

mapping as a methodology

about the behavioral

strategies

of

technology

in

hunter-gatherers.
Questions
association

to changes in

related

with

land and resource use patterns

the aid of data collected
of western technology
and the expansion
travel

to rural

travel

patterns

regards to their

they affect

spatial

--

that

is,

totals

differential

(productivity),

recency of use, catch-per-unit

ppulations

have
of

@artialL$ in
*
subsistence mapping

studying

these processes as

mapping methodologies

is expected

measures of the differential
measures of intensity

As described in this

which can be applied
measures of

and

documented,

Hopefully,
for

of subsistence

land and resource use.

harvest

(such as aircraft)

societies.

to more meaningful

land and resources

derive

tool

subsistence-based

l%e refinement

criteria

are poorly

dimensions.

societies

However, the specifics

of mobility.

a methodological

to give rise

mdes

(such as roads). to more remte

altered

provide

The dissenination

areas and subsistence-based

these processes of transition

will

can be explored with

via subsistence mapping.

of western

corridors

markedly

trans~rtation
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behavior

and resource

frequency
effort,

in regards to

study, there are multiple

to subsistence
land

use of

of use,

in order

use,

duration

to

including
of use,

number of species harvested per

unit

(diversity

spatial

of use), and many others.

cmpcnents

which lend themselves to description

through the use of subsistence mapping.
t&

rega&,

&at

measures of intensity

The relative

mluation.

value

assessed by the individuals
Finally,

while

research will
the nature
planning

it

increase

of

actively
is

This shift,

ke a&e,

k

should not be equated with
can only

participant

use.

that

attention

to mre
if

and analysis

XL 'Ls &qwSuk

it

in their
the quality

may shift

fran

canplex social
occurs,

will

be

of mapping

is focused on this

mapping studies

and resource mnagment

have

land and resources

anticipated

as mre

of subsistence

assessment studies.

Most of these criteria

IMzhod,
land-use

and econcmic

be related

to an

awareness on the part of land-use planners and resource managers that
subsistence mapping does not provide easy answers to questions
ing cmpeting

regard-

land and resource uses and that mapping methodologies,

if conducted in a scientifically

sound manner, are costly

mney and tim.
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